TI'S ANSWER TO THE RISING NEED FOR FASTER VLSI: ExCL/73
ALTERA MAKES IT EASIER TO BUILD FAST STATE MACHINES/76

TEK MICROCIRCUITS

The QuickCustom m
approach to bipolar ICs.
Now, it's all yours.
TeKtronix has developed away to design
semi-custom analog ICs that will greatly
reduce your development time and cost.
The QuickCustom approach
uses aseries of QuickChipsim
prefabricated with "core" arrays
of capacitors, resistors and up to
1800 transistors configured for
easy interconnection. Analog
QuickChip designs use NPN
transistors with fr typical to
6.5 GHz at 15V or 2.5 GHz at 95V.
Analog-digital combination QuickChip
arrays offer agate propagation delay of
400 ps with digital functions including
OR/NOR/AND/NAND, flip-flops, latches,
buffers and inverters.
We'll provide the training, graphic
layout and simulation tools for your
design, and one of our experienced IC
designers will be available to consult
with you.
Following design approval, we'll
deliver two untested wafers within three
weeks. Guaranteed. Or, 25 untested
packaged parts within four weeks.
This is the fastest semi-custom process in the industry. And it's dedicated to
meeting your exact ASIC requirements at
areasonable price. So, if you're interested in turning Tektronix' unsurpassed
IC advantage into yours, call us. We're
ready to talk with you about your semicustom and full custom needs.
Tektronix Integrated Circuits Operation
PO. Box 500, M/S 59-420
Beaverton, OR 97077
Phone: 800-262-4374
503-627-25/5 within Oregon or
for technical assistance.

Tektronix,
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE
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At The Mite!
CMOS Foundry
You're Invited In
Customer input is an essential element at our
foundry. You know why your circuit was
designed, what performance is expected from it,
what its cost-constraints must be and what
deadlines must be met by our shipments of your
wafers.
Mite! Semiconductor has an excellent
customer interface along with first-rate foundry
capabilities. Nothing is more frustrating than
explaining your needs without receiving any
response. Our tracking system produces weekly
reports or you can get updates by phone or by
electronic mail at any time.
Most Mitel customers have tried other
foundries, then come to us because of our
emphasis on customer liaison and support. This
emphasis gets the results you expect within the
time frame that we agree on -normally five
weeks from PG tape to completed wafers. After
all, it's speed with high-yield production that
counts!
The Mitel foundry can be your one-stop North
American resource for all CMOS fabrication
services from mask-making to final shipment.
It's financially stable, completely approachable
and consistently accountable to its clients for
timely, quality production.

Mite! Foundry Delivers
On Time -Every Time

MITEL e SEMICONDUCTOR

UNITED STATES
San Diego, California. Telephone: (619) 276-3421.
San Jose, California. Telephone: (408) 249-2111.
Oakbrook, Illinois. Telephone: (312) 655-3930.
Boca Raton, Florida. Telephone: (305) 994-8500.
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Kanata, Ontario. Telephone: (613) 592-5630.
UNITED KINGDOM
Portskevett, Gwent, South Wales Telephone: +44 291-4M55.
ASIA
Tsuen Wan, Hong Kong. Telephone: +852 0-463641.
EUROPE
Denmark. Telephone: +45 1-812566.
Milan, Italy. Telephone: +39 2-8246999/8245177.
West Germany. Telephone: +49 711-7701522.
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INSIDE TECHNOLOGY

Newsletters

COVER: The world's fastest microprocessor! 61
AMD's 32-bit Am29000, built with a1.2-µm cmos process, uses an
enhanced RISC design to run at asustained performance level of 17

Electronics, 21
•IBM gets set to unveil its
next generation of PCs...
•... and the question is:

what will the operating system
look like?
•TI'S third-generation
DSP chip is on the way
International, 53

•Siemens joins the select 4-Mb
DRAM club
•A new CD format stores both
audio and digital signals
•Toshiba will chase Fairchild's
FAST family with low-power
Bicmos products
Semiconductors, 31

Will Sematech fly? The next three
months will tell
Research policy, 31

A new lobbying group joins the
fight to save R&D credits
Consumer ICs, 32

Motorola's ic design expands the
smart-power market
Optical memories, 33
GE roils the interactive CD waters

with away to store video
Linear ICs, 34

Why one "calm" chip market
excites TI
Computers, 34

Apple's Macintosh begins
crowding IBM's aging PC
Navigation, 42
Navigating by satellite gets
cheaper
Components, 42

A mos transistor and athyristor
make alovely couple
4

mips and apeak execution rate of 25 mips. It combines several key
RISC concepts with the best of conventional designs

A streamlined AMD fights back, seeks strategic partners, 64

Chairman Jerry Sanders keeps development going; armed with the
fast new Am29000 microprocessor and along list of new products,
AMD can turn profitable by June, he says. Meanwhile, the chip maker
is looking for strategic partners
A swarm of RISC chips chases a fastgrowing market, 66

One forecast calls for the systems market to grow 84% annually for
the next five years, and chip makers find that RISC chips are agood
way to compete with conventional microprocessors in that market
Ti's answer to the need for faster VLSI: its ExCL process, 73
Based on Impact-X, the new ECL process cuts switching speeds to 200

ps and pushes density to 60,000 gates. It also produces highly reliable
bipolar VLSI devices
Altera makes it easier to build fast state machines, 76

The first in anew family of user-configurable microsequencers offers
system performance and flexibility that are superior to any other
single-chip and outdo many multichip sequencers
Sony packs power into low cost work stations, 79
Two MC68020 processors allow the powerful, low-cost machines to
handle heavy network loads; one of them is adedicated I/O processor
that frees the CPU to run applications
SPECIAL REPORT: Optical disk makers grope for standards, 82

If efforts fail, the chaos in 12-in, write-once optical disks could spread
to the emerging 51
4 -in. products. Without standards, rapid technical
/
development and declining product costs remain all but blocked

PRODUCT SPECIAL REPORT: Single board computers boom, 87

Instead of building their own machines, customers are buying faster,
lower-priced models of board computers uncoupled from their buses.
They have ahost of new products from which to choose
TI puts its Lisp chip into a system for military Al, 95
The 32-bit microprocessor designed for executing AI software written

in Lisp is at the heart of Aries, aset of system modules that will form
ashoebox-sized military computer for real-time symbolic processing
Boosting MIL spec chip performance with RISC methods, 97
A high-performance 32-bit microprocessor from United Technologies
Microelectronics Center is the first such RISC processor that supports
the complete MIL-STD-1750A instruction-set architecture
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NEW PRODUCTS
Newsletter, 25

•Gould is about to enter the
minisupercomputer market
•Sony Tektronix waveform
digitizer claims A-D conversion
record
•Image-processing algorithm
doubles scanner's speed
Computers & Peripherals, 105

•Ciprico's disk, tape controllers
send data bursts at Multibus II
maximum of 32 megabytes/s
•vmEbus disk controller from
Xylogics boosts direct memory
access rate by 100%
•Univision Technologies' graphics
board for the PC AT boasts 2,048pixel-by-1,536-line resolution and
200-MHz display rate
Communications, 108

•Network General's protocol
analyzer for Ethernet LANs sniffs
out bottlenecks to enhance system
performance
Semiconductors, 110

•Dielectrically isolated npn quadtransistor array from Elantec
runs at 350 MHz
Military/Aerospace
Newsletter, 101

•Army simulators from
Perceptronics Inc. use
commercial-grade components
•A drive begins to create a
multibillion-dollar CAD/CAM
military market
•NASA tries to clean up
backlogged satellite launchings
•Getting ahandle on how much
of NASA'S spacecraft data should
be retrieved—and when
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DEPARTMENTS
Publisher's letter, 3

Our new product special report is
an example of the kind of
technology roundup that only
Electronics can put together
FYI, 8

Altera. president Rodney Smith:
"A real case could be made for a
U. S. consortium fab line, where
its capacity would be allocated by
acompany's investment; that's
what should be built"
Letters, 12
Electronics Week, 120
•NEC insists that judge be

disqualified in dispute with Intel
over microcode
•Here's amarket that's
exploding: asemiconductor device
for blasting control
•MCC names anew chairman:
retiring TI executive vice
president Grant A. Dove
•New support for interactive CDs
from Sun and Philips

5

Everything doesn't
need to be your fault.
Designing anew system
has enough risks. Why pass up
an off-the-shelf sure thing like
AM D'S complete Ethernet
chip set?
We designed the Am7990
Lance, Am'7992B SR, and the
AM7996 Transceiver to work
with one another. And what
happened? They work with
one another.
AMD can offer you something no one else can offer.
Absolute confidence.
Our chip set has been
around since the beginning of
Ethernet It's been proven by
years of successful networking
in systems: That means you
won't be designing it in, then
covering your tracks when it
doesn't work (And if you work
with Cheapemet, you're still
safe, because our chip set
does, too.)
Look at it this way:
You're going to get blamed
for afew things in life that are
absolutely not your fault Why
not choose the AMD Ethernet
chip set and pick up some
easy praise?

Advanced
Micro Devices

a

901 Thompson Place, PO. Box 3453,
Sunnyvale, CA 94088

0 Advanced Micro Devices. Inc. 1987
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WHY RISC I
T?
WHEN YOU CAN TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF OUR HIGH
PERFORMANCE, NO RISK
8000 SERIES, ENHANCED
FOR THE DEMANDS OF
MODERN TECHNOLOGY

FEATURING:
• BLAZING SPEED
6 MHz CA80C85B CPU
10 MHz Peripherals
• VERY LOW POWER CMOS
• PIN AND=FLINCTIONAL

No RISC
BENEFITS IN:
•SHORTER DESIGN CYCLES
•REDUCED PROJECT COST
•EXTENSIVE HARDWARE
AND SOFTWARE SUPPORT
•APPLICATIONS FLEXIBLITY

MEET THE
FAMILY!
CA 80C85B
CA82C37A

CA82C54

CA82C59A

CA82C52

CA82C55A

CA81055

CA82C84A
CA82C12

CAO1C50

FROM:

ERLI11030
Calmos Systems Inc.
USA: Call 1-800-267-7231

Tix::053-4501

Europe: UK (C272)277332

Tlx: 449731

Canada: (613) 836-1014

TIX:

053-4501
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Altera's Smith: 'A real case could be made
for a U. S. consortium fab line, where its
capacity would be allocated by acompany's
investment; that's what should be built'
ith all the hullabaloo that's been

w going on over Sematech, the pro-

posed U. S. government-industry consortium to develop advanced semiconductor manufacturing techniques, and
the race now to solve the funding and
antitrust problems (see p. 31), there are
still those chip makers—particularly the
up-and-coming niche companies—that
claim manufacturing is no longer
where the action is.
Altera Corp., technology leader in
user-configurable integrated circuits, is
one of them. The Santa Clara, Calif.,
company has never made wafers—and never intended to.
"That [kind of strategy] was inconceivable 10 years ago,"
Rodney Smith, president, declared recently. What has
changed, he told a Kidder-Peabody conference in New York
on March 12, is that the manufacture of wafers has ceased to
be an art and has become a true manufacturing process.
"Maybe Jerry Sanders [president of Amp] did not realize
how prophetic he was," Smith noted, "when he said, 'silicon is
the crude oil of the '80s.' Like oil, the price of silicon has
fallen dramatically, and asignificant capacity surplus exists."
Smith thinks the analogy here is steel. "At the turn of the
century, to be a factor in the manufacturing business, you
had to make steel. Today, General Motors doesn't make
steel—they buy it." In that industry, the evolution took maybe 100 years, he said. But in the integrated-circuit business,
the process will take more like 35 years. "There is no doubt,"
Smith said, "that the next decade will see wide availability of
high-technology silicon available for purchase."
So, for anew company such as Altera, investing in manufacturing capacity is not a good use of capital. Rather than
investing in silicon, Smith figures that "a company should
invest in the value-added areas of architecture, circuit design,
and software."
However, he told Electronics before the conference that
"a real case could be made for a U. S. consortium fab line,
where its capacity would be allocated by acompany's investment. That's what should be built." But, he noted, some laws
will have to be changed in order for that to happen. If it did,
Smith allowed that he might be interested in participating. "If
the opportunity to participate is offered—say, a half-micron
facility—I might make a strategic investment." He said 30%
of his business goes to the military, and the Pentagon just
might say: "make it here."
ROBERT W. HENKEL
Electronics/ March 19, 1987

From DC to 400 MHz
to your PC

Benefits of
Performance

Configure Our Modules. Catch Your Waveforms.
From DC to 400 MHz LeCroy offers the right digitizer, memory;
signal conditioning, and interfacing modules to snare your
high speed signals. LeCroy's modular digitizers provide
measurement capabi'ities in high speed digital design.
laser research, magnetic media development and
testing, RADAR, ultrasonics, communications, EMP
and other applications where high frequency signals
and fast waveforms defy signal detection
and capture.

Modularity

Snare High Speed Signals
With Deep Memory.
LeCroy's modularity allows you to add from
32 thousand to 16 mlilion points of waveform
memory to assist in signal capture where
long waveforms, high frequency burst data,
or signals with poorly timed triggers must
be recorded and analyzed with no sacrifice
in time resolution.
Process Waveforms Quickly While
Retaining Captueed Data.
You can extract ano process information in
the time and frequency domains on your PC
from your repetitive or single shot waveforms
and events. Modular Waveform Digitizers and
accessories are fulfy programmable over
GPIB. We also have turnkey oscilloscope software for convenient module operation and
easy waveform analysis from your PC, XT, AT,
or Compaq 386.

6880
1.3 GS/sec
400 MHz BW
8bits

TR8828C
200 MS/sec
100 MHz BW
8bits

TR881BA
100 MS/sec
100 MHz BW
8buts

TRE1837F
32 MS/sec
100 MHz BW
8bits

The Most Accurate High Bandwidth Digitizing Oc

LeCroy

bI310
5MS/sec
:5 41Hz BW
12 bls

6010
GPIB/RS-232-C
Instrument
Controller

Yo
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700 South Main Street, Spring Valley, NY 10977
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MORRISON

YEARS FROM
NOW WILL
YOUR MILITARY
SUPPLIER BE
JUSTA BAD
MEMORY?
It's no secret—there's alot of uncertainty in the marketplace. You never know if the company you're dealing
with today will still be around to se-vice you tomorrow. And that's achance you can't take—especially in
the military market.
With INMOS, you're not taking any chances. We have aseven-year history of supporting al! ma¡or
military defense programs with static and dynamic RAMs. Our fabrication facilities are fully compliant with
MIL-STD-883C; with military burn-in, performance testing and quality assurance conducted in Colorado Springs.
We have your future in mind with our new CMOS military SRAMs (with performance to 35ns over the full
military temperature range) and military low power battery backup CMOS SRAM products. And we're going
to keep on producing and servicing innovative military products year after year.
For military products you can depend on, count on INMOS—the beginning of avery good memory.
16K SRAMs
Device
IMS1400M
IMS1420M
IMS1403M
IMS1423M

(xi)
(x4)
(x1)*
(x4)

Process
NMOS
NMOS
CMOS
CMOS

64K CMOS SRAMs
Access Times
45,
45,
35,
35,

55,
55,
45,
45,

70ns
70ns
55ns
55ns

Device

Access Times

IMS1600M (x1)*
IMS1620M (x41*
IMS1624M10E, x4)*
IMS1630M (x8)*

'Also available os Low Powe Battery Backup CMOS SRAMs with Icir of 10µA (typical Icc at 2V at 25" :entigrode).

mn -

I
'
I
I

45,55,70ns
45,55,70ns
45,55,70ns
45,55,70ns

3 and IMS ore trademarks of the INMOS Group of Compones

MIL-STD-883C RAMs

mos

INMOS, Colorado Spumfis, Colorado, Tel. (303) 630-4000,
Bristol, Eigldid, Tel. ((3454) 616616;
Paris, Fance, Tel. (1) 46.87.22.01;
Munich, Germany, Tel. )089)319 1028;
Tokyo, Japan, Tel. 03-505-2840.
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1-2-3-4
AT ATIME
MAKES PROGRAMMING
AS EASY AS
1-2-3-4

I
MODEL 825
SET PROGRAMMER
• PROGRAMS:
E Up to 4devices simultaneously
with the same or different data.
E 16K to 1024K Bit E
2/EPROMs
from all manufacturers (more than
220 devices)
E Intel (87 roc) and Motorola
(68701/68705, 28- and 40-pin)
single-chip micros
• FEATURES:
E 8, 16, 32 bit or GANG operations
E 64K Byte standard RAM
(expandable to 256K Byte)
E Built-in UV eraser
Di Plug-in SOFTPACK cassette for
do-it-yourself software updates
O Programming Verification at
3VCCs
▪ Fully programmable VCC at VPP
for future programming needs
▪ Detects Device type (signature)
E Detects misplaced device
• SUPPORTS:
E 5different programming
algorithms, including Intel
Intelligent and Quick-Pulse,
AMD Flashrite
• OFFERS OPTIONALLY:
• SOFTLINK remote control
software for IBM PC/XT/AT
3
PLCC module
• Adapter for 1M bit EPROMs
and Motorola micros

disaexi
•
DIONLIC INC.,
1602 Lawrence Avenue,
Ocean, New Jersey 07712
Tel: (201) 493-2420
Fax: (201) 493-2426
Tix: (230)754098

EUROPE: INOIELEC AO,
Dorflistrasse 14,
CH-8057 Zurich, Switzertand
Tel 01-312 46 22
Fax: 01-312 46 e
Tin :823795 diet ch

LETTERS
r
Clearing the air
like to take this
opportunity to thank you for including
Xydar RC-210 [Electronics, Feb. 5, 1987,
"Polymers Yield Strong IC Packages,"
p. 103] and also to call to your attention
one small mistake that was made in the
article as the result of our release being
unclear.
The last paragraph covering cost is
technically incorrect. The $7.35 to $9.75
per pound price for orders of 10,000
pounds or more pertains to the entire
line of Xydar product grades. The RC210 grade, to which the article refers,
sells for $9.75 per pound for quantities
of 10,000 pounds or more. We wanted to
bring this to your attention in case a
reader may have a question.
Dan Love
Dartco Technology Center
Augusta, Ga.
To the editor: I would

Technology by design
To the editor: You stated incorrectly that
"[Intel acquired] the CHMOS-based
[erasable programmable logic device]
technology from Altera Corp..." [Electronics, Feb. 5, 1987, p. 23]. Actually, it
is Altera that "acquired" the use of Intel's CHMOS EPROM technology for development of EPLD designs. Intel is an
alternate source for EPLDs designed
prior to 1986 by Altera on Intel's proprietary CHMOS technology.
Mohanzmad Aboobaker
General Manager
EPLD Operation
Intel Corp.
Folsom, Calif

je

ROWCARD -

I-BUS MONITOR FOR
PC/XT/AT COMPATIBLES

A diagnostic tool that functions when your computer won't.
Works when you can't boot diagnostic software or have no
video output! Shows exactly what activity is taking place on
the system bus. Reduces troubleshooting time and board swaps.
The Crowcard has proven useful to trainers AND repair shops
alike Observes supply voltage, address and data lines. clock.
I/O and memory activity. interrupts. DMA. wait states and parity
errors on the bus! Simplifies isolation of component failure.
Easy to use and comes voth its coin tutortal diskene'

$249."

COMING SOON!!! THE CROWCAFtD
The Crowcard Il -AT monitors the full AT expansion bus! Features
include a data capture mode to "freeze" a bus state which
normally lasts less than 1/1.000.000 second! Nothing else this
inexpensive can give you this capability Hardware and software
wizards alike have been asking for this workhulde! Call or write
for preliminary pricing and availability.

applied physics, inc.
custe,

foluta,s

1291-E CUMBERLAND AVE
WEST LAFAYETTE. IN 47906
PHONE: (317) 497-1718

Circle

CO

117 on reader service card

El Reader Aboobaker interprets "technology" to mean process. It was used
to mean "technology of design."
The IEEE needs you!
To the editor The IEEE is sponsoring
the Computer Dictionary project to produce a dictionary of computer-related
terminology. Technical reviewers are
needed for definitions for the Hardware
section. Anyone interested should contact Mary Yee, Membership Coordinator, P610 IEEE Computer Dictionary
Working Group, Logicon, 475 School St.,
S. W., Washington, D. C. 20024; (202)
646-2148.
Mary Yee
IEEE Inc.
Washington, D. C.
What's the number?
Correction: In the Editorial Index for
the Feb. 5issue of Electronics, an entry
for Silicon Compilers Inc. carried an
incorrect phone number. The correct
number for the San Jose, Calif, COMpany is (408) 371-2900.

WE GIVE A
HOOT, SO
WE WON'T
POLLUTE;
You can do something about
pollution: Join the Woodsy
'Ibam and pledge
to help keep your
environment
clean.

purl

Forest Service-USDA

Circle 12 on reader service card
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But what about reliability?
Long life?
Not to worry....
it's aCherry.
It's the sub-subminiature
tweezer-sized
ultimate snap action switch you want.
et' Send for the specs. You'll see.
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AMP and DIPLOMATE are trademarks of AMP Incorporated

ust what you need for tight
stacking—AMP DIPLOMATE
sockets with zero clearance requirements allow end-to-end, side-by-side
brickwall insertion.
And just what you need for
maximum productivity— closetolerance soldertails and robotic
pick-up details support automated
insertion equipment.
All of this comes with the design
consideration you expect from
AMP: position data on our through-

AMP dual and
single leaf sockets
—ideal price/performance choice.
DL version with
true closed bottom
design eliminates
flux/solder
contamination.

hole sockets are compatible with
surface-mount versions, increasing
your options for both technologies.
And all of this is available on
the broadest line of board-mount
socketing products in the industry
—all standard sizes in single and
dual-leaf types, ladder and solidbody types, with the platings and
housing materials you need.
In addition to our SLs and DLs,
of course, we have others. SIMMs.

AMP
Tight space test
and burn-in: our
high-temp HT and
slide actuated LF
test sockets.

SIPs. lbst and burn-in sockets.
One that straddles adecoupling
capacitor, with clearance to probe
or replace. And our latest: side and
end-stacking ZP sockets for zig-zag
inline pin packages.
Call (800) 445-6046 for the name
of your nearest AMP Distributor. Or
for literature call (717) 780-4400 and
ask for the AMP DIPLOMATE Desk.
AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg,
PA 17105-3608.

Interconnecting ideas
SIMM sockets—in single or dual
versions—offer vertical or slant
mounting for high-density, low profile.
Straightforward,straight-in insertion
requires no clearance from adjacent
components.

HOW TO COMPETE
IN WORLD
ELECTRONICS ...
There's aquiet revolution taking
place in the UK electronics industry...
The design and manufacture
of electronics products has
exploded in terms of volume,
complexity and range of applications. At the same time, the
investment needed to manufacture competitively, in this
technically dynamic market,
has stretched the resources of
even major companies.
In the UK, the need to
provide sub-contract production
capability to manufacture electronic
assemblies, in any volume, and to stringent quality standards, has been met by
one company. A company with the
capital resources, the experience and the
vision to provide acomplete
manufacturing service.
That company is the AB Electronic
Products Group.
AB, over the past 2years, has
invested more than $30 million in the
very latest electronic design, production,
and test equipment. With four UK sites
covering over 200,000 square feet of
purpose built electronic assembly facility,
and awealth of design, procurement and
manufacturing experience, AB has
assembled aworld-beating force in
electronics manufacture.

AB's latest
'Wax-cut' Flow Solder line,
part of atotal Group capability of
eleven complete lines.

...WITHOUT
INVESTMENT
IN MANUFACTURING
A procurement team which buys
over $150 million of materials and
components every year, with all the
buying power, computer scheduling and
quality control that this entails. And
providing complete production lines
which can handle from as little as 50 up
to 150,000 fully assembled products
per month.

To find out more about the
manufacturing service AB can provide
your company or if you need to discuss
current projects requiring assembly
capability, contact Doug Mapplebeck,
Director New Business Development.

AB provides this design and
manufacturing partnership for
an ever-increasing number of
successful companies, including
many internationally known names,
such as IBM, Jaguar, BT, British
Aerospace, and General Motors.
Providing aDesign and
Development team with an
unequalled range and depth of
experience, together with the latest
CAD techniques.

Surface mount 'Pick and Place'
Machine, at AB's Microelectronics Plant.

Circle 16 on reader service card

CmI
THE SOURCE OF
PROFESSIONAL ELECTRONICS
AB Electronic Products Group Plc
Abercynon, Mid Glamorgan, United Kingdom, CF45 4SF
Tel: 0443 740331

"Precision Photography, Inc. Wanted the Most Accurate
Laser Photoplotter Available for Printed Circuit Board
Film. Pentax Gave Us That, and aCouple
of Profitable Benefits."
— Charles Black
Vice President, Operations
Precision Photography, Inc.
"We turn out alot of P03 Film at PPI.

We had two laser and
two vectortype plotters
and needed
another unit.
Accuracy to
the highest
degree possible
was the first
consideration in
the new laser
photoplotter.
Pentax showed
- superior overall
image quality and
exceptional line edge
sharpness, so we
selected it. An additional
major benefit is the flexibility of the front-end
system. We can now hande alot of widely varied
inputs thanks to some very
clever things tie Pentax system can do. A productivity
benefit is the Automatic Film
Loader. It does what it says,
letting
plotter run virtually unattended day and
night. All in all, the Pentax Laser Photoplotter lets us do
what we need to do: Give our clients the best pr_nted circuit board film they
can get, and deliver it on time."
The Penitax 3655 Laser Photoplotter is aflatbed unit featuring full panelization
capability, apowerful front-end computer and exceptional film quality. Let
Pentax show you how this affordable system upgrades PCB film production.
Call us now at (303) 4604600.

TEKNOLOGIES

Precision Photography, Inc., aleading
independent supplier
of printed circuit
board film, is located
in Anaheim, CA,
(714) 632-9000.

880 Interlocken Parkway Broomfield, Colorado 80020 Telephone: (303) 460-1600 Fax: (303) 460-1628
Western Region: (714) Fib-0810 Central Region: (303) 460-1613 Eastern Region: (603) 642-4506
Circle 19 on reader service card

Digital
has
it

no

High-powered
workstation
productivity
for CAE/CAD
applications.
No matter what your Computer Aided Engineering or Design
demands might be, Digital offers asolution that can boost your
productivity. Only Digital provides afull range of VAXstationTM
workstations and integrated computing resources to meet even
your most compute-intensive applications.
Our integrated approach not only increases product quality,
but also lowers product development costs and speeds up time
to market. Plus, Digital's integrated circuit and printed circuit
board design tools let you address every step of the process from
design concept to finished product. To learn more about how
you can be more productive and more competitive, write:
Digital Equipment Corporation, 200 Baker
Avenue, West Concord, Massachusetts
01742. Or call your local sales office.

11 OD

d

0 Digital Equipment Corporation 1987. The Digital logo and VAXstation are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
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ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER
IBM GETS SET TO UNVEIL ITS NEXT GENERATION OF PCs ...

Csonal computer product line in early April. Such a move has been
anticipated for nearly two years, but speculation about the new generation has

omputer-industry insiders say IBM Corp. will completely revamp its per-

been heating up in recent weeks. The new lineup is likely to include two lowend machines, at least one of them powered by Intel Corp.'s 8086 processor;
two midrange computers built around 12-MHz 80286 microprocessors; and a
new super PC that will sport Intel's powerful 32-bit 80386. They will supplant
IBM's original PC, as well as its more powerful XT and AT models.
D
... AND THE QUESTION IS: WHAT WILL THE OPERATING SYSTEM LOOK LIKE?

W software companies are anxiously awaiting the design details. Still unhile IBM prepares to unveil its new personal computer line, computer

clear is how open IBM's new systems will be and what operating software is
to be offered. On the low end, PC-DOS will almost certainly be the operating
system of choice, but on the upper end, IBM could go several ways. It could
offer the first version of New DOS from Microsoft Corp. as an option, for
example. New DOS, aimed at the 286 and 386 processors, would use the
protected-memory feature of the 286 to allow the running of advanced application programs using large physical and even larger virtual memory. An
upgraded version of New DOS, taking full advantage of the 80386's additional
features, such as virtual-machine capability, should follow in late 1988 or early
1989. Also, Microsoft reportedly has developed a new version of DOS 3.2
that can use the virtual-machine feature of the 80386 to run multiple programs
concurrently. Another scenario has IBM offering a proprietary operating system. A closed super-PC with a System 370-style operating system is also
possible.
El
TI's THIRD-GENERATION DSP CHIP IS ON THE WAY

T

'Texas Instruments Inc. intends to boost digital signal processor performance substantially with a next-generation DSP chip it is developing
under the code name Brahma. The part, which will be designated the
TMS320C30, increases the data and instruction-word widths to 32 bits, compared with the 16 bits used in TI's current line of DSPs. The 1-µ,m CMOS
chip, which will have a 60-ns cycle time, is capable of executing 33 million
floating-point operations/s, since it performs parallel operations in a single
cycle. The chip will contain two blocks of dual-access 1-K-by-32-bit randomaccess memory and will also have ablock of dual-access 4-K-by-32-bit readonly memory. With an address range of 16 million 32-bit words, the chip can
access off-chip memory, and it boasts an on-chip direct-memory-access controller. TI managers in Houston will not confirm these reports, but company
engineers will discuss the chip at the International Conference on Acoustics,
Speech & Signal Processing on April 6-9 in Dallas.
D
ANOTHER STARTUP TAKES AIM AT CRAY'S SUPERCOMPUTER BUSINESS
ow there are three U. S. companies vying to design and build the fastest

Ncomputer in the world. Chopp Computer Corp. joins Cray Research Inc.

and ETA Systems Inc., both of Minneapolis, in competition with Fujitsu, Hitachi, and NEC, all of Japan. Chopp, La Jolla, Calif., has developed a new
supercomputer architecture for its forthcoming machine with performance 10
times that of Cray's X-MP product line, the company claims. The new architecture relies on a large-word instruction format to pack nine instructions into
each 60-ns clock period. The company will show a prototype system at the
First World Supercomputer Exhibition in Santa Clara, Calif., in May.
D
Electronics/ March 19, 1987
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FUJITSU'S BID FOR FAIRCHILD COULD BE ENDANGERED BY TRADE BATTLES
Mahe pending takeover of Fairchild Semiconductor Corp. by Fujitsu Ltd. may
i fall victim to the mounting trade dispute with Japan. Secretary of Commerce Malcolm Baldrige said last week that he wants "Cabinet-level discussions to look into the ramifications of the proposed acquisition—trade, antitrust, and national security." The Justice Department has been investigating
the deal, but Fairchild officials say they are 100% sure the deal will go
through, since the two companies' product lines do not overlap. Gene Norrett,
of market researcher Dataquest Inc., says the deal is in trouble because the
Commerce Department wants to use the sale as a weapon to fight alleged
Japanese trade restrictions and to reduce the current trade imbalance between the U. S. and Japan.
El
GE READIES ITS 0.8-MICRON CMOS PROCESS

Gnesses to the highest bidder, but the company is certainly not moving out
d

eneral Electric Co. may still be trying to peddle its merchant chip busi-

of semiconductor technology. "Our relationships with the commercial divisions
are as if they're going to be with us forever," says Kenneth Pickar, manager
of the Electronics Laboratories at the company's Corporate Research and
Development Center in Schenectady, N. Y. That relationship will be tested in
the coming months, when the labs transfer GE's most advanced 0.8-p.m
CMOS process—the result of its Very High-Speed Integrated Circuits effort,
which is not under agovernment contract—and the team that developed it to
the company's design center at Research Triangle Park, N. C. Meanwhile,
another team in Schenectady is already working on GE's next-generation 0.5pm process.
D
NCR MAY SELL ITS NEW MULTIBUS II CHIP SET COMMERCIALLY

L

111 ook for NCR Corp.'s Microelectronics Division in Colorado Springs, Colo.,
out a family of circuits for use with the Multibus II 32-bit bus
standard. The NCR chips, designed for the company's Tower 32/800 computer, are being considered for sale on the open market. Premier among the
group is a three-chip protocol handler that takes aim at the single-chip
message-passing coprocessor offered by Intel Corp. and VLSI Technology
Inc. [Electronics, April 21, 1986, p. 17]. The chips can handle all Multibus ll
communications modes supported by the MPC. But the NCR circuit set
contains five built-in direct-memory-access channels that make possible memory-to-memory transfers of data packets up to 1-K bytes long, compared with
the MPC's maximum of 32-byte data packets. The chips can also receive
direct-memory-access transfers simultaneously from up to 20 processors using an interleaved packet approach, which can increase throughput in multiprocessor systems, NCR says.
D
MOTOROLA, NORTHERN TELECOM TO DISCLOSE MORE ISDN CHIPS

M line

otorola Inc. and Northern Telecom Inc. are adding a new chip to their
of jointly developed products for the integrated services digital
network. The two will announce development of adual data-link controller at
the International Switching Symposium '87 in Phoenix, Ariz. The new dual
data-link contronller, designated MC145488, will perform direct memory addressing to limit interruptions of aterminal's host microprocessor during ISDN
transmissions. The chip design has address-recognition capabilities that reduce the overhead on terminals by filtering out data frames not addressed to
the host. Samples are expected to be available in the first quarter of next
year.
III
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0.7m CMOS 64K SHAMS
This blazing 64K SRAM, with 12ns
address access time, is twice as fast
as any non-Performance 64K. It joins
our family of 64K architectures—all
with 6 transistor storage cells to
optimize for performance, margins,
temperature range, and supply
tolerances.
Com'l
P4C187
P4C188
P4C164

64K x1
16K x4*
8K x8

12ns
17ns
2Ons

Mil
15ns
25ns
25ns

*Also available: Common I/O with output enable
and separate I/O.

For optimal packing density, our
standard 64K SRAMs are delivered
in the popular 0.3" package widths,
in either hermetic or plastic.

I NS

PERFORMANCE SEMICONDUCTOR
SHATTERS THE SPEED BARRIER

with anew CMOS 64K x 1SRAM

But that's not all. While others are
still trying to catch up to the pace set
by our 0.8 micron channel lengths
and 2.75 micron metal pitch, we have
pushed the frontiers of technology
out even further. Now Performance's
PACE Technology features 0.7 micron effective channel lengths, and
2.25 micron metal pitch. (As we've
said before, metal pitch is the design
rule that separates the men from the
boys in VLSI technology.)
TM

it is with enormous pride in the achievements
of the employees of our young company that
sci we are able to an noun ce that our technological
e
pac eis accelerating. Our enginers
and New
,and focused.

All of our chips are made here in
our Sunnyvale facility for six-inch
wafers, which has now attained
Class 1status.

entis t
s are smart, dedicadteudctivity
leve ls of techn i
cal pro

tip of esthe
are e
being
tablished ever ymonth. We are at th
d
technology vec tor into the future and we inten
Tom Long o
President
to stay the re."
'

Memory technology with the highest speed and greatest density gives
you faster systems at a lower cost.
So don't be left behind. Call the
company that is ready to deliver the
performance your system needs.

4

PERFORMANCE,

SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION

Performance Semiconductor
610 E. Weddell Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
Telephone: 408-734-9000
Telex: 6502715784
FAX: 408-734-0258

Iwant afaster system! Please send me detailed information on your SRAMs.
NAME
TITLE
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY/ST/ZIP

© 1987 Performance Semiconductor Corporation. PACE Technology
is a trademark of Performance Semiconductor Corporation.

PHONE
Electronics
3/19/87
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HITACHI'S 64-K RAMs BOAST 7-ns ACCESS SPEEDS

Hbit emitter-coupled-logic

igh speed and low power dissipation make Hitachi Ltd.'s new 64-K-by-1random-access-memory chips ideal for supercomputer main memories and as second-level caches in mainframes and
superminis. Access speeds of 7ns typical and 12 ns maximum, at atypical
dissipation of 420 mW, are obtained by implementing the chips in a 1.3-µ,m
bipolar-CMOS process that the Japanese company calls Hi-BiCMOS. It provides 1.6 times the speed of the company's 64-K chips in 2.0-µm Hi-BiCMOS.
The new devices consume only 60% of the power of conventional 16-K
products and have four times the capacity, but are only 1.2 times their size.
Versions compatible with the input-output interface of both Motorola Inc.'s
ECL1OK and Fairchild Semiconductor Corp.'s ECL100K, the two most popular
versions of ECL, are available. The ECL100K version has the slightly lower
maximum access time of 15 ns but typically dissipates only 320 mW. Both
come in ceramic DIPs and leadless chip carriers. The ECL100K-compatible
HM100490-15 costs $143 apiece in sample quantities and $91 in lots of
10,000. The ECL10K-compatible HM10490-15 costs $130 each in samples
and $78 in lots of 10,000. Delivery in Japan is from stock.
D
SUMMATION'S TESTER HANDLES 672 CHANNELS WITH 20-MHz SPEED

S672 channels—more than

ummation Inc.'s personal-computer-based digital tester can handle up to
six times as many as competitive units. Its 20MHz rate for test-vector generation can accommodate 90% of all microprocessor boards and high-pin-count custom circuits in use today. The High
Speed Digital Test System can be expanded with up to eleven 32-pin modules for testing high-pin-count devices. Other modules can be added on to
provide such capabilities as analog testing and the use of other manufacturers' equipment in the system. Available now, the Kirkland, Wash., company's
basic 32-pin system costs from $25,175 with aWyse Corp. personal computer as the platform, to $28,650 with Compaq Computer Corp.'s 32-bit Compaq
386. Each 32-pin DSR10 expansion module costs $4,250.
0
DATACUBE SHARPENS IMAGE-RECOGNITION ABILITY WITH NEW BOARD

Dboard that permits finer manipulations of video or acoustic signals to its

atacube Inc. is adding a second-generation edge-sharpening computer

MaxVideo product line of 18 real-time digital signal-processing boards. The
Peabody, Mass., company's latest board, the VFIR-MKII, enhances edges by
expanding the size of the kernels used in image processing from the 3-by-3
pixels of its predecessor to either 8-by-8 or 64-by-1 pixels. Several MaxVideo
boards, which run on VMEbus-based work stations, are usually linked together for the image-recognition tasks necessary in robotic control, factory automation, artificial intelligence labs, and the development of autonomous land
vehicles. Available now, each VFIR-MKII board costs $7,800.
D
ROCKWELL MODEM TRANSMITS FACSIMILE INFORMATION AT 14,400 BITS/S

A synchronous, half duplex modem board from Rockwell International
MCorp. that handles facsimile transmissions at a 14,400-bit/s clip promises
to boost throughput by 50% over existing 9,600-baud equipment operating
under the CCITT V.29 facsimile standard. The R144HD can run over public
telephone lines as well as leased lines, according to the Irvine, Calif., company. The board will appeal to original-equipment manufacturers with applications in still-frame video telephone equipment, electronic publishing, and similar systems. In quantities of 1,000, the R144HD costs $140 each. Shipments
begin in April.
D
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YOU'VE READ ALOT LATELY ABOUT DSR

NOW HERE'S THE LAST WORD.

With all the talk about digital signal processing
these days, it's hard to know what to believe. At Zoran,
we'd like to make it easy for you.
For us, DSP isn't just asideline, as it is at other
companies. It's the bottom line. Because ifs all we do.
Which means we strive to achieve only one
objective. Developing the high-performance DSP products you need for faster, easier system design.
As evidenced by the Zoran Vector Signal Processor
(VSP)"' and Digital Filter Processor (I)FP).
1Wo new signal processors that enable you to do
something you've never done before. Like design your
system from the top down.
With asystems perspective in mind, which
enables you to focus on your application, instead of on
your implementation,
Using single, highly inte.80: I&801
ter11.128
FFI
C31:128
iTS:64
grated system-processor devices
SI
HKFI:128
that use parallel processing to
deliver all the speed of building
e) Copyrie 19E7 ?man Corporation
VAX is atrademati of Digital Equipment Corporation
\SP ¡sir trademark of loran (lire:Mon

blocks. Without all the hassles of
discrete components and extensive programming.
What's more, you'll design
your system in alot less time.
At alower cost. And with greater
ease and flexibility than you
ever thought possible.
Best of all, we're shipping
products now. Instead of simply
announcing them. Which means
you don't have to wait to get the
jump on your competition.
High performance
never looked so easy. We didn't
think it was enough for the VSP
and the DFP to be the fastest DSP
devices. So we also made them
the easiest to use.
We developed proprietary
architectures and optimized them for faster, more
efficient execution of embedded DSP algorithms, such as
FFTs and FIRs.
And we slashed programming time with ahighlevel instruction set that shrinks hundreds of lines of
code to amere handful, speeding system design.
On top of that, we developed amodular design
that lets you configure multiple VSPs and DFPs in parallel
to achieve even higher performance.
And we utilized proven double-layer metal
CMOS technology for lower power consumption and
higher reliability.
VSP: Powerful vector processing
capability. Until now, you needed the power of an array
processor if you wanted to do vector processing But that
was before Zoran developed the
Vector Signal Processor.
.i8 128 ?MKS
;

128-PI FYI

Sl'ORE 128 POIN -,

Three simple VSP instructions
execute a128-point complex
FFT in 237 microseconds.

The world's most powerful DSP processor. And
the first to process data in blocks, or vectors, instead of
processing only one input at atime, as is the case
with scalar processors.
Which means you can easily achieve bit-slice
performance with asingle component And you can do
it in alot less time.
Because our embedded high-level instruction set
eliminates the need to write lines and lines of code.
So you can concentrate on your end application,
instead of getting bogged down in the details of software
implementation.
And with our unique VSP architecture, multiple
tasks, such as managing the bus interface and executing algorithms, are handled concurrently for even
faster operation.
A1024-point complex Fig; for example, takes
just 2.6 ms with the \P Using only akernel of three
simple instructions.
The VSP also provides better dynamic range,
thanks to the use of 16-bit block floating point arithmetic. Which retains the precision of the original signal
during FFI' operations.

RESULT

DFP architecture utilizes parallel processing to deliver 320 million operations
per second.

DP: Faster FIR filtering with parallel
processing. Designed for extremely high-speed FIR
filtering and 2D real-time convolutions, the DFP family
delivers the high performance of building blocks.

But with the high integration of asingle device.

Each DFP consists of four or eight filter cells
configured as aunique parallel-processing system. Each
cell contains an 8x8 or 9x9 bit multiplier, a26-bit
accumulator and three decimation registers.
And with each cell computing 20 million
additions and 20 million multiplications per second, the
DFP is capable of performing 320 million operations
per second. At ablazing 20MHz throughput. So you can
easily convolve images in real time.
Moreover, you can cascade multiple DFPs for
higher-order filters, or implement them in parallel for
even greater precision.
All the tools and support you'll ever need.
Most DSP support doesn't give you much to lean on. So
we decided to provide you with all the help you need to
shorten your development cycle and get to market
faster, ahead of the competition.
Like VAX' and PC-based hardware and software
tools that let you simulate a
complete DSP application.
In-depth training classes and
seminars. And comprehensive
application notes and application assistance from experts
in DSP system design.
All of which explains
why the Digital Filter Processor
and Vector Signal Processor
are currently in use in such
computation-intensive applications as image processing
Comprehensive harclware and
instrumentation and highsoftware deelopment tools
speed communications.
shorten your time to market.
Get the word on Zoran. For afiveZoran
databook, call 1-800-441-2345, ext. 99 (in CA) or
1-800-556-1234, ext. 99 (outside CA),
Or write Zoran Corporation, Dept. MC, 3450
Central Expressway, Santa Clara, CA 95051. We'll get
the word out to you.

THE LAST WORD IN DSP. ZORAN

THE

FIRST

NAME

IN

DIGITAL

SCOPES

TWO
DIGITAL SCOPES

The Acquisition.
With sweep speeds from days to nanoseconds and
resolution up to 15 bits, the 4094 digital 'scope can capture
the most elusive signals. Every plug-in has 16Kof memory,
viewable trigger set-up and independent pre- or post-trigger
delay on each channel. Signal averaging is standard and our

ONE.

offers
realMHz/12-bit
time manipulation
of
latest 10
plug-in even
the incoming signals. With two
plug-ins the 4094 can record four
channels simultaneously. Or even
monitor two slow signals and capture high speed glitches
at the same time. All under computer control or via manual
operation: whatever your application demands.
The Analysis.
Expand and examine any waveform feature in detail. Use
the dual cursors and numerics to measure the time or voltage
of any point. Compare live or stored waveforms with each
other or with pre-recorded references. Store signals on disk
manually or automatically. Use pushbutton programs to
manipulate the data or send it to your computer via GPIB
or RS232 interface. Complete your report with ahardcopy
plot using the XY/YT recorder or digital plotter outputs.
First Time, Everytime.
Don't miss important data because of set-up errors. From
the World's first in 1973 to the latest models, Nicolet 'scopes
are easy to use. Find out how they can be the quickest
solution to your signal problems. For more information call
608/273-5008, or write Nicolet Test Instruments Division,
P.O. Box 4288, 5225 Verona Road, Madison, WI 53711-0288.

Nicolet
Circle 30 on reader service card
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WILL SEMATECH FLY? THE NEXT
THREE MONTHS WILL TELL
ITS SUPPORTERS MUST OVERCOME OBSTACLES OF FINANCING AND LEGALITY
quickly. The Senate's Subcommittee on
portant not only to the U. S. but to TI to
comes the hard part. With SeDefense Industry and Technology has al- have the infrastructure in place in this
matech finally getting agreen light ready begun hearings on Sematech in a country." So TI, which now produces
from the Semiconductor Industry Asso- tight schedule designed to get legislation
most of its DRAMs in Japan, is preparciation, the consortium that some consid- on President Reagan's desk by July 4.
ing to move more production of 256-K
er the last, best hope for the
and, eventually, 1-Mb DRAMs
U. S. chip industry must make
back to Texas.
its way through an obstacle
President Jerry R. Junkins
course of organizational, legal,
adds, "We are amember of SIA,
and fiscal hurdles.
so Idon't think we should boyThe industry leaders and their
cott something that is as imporgovernment allies who are drivtant to our industry as the SIA
ing Sematech—the name stands
believes Sematech is." Yet Junfor Semiconductor Manufacturkins has doubts, based on the
ing Technology—are deploying
competitive nature of the chip
along three major fronts to meet
business. "You can get acouple
a legislative deadline of the
of companies together for aspeFourth of July. At stake is the
cific purpose and move forward,
future of acooperative effort to
but Ifrankly am not sure if we
develop advanced manufacturcan go on for several years in
ing techniques for semiconducgeneral research," he says.
tor makers in an attempt to YES AND NO. Junkins, left, is positive, but pioneer Petritz says no
At least one industry pioneer
stave off Japanese competitors. to the idea of agovernment-backed semiconductor consortium. raises his voice in condemnation
The three hurdles:
of the consortium. "I'm very
•Deal with the companies made unhapMeanwhile, the industry is abuzz with
much opposed to the notion that we have
py by the SIA's decision March 2 that speculation and opinion. For example,
to have the government spending money
Sematech will produce limited, proto- there is some surprise at Texas Instru- on R&D," says Richard Petritz, who
type quantities rather than go into fullments Inc.'s support of Sematech. The
helped found Mostek Corp. and then,
scale manufacturing. They must also company stayed in the 256-K dynamic
with money from the British governdetermine the role that makers of semirandom-access-memory business when
ment, Inmos Ltd. "The R&D should be
conductor-manufacturing equipment will just about all other American makers
handled the way it always has been—by
play in the consortium.
quit, leaving the market lo the Japaindustry. It really pains me to see some
•Persuade Congress to grant an anti- nese. TI has been betting its decision
of the old entrepreneurs trying to get
trust waiver.
will give it the process lead, so many
this kind of money from the govern•Convince Congress that Sematech is
observers figured the company would
ment." Petritz believes innovation is the
worth $100 million to $200 million ayear oppose any cooperative effort.
solution to the industry's current probof the Pentagon's money.
But, says executive vice president lems. "If you are going to ask the govThe Sematech promoters must move
William N. Sick, "We believe it is im- ernment for money, ask it for investNEW YORK
MO ow

A NEW LOBBYING GROUP JOINS THE FIGHT TO SAVE R&D TAX CREDITS
Even as Sematech, the semiconductor industry consortium, inches ahead, sponsors of a new lobbying group that has
been dubbed Coretech are working on
an agenda to set the federal policy on
research, which they hope to present to
the second session of the current Congress. Established in January, Coretech
is supported by some 30 companies—
among them Apple Computer, HewlettPackard, IBM, and M/A-C,om—and more
than 60 universities. It also has on its
membership rolls adozen trade associations and some research institutions.
Electronics /March 19, 1987

The immediate concern of Coretech is
to make permanent the research and development tax credit and the university
basic research credit, both of which are
scheduled to expire at the end of 1988,
and to kill a proposal to make companies allocate some domestic research
costs to income from foreign sources. It
has already been instrumental in getting legislation introduced to keep the
R&D tax credit and restore its 25% incremental rate, which had been cut by
the Congress to 20%.
However, once these fires are out,

Coretech intends to sponsor public policy debates that will result in a legislative package on R&D. "R&D policy is
part of tax policy," says Robert Rosenzweig, president of the American Association of Universities and amember of
Coretech. "The House Ways and Means
Committee and the Senate Finance Committee are not trained in R&D." Adds
Joseph A. Saloom, vice president of M/
A-Corn and chairman of Coretech, "The
last tax bill reflected alack of [congressional] understanding of the research
process."
—Clifford Barney
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ments in new companies, not in setting
up national labs," he adds.
Just the same, the SIA is moving
ahead. When its directors met in Washington in early March to appi-ove the
consortium, they also decided that although the operation will include a
world-class production facility, it will
produce only enough chips to prove the
processes. That is regarded as avictory
for the TI-IBM Corp. view, as opposed
to the full-scale volume production proposed by a faction led by Intel Corp.
and National Semiconductor Corp. It is
still not clear whether this decision is
final, or whether it will drive out any
potential backers. The final decision has
avital impact on the antitrust question.
Then there is the matter of how to
work the equipment makers into the
equation. Since Sematech's emphasis will
be on manufacturing processes rather
than new chips, the role of the equipment
houses could be pivotal. But there are still
no details. The requirements for joining
Sematech will be the same as those for
the SIA, except thit members mist be
U. S.-owned. "We don't know our role in
Sematech yet," says Larry Kolito, the
Semiconductor Equipment and Materials
Institute's liaison with the Semiconductor
Research Corp., an SIA operation that
sponsors university research.
PRECEDENT CITED. Another critical matter is the question of antitrust. The SIA
has assigned Jon E. Cornell, senior vice
president of Harris Corp.'s Semiconductor Sector and an SIA board member, to
investigate that issue. Washington experts believe there is a precedent for
writing an antitrust exemption into a
bill authorizing funds for Sematech: the
arrangement by which the federal government has long supported the U. S.
aviation industry, through the National
Advisory Committee on Aeronautics and
its successor, the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration.
Work has already started on the final
hurdle—financing. Sen. Jeff Bingaman,
a New Mexico Democrat, laid out for
SIA directors a tight schedule of hearings designed to meet his Independence
Day deadline. Bingaman, chairman of
the Armed Services Committee's new
Subcommittee on Defense Industry and
Technology, started hearings on government funding on March 9. Officials of
the federal science establishment were
to testify on such issues as competitiveness, security, and technology transfer.
A week later, industry leaders were
to testify, and on April 1sessions will
be held to elicit more detail on proposals
for Sematech. Then, during the week of
April 20, the subcommittee will vote on
the Sematech proposal.
Among what the senator calls the bigpicture questions facing his subcommittee are: How far should the government
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go in supporting industry? How should
the government deal with the sticky issue of splitting the consortium's cost between stockholders and taxpayers—and
how can they split the benefits? When
should the government cut off funding
and under what conditions?
Underlying all of this is the sense
among subcommittee members, and apparently among others in Congress, that
they should more seriously consider how

to better integrate the country's defense
policies and the economy overall. A serious look at this issue is "long overdue,"
Bingaman says.
And looming over all is adeadline. If
the SIA and the industry don't get what
they want this time around, they'll have
to wait until next year. And that, some
executives believe, may be too late.
-Clifford Barney, with J. Robert
Lineback and Ron Schneiderman

CONSUMER ICs

IC REDESIGN EXPANDS
SMART-POWER MARKET
The SFX10 custom power FET has
n all-out drive by aJapanese cam- more than four times the cell-packing
Mera maker to regain the top spot in
density of Motorola's other current
35-mm sales has resulted in anew mar- TMOS products. The chip contains alitket for Motorola Inc.'s smart power ICs:
tle more than 2million cells/in. 2 and has
battery-powered consumer applications.
less than 130 mn of on resistance. Ma
The windfall is the result of aredesign torola product managers say the 8-pin
of the chips to fit inside a camera and power FET is likely to become avolume
use as little power as possible.
commodity product soon.
The chips are a motor controller, the
LOADED. Canon's smart new cameras
MPC1710, and apower FET, the SFX10.
are memory-loaded systems that can acCanon Inc. is already using them by the tually contain more memory than many
thousands in its two new digitally conof the early home computers—up to 65trolled single-lens reflex 35-mm camK bytes. A collection of slave microconeras, the EOS (for Electro-Optical Sys- trollers and processors, under the contem) 620 and 650. Introduced in March,
trol of Motorola's 8-bit EEPROM-based
the EOS line is Canon's bold bid to leap- 68HC11, performs avariety of tasks in
frog archrival Minolta Camera Co.,
addition to autofocusing: exposure setwhich jumped to No. 1 in 35-mm camting, flash control, and high-speed film
eras in 1985 with Maxxum, the indus- advance. The 68HC11's EEPROM elimitry's first SLR camera with a built-in
nates the need for potentiometers, inautofocusing subsystem.
stead storing camera-calibrating bits in
Motorola had to shrink the motor conthe
microcontroller's
nonvolatile
troller 25% and the power FET 30%, and
memory.
do it in a hurry. "Canon wanted
high-volume deliveries from day
one. We had to follow the learning curve much faster than normal," says Daniel Artusi, director
of marketing for Motorola power
transistors, the proprietary TMOS
process, and smart power products in Phoenix, Ariz.
For the 1710, Motorola adapted
the design and mixed bipolarCMOS process of a high-current
motor-controller chip, which is already being sold for automobiles
and industrial equipment. The result is a bidirectional motor-controller IC that runs at apeak current of just 3A instead of up to
40 A, as required in many automotive and industrial systems. Besides shipping it to Canon, Motorola is offering the chip in the lowvoltage market for use where battery-powered bidirectional motor
control is needed, such as toys
and small robots. It sells for $2.95 COMING YOUR WAY. The power FET redesigned by
in quantities of 1,000.
Motorola should soon become avolume product.
AUSTIN, TEXAS

A
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Work on the smart power products
lectively turning on the transistors of
was an engineering challenge that be- the H-bridge.
gan at Motorola in the fall of 1985. For
Measuring 100 by 130 mils, the chip
starters, the motor-controller chip not contains four 3-A power transistors for
only had to squeeze into the silicon- the H-bridge, an interface circuit for dipacked camera body—Motorola's 5-µm
rect input of data from the microprocesBiCMOS process was shrunk to 3
p.m—but it had to match the lowpower needs of a lithium-batteryoperated camera. There also were
process changes, such as the use
of shallower junctions, says Gary
Fay, device design manager for
power MOS/IC products. Since operating conditions would not vary
as much as in autos and factories,
temperature and current-compensating analog circuits normally included
on
the
company's
MPC1700 were dropped. This
meant finer-line processes for peripheral control logic surrounding
the four power FET transistors.
The direction of amotor and brak- MIXED PROCESS. For the motor controller, Motorola
ing action can be controlled by se- signed achip that has amixed bipolar-CMOS process.

sor, and a level shifter that interprets
signals from a host to drive the onboard power transistors. It also has a
charge-pump that increases voltages
over battery levels and a new motor
braking device that stops motors suddenly by turning on the two lower
transistors of the H-bridge.
To get a lower on-resistance in
its new TMOS power FET, Motorola also modified and shrunk its
process, adding bonding pads to
the 63-by-83-mil die. Multiple wires
and leads also were added to the
SFX10 package to further lower
on-resistance. It has a minimum
breakdown voltage of 15 V and will
handle drain current of 2A.
One 1710 chip is used in the camera's motor drive, exposing three
frames a second during shooting.
A second chip rewinds the shutter
spring. The power FET chip conrede - trols the camera's power bus.
-J. Robert Lineback

OPTICAL MEMORIES

GE ROILS THE INTERACTIVE-CD WATERS
SEATTLE

Anew method of packing full-motionvideo onto compact disks could
position General Electric Co. to blow
open the market for computer-based CD
applications. Full-motion video is so
data-intensive that until now, the 51
/-in.
4
disks—which can hold more than 80
minutes of audio information—couldn't
hold much more than half a minute of
video. But now GE says it can record up
to 72 minutes of video on asingle disk.
The development is amilestone in the
evolution of CD read-only memory, which
has been struggling largely because the
applications for which it has been touted,
such as interactive training programs, require more video time than has heretofore been available. Researchers at the
David Sarnoff Research Center in
Princeton, N. J., believe their solution, involving new data-compression technology, will open up new markets for CDs.
Called DVI (digital video interactive),
GE's system is similar to CD-I (compact
disk interactive), which was introduced
by Sony Corp. and Philips International
NV a year ago. But CD-I, which supports single-frame video plus audio and
text, can support only 30 sof full-motion digital video per disk.
SQUEEZING DATA. GE's system, on the
other hand, uses aspecial data-compression algorithm to squeeze the original
video signal into a form that can be
stored in quantity on aCD. In playback,
two custom chips expand the data for
display on acomputer monitor.
GE has yet to develop marketing
Electronics/March 19, 1987

plans for DVI, according to Arthur Kaiman, director of digital products research at Sarnaff Labs. Indicating that
several divisions within GE have shown
interest in the technology, he adds that
GE will maintain the development effort
at Sarnoff. which GE is donating to SRI
International, an independent research
business based in Menlo Park, Calif.
[Electronics, Feb. 19, 1987, p. 40].
Most important to GE's effort will be
whether or not it can garner support for
the technology among other industry

requires 600-K bytes of data. Making
things more difficult were the limitations of the disk, which holds just 500
megabytes of data, and its drive, which
reads data at only 150-K bytes/s—much
too slow for full-motion video.
To get around those limitations, GE
had to compress the video data by about
120 times, so that each frame could be
stored in just 5-K bytes of memory. DVI
also supports full-motion graphics, such
as rotating three-dimensional figures,
and it can combine audio, video, graphics, and text on asingle disk. And since
the video is digitized, it can be easily
GE 72 minutes of video
manipulated by the user.
on a disk, Sony-Philips:
The DVI data-compression algorithm
can be run on a VAX 11/785 computer
30 seconds
and takes about 2 minutes per frame,
Kaiman says. But he adds that "we
players. "The reason we are making this
know how to compress at arate of two
announcement [at the second annual Mi- to three frames/s." GE is trying to drive
crosoft. CD-ROM conference in Seattle]
down the price of the compression
is that we want to [establish] stan- equipment to "something reasonable."
dards," Kaiman says. "We want to work
In playback, DVI relies on the powerwith interested parties to make this
ful new chip set to expand data stored
technology happen."
on the disk. The chips were designed in
The DVI project began three years just nine months, thanks to the use of a
ago as RCA's effort to develop asystem
Genesil system from Silicon Compilers
combining computer graphics with fullInc. The pair, apowerful pixel-processing
motion video for the business, educaengine that can run 12.5 million instruction, and consumer markets. It was de- tions/s, and an output display processor
cided then that asystem must be digital
that features multiple resolution setin order to offer maximum control and
tings, permit the simultaneous display of
interactivity for the user.
graphics and video, as well as other speThe challenge was prodigious, how- cial functions. Resolution for full-motion
ever. Full-motion video requires that the video is 256 by 200 pixels, and GE plans
display be refreshed 30 times/s, and a to improve that to 240 by 256.
single, uncompressed TV-quality frame
-Tobias Naegele and Jonah McLeod
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ILINEAR ICs

WHY ONE 'CALM' CHIP MARKET EXCITES TI
DALLAS

ar he eyes of Texas Instruments Inc.
are focused on a major new thrust
into advanced linear integrated circuits—a relatively calmer market that
has been more resistant to the cutthroat
competition that has bloodied the players in the digital chip arena. A critical
part of TI's effort involves the creation
of computer-aided-design tools, the lack
of which has so far hampered linear's
growth. The right tools could cut in half
the time it takes to bring complex analog chips to market, the Dallas chip
maker claims.
TI, which has been active in linear
chips since the early 1970s, is now focusing on anumber of different linear components. Among them are single-chip
front-end peripherals to digital signal
processors, speedy flash converters,
self-calibrating analog ICs with on-board
digital control logic, high-performance
op amps, video digital-to-analog converters, analog-to-digital circuits, and new
high-voltage flat-panel display drivers.
Work on the linear program actually
started last year, and the first advanced
analog ICs are now waiting for formal
introduction. For example, prototypes of
a single-chip DSP front-end peripheral
have been given to some customers. It
is believed to be one of the most complex linear ICs available.
A HAVEN. "The linear market has characteristics not found in others," says
Tom Engibous, TI vice president for linear products. "It is probably more defensible against global competition. It's
certainly a market where design expertise is alarger portion of the product's
value. That expertise will mean fastturnaround capabilities. For chips that
are not too complex, we are looking at
doing designs and getting parts to customers in less than 120 days. The days
of having 18 months to design a part
are over."
TI is not alone in its attempts to grab
more of a steadily growing analog-IC
market. Recent startups and other U. S.
electronics giants are also viewing the
analog arena as a sanctuary from the
intense competition that has driven profits out of many digital commodity markets. Market researcher Gnostic Concepts Inc. of San Mateo, Calif., predicts
that U. S. linear IC production will continue asteady march from $1.8 billion in
1987 to $3.18 billion in 1993
One reason for the new interest in
linear ICs, oddly enough, is the relative
shortage of design and testing tools.
The need for talented engineers and internally developed CAD tools has raised
34

the price for entry into the field, says
Eric J. Swanson, vice president at Crystal Semiconductor Corp. Since its first
days, the Austin, Texas, startup has had
engineers working only on CAD for
CMOS designs that place analog circuits
under the control of digital logic [Elec-

EAMON& "The linear market is probably
defensible against global competition."

tronics, Jan 20, 1986, p. 21].
The trick is dealing with the shortcomings in analog CAD and testing
tools. Swanson sees as akey "the ability
to get something out of inadequate simulation tools and the too-few testing
tools." Robert Dobkin, engineering vice
president at Linear Technology Corp. in
Milpitas, Calif., agrees: "No matter how
good your tools are, they won't replace
agood analog designer."
Another problem, Dobkin adds, is that
"with analog there are so many modes
of operation and so many unknowns.
You don't often find out about them until you start evaluating the actual circuit. No matter how good simulation is

on complex circuits, a few things will
always be missed," he says.
However, some progress is being
made. Work on TI's advanced-linear design system started last year, and some
pieces are being used. Crystal's Swanson says his analog designers can now
work on ICs with three times the
complexity of five years ago. But,
he says, "the gap is still widening
between digital and analog CAD.
Analog suffers from a double
whammy because it is a smaller
market [than digital] without the
big dollars focused on it by CAD
suppliers. And it is a much more
difficult problem to solve compared
with digital designs."
Micro Linear Corp. in San Jose,
Calif., has been working on design
tools for its semicust,om chip customers. Today, its library of cells is
available on CAD work stations
from Daisy Systems Corp. and Analog Design Tools Inc. Still missing,
however, are simpler user interfaces, faster work-station processmore ing speeds, and better methods of
converging simulations from linearcircuit equations, notes Ken Fields,
Micro Linear's marketing manager.
In Colorado Springs, Colo., Honeywell
Inc.'s Signal Processing Technologies
venture is crafting engineering tools
that speed simulation of digital circuits
residing on analog ICs. Traditional
methods based on Spice models are too
slow, says Reddy Penumalli, technology
director. Honeywell aims to speed up
digital simulation on analog ICs by 40 to
50 times. It is also developing an analog
functional simulator that, unlike transistor-level simulators, works on standard
cells. In the layout area, it is writing
auto-placement and -routing software
for interconnection of analog macrocells.
-J. Robert Lineback

COMPUTERS

APPLE'S MACINTOSH BEGINS
CROWDING IBM'S AGING PC
A

LOS ANGELES
pple Computer Inc. has taken a major step toward becoming afar big-

ger threat to IBM Corp. in personal computers. With its new Open Mac architecture, the Cupertino, Calif., company has
thrust itself into the mainstream corporate computing picture as IBM moves
slowly to upgrade an aging product line.
Apple's new line has two models, the

Mac II and the Mac SE, for system expanded [Electronics, March 5, 1987,
p. 21]. But it is the Mac II, with its six
expansion ports, that throws open the
Mac environment to third-party hardware and software developers. And Apple has strengthened a strong point:
graphics. The Macintoshes always have
outdone the IBM PCs in this regard, and
the new Mac II can do it even better.
Electronics/ March 19, 1987
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Figure 1: Chart compares Josephson junction with conventional
GaAs and silicon technologies. Present day Josephson technology dissipates 1,000 times less power and operates more than
10 times faster. As the graph indicates, "future" marks an even
more dramatic increase in speed at yet lower power dissipation.

speed and low power dissipation (see Figure 1),
superconductivity allows the designer to take
advantage of dense packaging and virtually
dispersionless transmission lines. The unique
properties of superconductivity will make the
highest performance computer and communications systems an inevitable reality
Fabrication technologies developed
by HYPRES use refractory materials such as
Nb and NbN to solve the cycling problem pre-

viously associated with lead and its alloys.
HYPRES also perfected the technology of
manufacturing highly uniform Josephson
junction switching thresholds across the wafer.
As adirect result of the technology alarge
number of patents are pending.
HYPRES combined revolutionary chip
and cooling concepts to solve conflicting thermal, electrical and mechanical problems of
these devices by bathing acorner of the IC, the
portion operating in asuperconductive mode,
in aliquid helium spray. The other corners,
less than half acentimeter away, operate at
room ambient. These concepts preserved the
ultra-high performance expected from Josephson junction technology and resulted in
ageneral purpose signal processor reliably
interfaced to room temperature environment
through ultra-high performance connectors.
In earlier developments, chips were
cooled by immersing the whole circuit in liquid
helium or thermally grounding the circuit to a
cold finger in avacuum environment. It took
an hour to change asample. HYPRES invented
arather elegant cooling system to completely
eliminate the vacuum and allow the user to
change asample in aminute or less.
Ask for our new brochure. For more information or to arrange ademonstration please
address HYPRES, Inc., 500 Executive Boulevard,
Elmsford, NY 10523. Phone (914) 592-1190.

BRIEF SPECIFICATIONS PSP-I000

(Subject to change without notice)
INPUTS
Channels: one or two
Coupling: DC; 50 ohms
Voltage range: -± 10 mV, ± 100 mV
or ± IV
Scales: 50 µV/div to 2V/div
TRIGGERING
Internal or external level, positive
or negative slope
VERTICAL MEASUREMENT

(oscilloscope head)
Risetime: 5psec internal effective risetime
Dynamic range: 46 dB (1.1 SNR) averaged
Smoothing: fast or slow response
Data points: 1024, 512, 256 or 128/waveform
HORIZONTAL
Effective sweep speed: 5psec to 1nsec/div.
Zoom: sweep start and sweep speed
reset so time between horizontal markers
fills display
DISPLAY

Data formats: Ito 4waveforms overlaid
in separate colors on 13" screen

CRT

Measurement markers: two vertical and two
horizontal markers
Magnify: any portion of the display made
to fill the entire display
Units:
Vertical—Volts, Ohms, reflectivity coefficient or operator-selected units
Horizontal—seconds, mm, inches or
operator-selected units
AUTO WAVEFORM MEASUREMENTS

Vertical autoscales and automatic
edge finder.
Parameters calculated: period, frequency,
pulse duration, risetime/falltime, pulse
amplitude, base magnitude, top magnitude,
preshoot, overshoot and duty cycle
WAVEFORM COMPUTATION
Averaging: sum or exponential averaging
Add/subtract: any two traces on display
Equation: formula stored in non-volatile
memory; operations include integrate/differentiate, multiply/divide and FFT/IFFT

r
)

BUILT-IN STORAGE (non-volatile)
Waveforms: 9waveforms with their setups
Setups: 9complete plus 4horizontal and
vertical setups.
INPUT/OUTPUT

Direct digital plotting: annotated, color,
plotters with plot title
Interface: RS232C and IEEE-488 standard.
COOLING

Cycle time: cools down to operating temperature in approximately 1minute after
head change completed
Type: IS liter capacity dewar
Refrigerant: liquid helium
Operating time: 8hours continuous operation plus 16 hours of holding without refill;
coolant level automatically checked
OTHER
Date/time: displayed and saved with data
Text: one line of alphanumeric textintered
using front panel keys (shift) or computer
Diagnostics: self test on power up

HYPRES,

Inc.

Making Superconducting Electronics aReality

Finally, the powerful Mac II can tap all
the MS-DOS programs built for the IBM
machines and their clones and, significantly, should be able to penetrate the
engineering work-station market.
Apple's strategy is clearly based on
third parties; the new Mac was built to
make it easy for others to design add-on
products. "We realize the importance of
putting development tools in their
hands," said Apple Chairman John Sculley at the glitzy Hollywood introduction
of the new machines. Already, he says,
upwards of 50 suppliers have announced
products, with more in the wings.
Both of the machines can handle just
about any product those suppliers come
up with: the Mac II, besides having six

exploit it. IBM is expected to announce
its new machine as early as next month,
but software packages are much further off, notes Shaffer (see p. 21).
Whatever IBM does, Apple clearly has
the momentum. The Mac II, whe is
based on the 15.6-MHz Motorola C8020
chip and will be available later this year,
is not only powerful but delivers entertainment-quality graphics at a price of
less than $10,000. Some industry watchers say the machine is the future minimum benchmark for work stations.
The impressive performance of the
Mac II's video interface card, which
drives the high-resolution monitors, is
provided largely by a souped-up semicustom chip developed by Brooktree
Corp. of San Diego. Brooktree,
which specializes in custom-designed digital-signal processors for
back-end graphics work, revamped
its Bt453 chip to run even faster
than its specified '70-MHz maximum
clock speed to meet Apple's videocard specifications. The Bt453 has
triple 8-bit digital-to-analog converters, and the only other computers
to use the Brooktree device are expensive high-end work stations.
With this video card and an expansion kit, both Mac II options,
the computer can generate up to
256 colors or shades of gray from a
palette of more than 16 million colors. The color monitor has aresolution of 640 by 480 pixels.
The operating system software
has passed through seven revisions.
But it is about ready to be frozen
in the Mac II's read-only memory,
UPSCALE. The open-architecture Macintosh Il is notes Charles Farnham, who runs a
aimed at advanced business applications.
Cupertino, Calif., on-line information service devoted to the Macinexpansion slots, is at least twice as fast
tosh and aimed at developers. It needs
as the original Mac. The SE, which has
only some final fine-tuning before the
one extra slot, is 20% faster.
first shipments, which are due to go out
Apple executives play down the new
in about six weeks, he says.
machines' links to IBM PCs. Sculley
What the new machines lack is an upsays he sees aworld in which new softgrade path from the Macintosh 512 and
ware will be done in the Apple environPlus computers to Open Mac standards.
ment. Therefore, the Open Mac's ability
But Apple points out that when it came
to tap MS-DOS programs will be relaout with upward options for previous
tively unimportant: "IBM compatibility
models, users chose to buy the new
doesn't mean that much," he says.
equipment anyhow. "They [Apple] are
Third-party suppliers may disagree— probably right about that," notes Comthere already are coprocessor boards puter Letter's Shaffer. As to the curfrom IBM PC supplier AST Research
rent lack of multitasking software suitInc. of Irvine, Calif. But Sculley believes able
for
engineering-work-station
most suppliers eventually will come to chores, Sculley and others say, these
see Apple computers as "a better value- programs will come along soon.
added platform to build on."
Sculley predicts the Mac H won't get
In the words of one industry watcher,
to full speed until next year, when proRichard A. Shaffer, publisher of the duction reaches volume levels and enComputer Letter, "Apple now has the
hancements come rolling in. But Appleclear upward path while MS-DOS has
watcher Farnham says he thinks that
nothing but confusion." Shaffer adds
the ingredients for success already are
that what MS-DOS needs is the anticiin place. The Mac II, he says, is "everypated IBM 32-bit PC based on the Intel
thing they should have done. They hit
80386, and operating systems to fully
100%."
-Larry Waller
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To 27 million
Americus,
this scene is
afairy tale.
Simply because they
can't read.
Functional illiteracy is a
problem that now affects
1out of 5American adults.
You can change that by
making atax-deductible
contribution to the Coalition
for Literacy. Call us toll-free
at 1-800-228-8813 and bill
it direct!y to your credit card.

Volunteer Against
Illiteracy.
The only degree
you need is a
degree of caring.
rel
euk
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ou know them already. Familiar
TTI, terms like 7474, 74138, 74157,
74163,74374 and hundreds more.
What you don't know is that
these terms can now take you into
the realm of instant, affordable VLSI
logic. Because for the first time ever,
you can use the TTL building blocks
you already know to create your
own VLSI circuit. Without having to relearn Boolean
algebra or other tedious PLD design techniques.
With our new high density EP1800 EPLD, you have
over 2,000 gates available. And putting them to work
in your circuit is easy because our new LogiCape software
gives you access to acomplete library of TTL MacroFunctions. So you won't have to deal with the high cost
and high pain associated with gate arrays (like time,
money, money and money).
What's more, you won't get stuck with custom
leadtimes and high inventory costs because our EPLDs
are standard, off-the-shelf products.
Note, too, that the EP1800 is ideal for military
(especially if you're still in the bidding process), instrumentation and telecommunications applications.You get
high density, low power, TTL speed, fast prototyping
(even prototyping for gate arrays) and no upfront
development charges.
So call today to learn more. Because if you talk
TTL, you can now talk affordable VLSI. With the easiest
terms in the business.

(408) 984-2800

â
3525 Monroe Street
Santa Clara, CA 95051

CrigiCaps is atradrimuit of Mirra Corp.
L 1986 Alirra Corporal it'll.
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NAVIGATION

NAVIGATING BY SATELLITE GETS CHEAPER
SUNNYVALE, CALIF.

or years everyone talked about how
the Pentagon's Global Positioning
F
System would revolutionize the navigation of ships, planes, and even vehicles—
both military and commercial. But even
though the GPS system would give them
aposition fix anywhere to within 100 meters, civilian users have not exactly clamored to buy receivers to pick up the positioning signals from the satellite constellation. The sets simply cost too much.
But now that may be changing.
Pacific Monolithics Inc. of Sunnyvale,
Calif., is in the sample stage with aset
of six gallium arsenide microwave integrated circuits that can be used along
with two or three commonly available
glue components to design GPS front
ends that will be affordable to a far
wider spectrum of users.
GPS receivers now cost $15,000 or
more. After excluding the cost of the
antenna and the control and display elements from that total, as much as half
the cost of the set is eaten up by the
discrete microwave circuits that are now
being used, Pacific Monolithics engineers estimate. At even "a moderate
production rate of a few thousand per
year," the new chips could drive down
front-end prices to afifth of what they
are now, predicts Douglas G. Lockie, senior systems scientist at the company.
In a front end built with the new
chips, signals from the GPS satellite—at
1227.6 MHz (restricted mainly to military use) or 1575.4 MHz—first would be
amplified and down-converted to an intermediate frequency within the range
of 50 MHz to 600 MHz.
Three additional circuits—an automatic gain-controlled amplifier, a vhf/uhf
converter, and afrequency divider—convert the GPS signal to afrequency low
enough for detection with a frequency
discriminator. The frequency out of the
front end should be 5MHz to 30 MHz,
says Pang Ho, vice president of engineering. At these relatively low frequencies, detection and digital signal processing take over to decode the satellite
messages and glean the navigation and
time-reference information from the analog waveform.
SAME PROCESS. For these new ICs, Pacific Monolithics put to work the same 1im
metal-semiconductor
FET process used for the company's Cband low-noise-block down converter
[Electronics Week, May 27, 1985, p. 48].
The chip set—each about 1 mm on a
side—will be marketed as surfacemounted devices for uncomplicated
placement on printed-circuit boards.
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GLOBAL POSITIONING SIGNAL

LBAND
LOW NOISE
AMPLIFIER

LBAND
FREQUENCY
CONVERTER

PM AM0101

PM-CV0201 OR
PM CV0202

1

POSITION ANO TIMING
INFORMATION FROM SATELLITE

VHF/UHF
AMPLIFIER

VHF/UHF
CONVERTER

PM AG0101

PM CV0101

L-BAND
VOLTAGE-CONTROLLED
OSCILLATOR

FREQUENCY
DIVIDER

PM OV0101

PM OD0201

DIGITAL •
PROCESSOR

CRYSTAL
OSCILLATOR:'
AND
ANALOG .
PROCESSOR

UP FRONT. The six front-end MMICs at the left, hooked up with lower-frequency and digital
circuits like those at the right, could considerably reduce the cost of GPS receivers.

Bare dice will also be available.
The first chip that the radio-frequency
signal beamed from aGPS satellite sees
is a two-stage low-noise amplifier (see
figure). This IC achieves 20 dB of gain
at a 1.9 dB noise figure while drawing
21 mA from an 8-V power supply.
Next, the signal is filtered and converted to a first i
-f with an L-band frequency converter. Pacific Monolithics
provides two converters as design options. In addition to frequency conversion the chips perform on-chip rf amplifi-

cation, local oscillator buffering, and i
-f
amplification. Local-oscillator buffering
reduces the power requirement at the
LO port and supplies the mixer with a
constant power level. Because it is so
close to the mixer diodes, the LO amplifier also reduces phase ripple caused by
impedance mismatch. The i
-f amplifiers
on the converter chip increase the output
third-order intercept point, which increases the system's resistance to jamming in addition to upping system gain
and output power.
—Terry Feldt

COMPONENTS

MOS AND THYRISTORS
MAKE A LOVELY COUPLE
MUNICH

Man inking the best of two worlds, anew
kind of power device in development
on both sides of the Atlantic seeks to
marry the high-current and high-voltage
handling capabilities of a thyristor to
the good control characteristics of an
MOS transistor, and thus cut the cost of
thyristor-based power equipment. The
independent projects, using different approaches, are under way in West Germany at Siemens AG and in the U. S. at
General Electric Co.
The device, called a MOS gate-turnoff, or GTO, thyristor, should result in
lower equipment costs because the control circuitry for turning it off, unlike
that used with conventional GTO thyristors, is on-chip. Researchers at Siemens
report that with achip area of 0.1 cm2,
the first functional laboratory units
switch currents of 5 A and block voltages of 1,500 V without using a snubber, asort of RC network. With asnubber, they switch much higher currents.

Similar work was reported late last
year at the International Electron Device
Meeting by GE researchers from Schenectady, N. Y. However, there are basic
differences. Both teams use MOS transistors to short and shut off the thyristor.
But GE's approach involves epitaxy,
whose fabrication methods can cause
problems in attaining high blocking voltages. Siemens, on the other hand, bases
its device on a technology using the
same large-area silicon pellets as are employed in GTOs and thyristors. That
makes possible high blocking voltages.
Continuing work at the Siemen's Corporate Research Laboratories in Munich
should lead to MOS-GTO thyristors that
can handle up to 4kV and have achip
area large enough to switch several
thousand amperes, says Michael Stoisiek, who is developing the device with
Roland Sittig and Dietmar Theis. It
could enter production within a few
years, Theis says.
Ordinarily, for switching currents of
Electronics/ March 19, 1987

Tek curve tracers:
No other measurements cost so
little and save so much!

Affordable and easy to operate,
Tek curve tracers visually
document the performance
characteristics of semiconductor devices.
For tightening design parameters and protecting yourself
against the high cost of component failure, nothing compares
with the Tek family of curve tracers.
Tek curve tracers help you
quickly test semiconductor devices like diodes, transistors, opto
isolators, thyristors and operational amplifiers. They can help
you design, analyze and evaluate
...to detect problems early, before

they become far more costly to
remedy.
Curve tracer mainframes
include the 576, with both CRT
display and scale factor readout
...and the 577, with storage
and non-storage CRT displays.
Test fixtures compatible with the
576 include the 176 pulsed high
current test fixture that can supply
up to 200 amps or 1000 watts to
the device under test and the 172
programmable test fixture that
offers the convenience and high
throughput of semi-automated
measurements. Compatible with
the 577 are the versatile 177 stan-

dard test fixture and the 178,
designed to test the performance
of linear ICs.
Two curve tracer plug-ins are
also available for Tek laboratory
oscilloscopes: the 7CT1 N for
7000 Series and the 5CT1 N for
5000 Series scopes.
Learn more about how Tek
curve tracers save you time and
money. See your local Tek sales
representative or contact:
Tektronix, Inc.
P.O. Box 1700, Portland, OR 97075.
Call 1-800-547-1512.
In Oregon, 1-800-452-1877.
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of the world's
largest
electronles companies,
and ASM
International, a
worldwide
manufacturer of
semiconductor
equipment.

How many companies
can claim even one?
Establishing aworld standard takes an inspired
and innovative product,
and much more. It takes
the market's confidence
in both the product and
the company. That's what
Philips achieved with
their revolutionary audio
cassette and compact
disc products.
And now, the Philipsdesigned PAS 2500 wafer
stepper creates the standard by which all others
will be compared.

Philips and ASM
International
ASM Lithography is ajoint
venture of NV. Philips, one

Their combined financial
and technical strength
permitted massive R&D
programs into leading
edge technology for
lithography tools. The
exceptional ASML PAS
2500 stepper is one of
the major results.

The new standard in
stepper performance.
You can't choose astepper by one specification.
Everything has to add up.
As the table shows, the
PAS 2500 does. No other

stepper approaches its
overall performance.

Stay ahead of your
competition.
The PAS 2500 gives you
the competitive edge
where it counts mostin revenues and chip
performance.
Compared to today's
steppers, the PAS 2500
delivers overlay accuracy
an order of magnitude
better. Utilization is increased due to automatic
alignment and minimal
set-up time. Throughput
is higher, as well, so you
can meet production
alignment needs with
fewer systems.
The bottom line? Exceptional return on investment.

Get detailed ASML
PAS 2500 brochure
FREE.
For your free 20-page brochure, "The New Standard

PAS2500 STEPPER:
THE INDUSTRY STANDARD
Overlay accuracy

0.15 microns (3 sigma)

Production resolution

0.7 to 0.9 micron

Alignment sensitivity

Process independent

Set-up procedure

Self-calibrating/ automatic

Throughput/hour

50 six-inch wafers

in Wafer Stepper Technology' contact us at any
ASML address. Because
you only have two choices,
astandard stepper or a
world standard.
ASM Lithography, Inc.
2315 W. Fairmont Drive
Tempe, AZ 85282
USA
602-438-0559
ASM Lithography, B.V.
Meierijweg 15
5503 HN Veldhoven
The Netherlands
40-580800
ASM Asia
6/F Watson Center
16 Kung Yip st.Kwai Chung
Hong Kong
(0)297961

ap i>

4

ASM

Lithography

A joint venture of Philips and ASM International
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New CMOS 1K
serial EEPROM's
use 3mA active,
1.0pA standby.
Samples of Catalyst Semiconductor's two new EEPROMs
are available for immediate delivery from stock. Quantity deliveries
are available 30 days ARO.
The CAT93C46 unit is pin-for-pin compatible with National
Semiconductor's NMOS part #NMC 9346, and the CAT59C11 with
General Instrument's part #ER5911. Pricing is very competitive.
Both Feature:
H Reliable CMOS floating gate technology with apower drain
of 3mA active and 10 uA standby. El Single 5-volt supply H Eight
pin DIP and Small Outline Packages. LI 64 x16 or 128 x8user
selectable serial memory. 111 Word and chip erasability. El Self timed
programming cycle.
They each operate over atemperature range of 0°C to 70°C,
offer 10,000 erase/write cycles, ten year data retention, and power-on
data protection.
Both provide a10 ms programming cycle.
Write or Call for our Serious, No Fooling Data Pack.
Please address Catalyst Semiconductor, 4051 Burton Drive,
Santa Clara, CA 95054. Phone (408) 980-9144. FAX (408) 980-8209.
TWX 510-601-7631.
In Europe, contact Catalyst (U.K.): 14 Lackswood Rise,
St. Albans, Herts, England ALA 9JU. Phone (44) 0727-38183.
FAX (44) 0727-93365.
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MOSAIC. Hexagonal partial thyristors are surrounded by high-current MOS transistors.

more than 1,000 A and blocking voltages
of several thousand volts, the classic
thyristor is unbeatable. But this technologically simple component has one
shortcoming: once it conducts, the thyristor shuts off only when the current
flowing through it is interrupted for 100
J.i.s or more. The interruption process
calls for asecond thyristor circuit.
That's where the GTO thyristor, a
power component proposed in the U. S.
in the early 1960s, comes in. It has a
negative gate current, one that flows the
other way from the turn-on, or ignition,
current, to turn off the device. But this
current may amount to several hundred
amperes, which means extensive control
circuitry that is external to the GTO.
The new part handles all of that.
Based on the idea of making the shortcircuits inherent in a thyristor switchable, the device uses an integrated MOS
transistor to control the shorts. Hence
the name MOS-GTO thyristor.
SHORT. When it switches off, the high
negative gate, or turn-off, current is
short-circuited around the thyristor's
base-emitter structure and fed via the
emitter contact to the load circuit. Shortcircuiting the current is the MOS transistor integrated onto the silicon pellet.
It must handle several hundred amperes, but the current lasts only from
about 100 ns to 1p.s and has no effect
on the thyristor's gate-control circuit, as
it flows only in the silicon pellet.
To turn off the MOS-GTO thyristor,
Stoisiek explains, all that is needed is
the switching current for the MOS transistor, that is, the current for charging
its gate capacitance. Because of the fairly large gate area and the fast switching time required, the switching current
must be several amperes, but this is still
some 100 times less than the turn-off
current for aconventional GTO.
In device fabrication, Stoisiek and his
associates are using their company's
Sipmos (for Siemens power MOS) technology, a5-11m, self-aligning technology
allowing the fabrication of power devices that combine high voltage ratings
with a low forward resistance. For the
MOS-GTO-thyristor, this technology
must be refined so that it can cope with
the typically 1.5-mm-thick wafers needed
for high-power thyristors. -John Gosch
Electronics/ March 19, 1987

I
MPROVE YOUR
M EMORY
New Infotek 8and 4MByte Memory Cards Give
Lowest Cost per Byte for HP 200/300.
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Now, get all the memory you
need for the most complex
programs—CAD, CAE—all on a
single, compact card. And, at the
same time, get the lowest cost
per megabyte of memory on the
market.
Infotek's new AM380 is the first
8megabyte single-card memory
available for HP 200/300 computers. It allows you to take
advantage of the full storage
capacity of your HP workstation
without wasting valuable backplane space. ZIP packaging of
1MByte monolithic DRAMs
makes the low cost per byte
possible.
For the many applications
requiring 4MBytes of memory,
Infotek again uses 1MByte
DRAMs in single in-line packages
to reduce costs. That means you
Circke 47 on reader service card

can now have Infotek quality in
the lowest-cost 4MByte board
available! Of course, Infotek's

popular 1MByte and 2MByte
memories are also available.
The literally famous reliability
of Infotek memories is evidenced
by our full two-year warranty. So
improve your memory with stateof-the-art DRAM boards from
Infotek. Call today to Infotek Systems, 1400 North Baxter Street,
Anaheim, California 92806-1201,
(714) 956-9300, (800) 227-0218, in
California (800) 523-1682, TELEX:
182283.
While you're at it, ask to receive
our Infotek newsletter.

INFOTEK
SYSTEMS
Memory for even
the most complex CAD and
CAE programs on asingle board.

A DIVISION OF

AIS CORPORATION

Right Decisio

• Both parallel and
RS-232 interfaces are
supported by awide
selection of software.

• Easy video interfacing—
over 150 interfaces are
supported. No need to
write software.

• Accurate shading for
realistic, detailed solids;
work with 4,912 colors.

• Local intelligence:
video interface lets you
rotate, change colors
and scale with frontpanel controls.
• Crisp, clean lines
for highly detailed
drawings.

No OTHER
COLOR HARDCOPIER
CAN MAKE THESE POINTS.
The CH-5300 gives you fast copies. Sharp
lines. Realistic gradation and shading. Bright,
rich solids. Consistent backgrounds. Built-in
intelligence. Easy interfacing to the broadest
range of video or parallel sources. And proven
reliability
Plus, with our new multiplexor you can turn
your color hardcopier into ashared resource;

connecting up to four different input
sources at once.
So look into the Seiko CH-5300.You'll see
that no other color hardcopier can make
these points.
Call Martin Nelson
at (408) 943-9100
today.

SEIKO
INSTRUMENTS

• Fast copies on paper
or film—A-size output in
45 seconds.

_

'.eieireet ,

• Solid streak-free, unblemished backgrounds
—on the first and ninetyninth copy.

• Unattended, off-line
copying with consistent, high-quality output.
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NEC NEWSCOPE

"NEXTAR" MINI EARTH STATION NETWORK.

p

rivate Ku-band satellite communications networks using mini
earth stations on customer premises are poised to take off in the US.
Our advanced mini earth station
networking system "NEXTAR" offers
unprecedented flexibility for transaction-oriented businesses typically
using POS, ECR and ATM systems.
The NEXTAR provides interactive
data communications between a
central hub and many widely-dispersed remote mini earth stations

in a"star" network topology. Our exclusive Adaptive Assignment TDMA
system automatically assigns the
best pathway for each data message
to minimize response time for short
interactive messages and increase
throughput during long batch transmission. NEXTAR transparently
interconnects existing remote terminals and the host's front-end
processor thanks to its intelligent
network features.
The mini earth station, a1.2 or 1.8m

antenna with an integral RFpackage
and compact indoor unit, takes less
than aworkday to install. Site selection and licensing are also simplified
with the Ku-band. The central hub
station with comprehensive monitoring, control and diagnostic capabilities can be located adjacent to a
data center or at ashared site.
The NEXTAR network can be
custom-tailored to auser's exacting
needs—data rates from 75bps to
56Kbps plus voice and video capability. It eliminates the wasted transmission capacity and high cost of
traditional alternatives.

Computers and C,ommunic,ations
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NEAX61 NOW

OEICs FOR

IN SERVICE AT

OIGA-BIT LINKS.

1,002 EXCHANGES.

S

cientists at the NEC Optoelectronics Research Laboratory
have successfully tested
the world's first optoelectronic ICs
to operate in the 1.3&m band at data
rates of 1.2Gbps.
The optical transmitter and
receiver chip pair set records of
a12-km communication at 1.2Gbps
with a7.7dB margin, and 22-km
transmission at 565Mbps with a9.9dB
margin in the experiment using
asingle-mode fiber.
The new light-emitting chip incorporates al.3i.im DC-PBH (double-channel planar buried heterostructure)
laser diode and three InGaAsP/InP
hetero-junction bipolar transistors on
the same InP substrate. Modulation
up to 2Gbps is possible in NRZ mode.
A peak output of 20mW was marked
at 1Gbps.
The optical receiver integrates a
PIN photo diode and three low-noise
InGaAsP junction FETs on asingle
chip for sensitivity of -14dBm at
1.2Gbps.
NEC's new OEIC pair will be
the ideal workhorse in medium- or
short-distance ultra-high speed links
including LANs, local subscriber
loops and interconnections of computers and peripherals because
it promises much lower cost and
smaller size than prevalent discrete
devices.
These OEIC devices will reach
the market within afew years.

0

ur NEAX61 digital switching
system continues to play a
key role in the phenomenal

expansion of digital networks around
the world.
Since its implementation in 1979
the NEAX61 has captured the attention
of telecommunications administrators globewide for its sophisticated
modular hardware and software,
advanced service features, and full
operation and maintenance support.
Today there are NEAX61 switches
in service at 1,002 exchanges in
37 nations—more than 5million
equivalent subscriber lines in
all. With recent orders from
New Zealand (400,000 lines),
Hong Kong (600,000 lines) and
Venezuela (330,000 lines) the
aggregate orders received
now exceeds
10 million
equivalent
subscriber
lines.

NEC OPTICAL REPEATERS GO
TRANSPACIFIC AND SUBMARINE.

T

he trend in transoceanic
submarine cable systems is undeniably "optical". The use of
fiber optic transmission technology
increases capacity, extends repeater
span and ensures compatibility with
land-based digital networks.
Under acontract awarded by
KDD, Japan's leading international
telecommunications network, NEC
is manufacturing optical submersible repeaters and optical terminal
equipment for the third Trans-Pacific
Cable (TPC-3) which will link Hawaü
and Japan with abranch to Guam.

The TPC-3, to be completed in
1988 and owned by 22 telephone
operating companies in 10 countries,
will have two 280Mbps systems, offering atotal capacity equivalent t07, 560
telephone channels—a dramatic increase from 138 channels with TPC-1
and 845 channels with TPC-2.
Incorporating our 1.3itm DC-PBH
(double-channel planar buriedheterostructure) laser diodes and newlydeveloped high-speed monolithic ICs,
the optical repeaters are designed to
maintain high reliability on the ocean
floor at adepth up to 8,000 meters.

NEC

The new VMPM68KC combines 32-Bit VMEbus corn
puting performance with the
SingleHeightEurocardformore
compact ami reliable systems
in your industrial applications.
Its clever architecture ensures uncompromised through-

put via full 32-Bit memory
access.
With our VMPM68KC top of
the line product, PEP Modular Computers provides you
with the choice of 8, 16, or
32- Bit computing power, all
on single height card format.

If your aim is high, examine
the features:

II Four 32-pin sockets for up
to 512 KByte ROM

Ill Complete VMEbus syster
controller

IIII MC68020 CPU and
MC68881 FPCP with 12.5
or 16.7 MHz

• Full 32-bit memory organization

II Supported by
OS-9/68020*

II 1MByte zero wait
state SRAM, dual ported

II Two serial interfaces, each
configurable as RS422/
RS232/20mA

7Trademark of Microware Inc ,

Ask how PEP can put you
where you want to be.

V NI PN168KC

reNiteig“-,
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owerfull 32 Bits
on Single Height Format
Tlic Compact 32-Bit Solution on

NI
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Modular Computers®
Japan
Osaka
Tel (6) 876-06 15

USA
Pittsburgh
Tel. (412) 279 66 61

Germany
Kaufbeuren
Tel. (83 41) 89 74

Please call us tollfree:

1-800-228-1737

France
Paris
Tel. (1) 45 34 60 60
(outside PA),

UK
High Wycombe
Tel. (62 85) 292 22

1-800-255-1737

(inside PA)

Sweden
Stockholm
Tel. (8) 7567
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INTERNATIONAL NEWSLETTER
SIEMENS JOINS THE SELECT 4-Mb DRAM CLUB

Aproduced

dd Siemens AG to the short but growing list of companies that have
working 4-Mb dynamic random-access memory chips. Siemens, the first European company to break the 4-Mb barrier, will join the likes
of IBM Corp. and Texas Instruments Inc. in this select club when it announces
on April 1at the Industrial Fair in Hanover, West Germany, that it has built
laboratory samples of the 4-Mb devices. The announcement is the latest result
of Siemens' "Megaproject," in which the company has been rushing to climb
the learning curve in high-density silicon technology. The devices use
CMOS technology and measure only 91 mm 2—less than twice the size of
Siemens' 54 mm 2 1-Mb DRAM. The 4-Mb chips employ trench-type cells that
extend about 4 p.m deep. Siemens says the three-dimensional design helps
keep the cell surface small, at just 5 µ,M 2.Siemens says samples may be
available by the end of next year.
D
A NEW CD FORMAT STORES BOTH DIGITAL AUDIO AND VIDEO

Dteaming up to support anew form of compact disk that can hold up to 5
gital laser video is heating up. A trio of consumer electronics giants is

minutes of video and more than 20 minutes of digital audio on asingle 12-cm
(4 3/
4-in.) disk. Philips, Matsushita, and Nippon Gakki, which markets products in
the U. S. under its Yamaha label, will jointly develop this new system, sharing
one another's technologies. Their action adds spice to the excitement generated by General Electric Co.'s David Sarnoff Research Center, which says it has
developed away to put more than an hour of full-motion video on a51
4 -in. CD
/
(see story, p. 33). The 12-cm disks have two bands: an outer band that can
record up to 5minutes of combined audio and video, and an inner set of tracks
that can store up to 20 minutes of audio. The three firms will market the system,
which is compatible with the current audio CD standard, under the name CD-V
(for compact disk video) beginning this fall. They say the 12-cm disk will be an
ideal medium for popular music videos, and major American and European
record companies have already pledged their support to the format.
D
TOSHIBA WILL CHASE FAIRCHILD'S FAST FAMILY WITH LOW-POWER BiCMOS

Toshiba Corp. is developing a series of BiCMOS logic devices, making it
i the first company in the world to apply BiCMOS technology to glue logic
circuitry. The new chips will be pin- and performance-compatible with Fairchild's FAST chip family, the company says. Output levels of 24, 48, and 64
mA will be the same as for corresponding FAST parts, and propagation
delays will also be identical at 3 ns. The input and logic circuits are implemented in CMOS, and the output circuits are bipolar. Operating power is said
to be only one-fifth and standby power one-tenth that of bipolar prototypes.
Although only bus drivers will be available initially, Toshiba expects to be
supplying 50 different parts worldwide before year's end.
D
ALPS TAKES AIM AT IBM's PC AT WITH A 16-MHz 80386-BASED MACHINE

Abased on Intel Corp.'s 32-bit 80386 microprocessor. The Alps CP-EX is

Ids Electric Co. is the latest company to develop a personal computer

compatible with IBM Corp.'s PC AT but has three times the processing power,
thanks to its 32-bit memory bus and a 16-MHz clock rate. Developed at Alps'
Yokohama Division, the machine comes with 2megabytes of system memory,
expandable to 8 megabytes, and features no-wait states. Serial and parallel
interfaces are standard, and expansion slots support two 8-bit cards and four
16-bit boards. Alps is planning to sell the machine to other vendors for sale
under private labels.
El
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NEC WON'T BE OFFERING ITS SPICED-UP V30 CPU TO U. S. SYSTEMS HOUSES
ngineers in the U. S. are going to sit up and take notice when word

Espreads about the latest enhancement to NEC's popular V30 microproces-

sor—but that's all they'll be able to do. The new CPU, called the PD9002,
provides higher-speed and enhanced graphics; it includes on-chip direct memory access, an interrupt controller, and a timer; and it runs the full Z-80
instruction set. It will not, however, be available in the U. S., at least for now.
Despite the V30's popularity among U. S. systems designers, that chip has not
found its way into many U. S. products, mainly because U. S. companies have
tried to steer clear of NEC's ongoing copyright battle over the chip's microcode
with Intel Corp., Santa Clara, Calif. So NEC, of Tokyo, will initially use the chip
only in its PC88VA, a 16-bit home computer for the Japanese market.
D
JAPANESE CONTINUE THEIR PUSH TO LIMIT COMPETITION FOR KDD

Tinternational telephone service [Electronics, Feb.

he furor over who will be allowed to compete in Japan's market for
19, 1987, p. 46] continues. At issue is who will be allowed to compete with Kokusai Denshin Denwa
Co., the Tokyo company that currently has a monopoly over the Japanese
international telecom market, and how much foreign companies will be allowed to invest in competitive ventures. Now Japan's largest independent
business association, the Japan Federation of Economic Organizations, is
joining the fray. It is supporting the government's Ministry of Posts and
Communications in its effort to get International Digital Communications Planning Inc. and International Telecom Japan Inc., both of Tokyo, to merge. The
ministry wants to limit KDD's competition to asingle company. Fumio Watanabe, chairman of the federation's Committee on Information and Telecommunication Policy, has asked International Digital Communications shareholders to persuade Cable & Wireless of the UK to reduce its 20% equity to clear
the way for amerger. Watanabe says Cable &Wireless' equity should be less
than 3%, thereby eliminating the British company's management role.
[I]
ITT WILL BE FIRST TO MAKE DECODER CHIPS FOR D2-MAC TV STANDARD
he ITT Semiconductors Group will be the first company to turn out chips
France's D2-MAC standard,
which provides better pictures and sound than conventional terrestrial standards such as PAL and NTSC. Production of the single-chip decoder will
start at the end of this month, and European and Japanese TV makers are
lining up for samples, according to sources at ITT subsidiary Intermetall
GmbH in Freiburg, West Germany, where the devices will be made. The chip
uses 1.5-µm CMOS technology and packs 150,000 transistors into a 7-by7.5-mm area. Programming supporting the D2-MAC signals will be broadcast
by a new German-built satellitte, the TV-SAT, which will be launched in late
August or early September on a French Ariane booster rocket.
D

Tfor decoding satellite TV signals based on

PLESSEY WINS A FOREIGN ORDER FOR ITS SYSTEM X TELECOM SWITCH

pSystem Xdigital telephone system, which so far has been amajor failure

lessey Co. has finally won its first major export contract for the British

in the international market. By winning a$22.5 million contract from Telecom
Colombia, the Colombian national telephone company in Bogota, Plessey beat
out Ericsson, NEC, Fujitsu, and Italtel. The company is hoping the sale, which
includes 13 telephone exchanges supporting 68,000 lines, will spur further
success abroad. Until now, System X had only been installed by British
Telecom and the independent Hull telephone authority in England, and on the
tiny Caribbean island of St. Vincent.
0
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SIEMENS

Nothing makes
more contacts
than SIEDECON

Siemens offers ahighly extensive
range of tried and tested electromechanical components, plus all the
experience of amanufacturer who
has consistently invested awealth
of know-now in developing and
perfecting electromechanical
components geared to market
requirements.
A typical example is the new
SIEDECON. The first connector fo:r
double Eurocard format conforming
to DIN 41612.
Based on the indirect connection
principle, it solves every connection
and tolerance problem.
This design provides enormous
performance potential:
• Max. 256 LF contacts tie_
• Max. 8 pre-mating LF contacts a
standard
• Max. 6special contacts
*IF
• More than 900 polarizing options
• Packing density of 15.24 mm
• Can be fully integrated into
racxing standard 41494

Circle

128

on reader ^,ervice card.

This makes SIEDECON the ideal
connector for all applications requiring alarge number of contacts,
compatibility and flexibility.
All the other features of SIEDECON
are detailed in aspecia publication.
If you would like one, please use this
journal's reader service or send us
the coupon.
milw-Awerze-,
:
Contacts you can rely on.
Electromechanical components
from Siemens.

Molex Is Making The Connection Between...

ROBOTICS
SMT
From component delivery systems
for robotic assembly to surface mount
technology, Molex makes the connection.
Molex helps you put today's most innovative
manufacturing technology to work. We've
incorporated the productive advantages of
robotics and the packaging efficiencies of surface
mount technology into component assembly
systems that perform. Now manufacturers can
realize increased production flexibility, increased
output, reduced board space, and improved
safety conditions.
We'll work with you to find the right
interconnection solutions.
Molex goes beyond connector manufacturing
to bring you problem-solving productivity Our
sales and service engineers understand how new products
and production technologies must work together to bring you
superior products at lower applied
costs. Molex currently offers a
variety of connectors, headers,
and sockets for surface mount
applications.

Molex helps achieve dramatic
production efficiencies with
robotic systems for automated
connector assembly.

Surface Mount Technology
Handbook available.
Among the points covered in
this 24-page tutorial: board
retention, strain relief, housing
Realize higher productivity with
insulators, thermal mismatch,
our reel-fed, box-container or
tube robotic-delivery systems.
materials, lead design, automated
Our commitment to surface mount
pc board assembly, and solder reflow methods. Call or write for
technology includes our new fullyequipped SMT testing laboratory.
your copy today.
Look to Molex. We can help you find the
answers that bridge the gap between new
technologies and on-line efficiency.
r
u
Service To The
Customer.. .Worldwide Molex

Corporate Headquarters: 2222 Wellington Ct., Lisle, IL 60532 USA, (312) 969-4550 •European headquarters: Aldershot, England, (0252)318221
Northern Asia Headquarters: Tokyo, Japan, 03-478-8777 •Southeast Asia Headquarters: Jurong Town, Singapore, 65-26/-9733
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INTERNATIONAL WEEK
JAPAN TELECOM
EXPORTS DROP 10%
Japan
telecommunications
exports declined 10.3% last
year, from $3.9 billion to $3.5
billion, because of a slide in
shipments to the U. S., according to the Communications Industry Association of
Japan. Exports to the U. S.
decreased from $1.9 billion in
1985 to $1.4 billion in part because of the stronger yen
and import restraints. But
exports to Europe increased
by 27.4%, from $503.4 million
in 1985 to $641.1 million in
1986, and exports to Central
and South America rose by
22.1%, from $156.2 million in
1985 to $190.7 million. Meanwhile, total telecommunications imports in 1986 amounted to $230.9 million, which is
about the same as the previous year.
SIEMENS SETS UP
CAD SYSTEM IN UK
Siemens AG, after installing
its Venus VLSI design system at 18 universities in
West Germany, has established the first such system
abroad—at
Uxbridge's
Brunel University. The Venus computer-aided design
system, considered to be Europe's most advanced, allows
chip designers to lay out application-specific integrated
circuits with up to 250,000
transistors per chip. The
Brunel system supports VLSI
designs in emitter-coupled
logic and CMOS technology
with either 3-, 2-, or 1.5-µm
structures.
W. GERMAN BOOM IN
COMPUTERS SLOWS
The
exceptionally
high
growth rates of West Germany's information- and communications-technology sectors
are beginning to slow down.
After a 20% spurt in 1985,
sales last year inched up only
4.6% to about $20 billion, of
which the data-processing industry accounted for $9.5 billion and telecommunications
Electronics/March 19, 1987

for $10.6 billion. Industry observers attribute the slowdown in part to users' reluctance to invest in new equipment before integrated services digital networks are
introduced over the next few
years.
NTT, CORNING SIGN
JOINT R&D PACT
Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corp., Tokyo, and Corning Glass Works, of Corning, N.Y., will conduct joint
research at their facilities on
fluoride glasses for next-generation optical-fiber communications links. The research
will focus on the characteristics of the glasses, including
stability against recrystallization and chemical and mechanical durability.
EXPERIMENTS SET
FOR SATELLITE
The European Space Agency
and Eutelsat, the European
telecommunications satellite
consortium, will jointly develop telecommunications experiments and demonstrations for the Olympus satellite [Electronics, Nov. 27,
1986, p. 48]. They will explore
the use of afour-channel repeater at 14-12-GHz and a
two-channel repeater at 3020-GHz in a fixed-satellite
service. Olympus, to be
launched in 1988, will demonstrate new applications in
communications and broadcasting.
OPTICAL LINK IS THE
LONGEST OF ITS TYPE
The longest commercial unrepeated underwater opticalfiber link in the world will
relay
telecommunications
data between northern England and the Isle of Man by
late this year. The 90-km link
is part of a plan to convert
the island network to digital
operation by 1990. British Telecom and its Isle of Man
subsidiary, Manx Telecom,
which signed a $4.5 million
contract with STC Ltd. to

produce the cable, already
have started to install optical.
fiber land cable to link its exchanges, and they plan to install 11 digital local exchanges.
VOICE-RECOGNITION
CHIPS BY TOSHIBA
Toshiba Corp. of Tokyo has
developed
a high-performance voice-recognition chip
set with three CMOS largescale integration chips that
shows better than 95% recognition accuracy—even without training the system to
recognize specific voices. The
three chips are an analog signal processor for extracting
features of the input voice, a
digital signal processor for
computing similarity between
the input voice's features and
reference patterns, and asystem controller. Toshiba will
sell the chip set in Japan by
the end of the year for less
than $65, but says it does not
plan to develop asystem for
other languages.
MICROSOFT, SEAT,
OLIVETTI INK PACT
Italy's Ing. C. Olivetti and
Co., SEAT SpA, and Micra
soft Corp., of Redmond,
Wash., are forming a joint
venture in Rome to develop
optical-disk software applications for the European market. Eikon, which will start
operations in May, will da
sign, develop, produce, and
market optical media software applications and related
systems solutions. Eikon's
initial technology will be licensed from Microsoft.
JOINT VENTURE TO
DEVELOP LCDs
France's Thomson-CSF and
West Germany's VDO Adolf
Schindling GmbH have established Eurodisplay in France
to develop full-color liquidcrystal displays. The company, in which Thomson has an
80% and VDO a 20% share,
will use the display, for example, in monitoring and dis-

play equipment, cockpit information systems and other industrial applications. Contributing its know-how to the
venture will be the U. S.'s
General Electric Co., the first
company to produce LCDs
for aircraft.
ERICSSON SELLS TO
MEXICO, VENEZUELA
Ericsson Telecom will supply a total of $220 million
worth of digital telephone exchanges and other telecommunications equipment to
Mexico and Venezuela. Most
of the equipment is for Mexico and will be made mainly
by Ericsson's Mexican subsidiary, Teleindustria Ericsson SA. The largest single order is for $100 million from
Telefonos de Mexico SA for
local, transit, and tandem exchanges and extensions to
existing exchanges.
PHILIPS' REVENUES
DECLINE BY 8%
Philips
International NV
says sales fell 8% last year,
from about 60 billion guilders
in 1985 to about 55 billion
guilders in 1986. The Dutch
company attributes the drop
to the devaluation of the dollar compared to major Eura
pean currencies, which has
made Philips products more
expensive on U. S. markets.
Net profits increased slightly, from 919 million guilders
in 1985 to about 1billion guilders in 1986.
S. KOREA COMPUTER
EXPORTS TO RISE 39%
The South Korean computer
industry is expected to export about $1 billion worth of
computer-related
products
this year, up 39% from 1986,
according to government and
business sources. Shipments
of peripheral parts are expected to expand, and exports of 8- and 16-bit South
Korean personal computers
are expected to grow from
$390 million in 1986 to $650
million this year.
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Scalar Network Anallyslo
The top system
at aterrific price
Fast and convenient
Level- and frequency-accurate
Group delay option

Scalar
Network Analysis
with ZPS

Contact your R &S representative fcr details

Rohde &Schwarz
Postfach 80 14 69
D-8000 Muenchen 80
Federal Republic of Germany
Telex 523 703 (rus d)
Tel. internat. +(49 89) 41 29-0
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INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTS
EMBEDDED SCSI INTERFACE
DOUBLES DISK TRANSFER SPEED
Y-E DATA'S 31
2 -in. DRIVE ATTAINS 1.5 MEGABYTES PER SECOND
/
3/-in. Winchester disk drive with
53.3 megabytes of unformatted caA
pacity and an embedded Small Comput2
1

er Systems Interface from Y-E Data
Inc. offers more than double the datatransfer rates of competing systems.
By using a SCSI interface instead of
the ST506 Seagate Technology interface commonly used on 3V2-in. drives,
the YD-3541 attains a maximum datatransfer rate of 1.5 megabytes/s, compared with 625-K bytes/s with the ST506
interface. Eight-bit data transfer on the
command level also helps enhance highspeed data transmission.
UNBURDENS HOST. The embedded SCSI
interface also reduces the burden on the
host bus, making it easier to develop
applications software. System costs are
reduced, because the embedded controller replaces discrete devices.
Large-scale-integrated-circuit technology was used to create the high-performance SCSI controller, which is mounted on the drive's printed-circuit board.
Basic design and development of the
drive was done by Gruczelak & Associates, Newbury Park, Calif.
The controller is compatible with the
American National Standards Institute's
Advanced Data Communication Control
Procedure X3.131 Common Command
Set and also includes the CCS standardized by ANSI last July. It supports 13
CCS option commands, and commands
can be added or revised to suit user
requirements.
The controller can be connected to as
many as eight hosts or peripherals, facilitating its use in multitasking applications. Arbitration and disconnection/reconnection are supported.
FOUR DISKS. The system's large datastorage capacity, despite its 31
/-in. con2
figuration, is made possible by using
four disks. Formatted capacity of the
YD-3541 is 45 megabytes. Average seek
time, including settling time, is less than
35 ms. A high-performance servo system was designed for the drive to compensate for disk dimensional changes
over the temperature range of 5°C to
50°C.
The data heads automatically seek the
correct location on the disk and are reElectronics/March 19, 1987

„

EXPANSION. The embedded SCSI controller can interface with eight hosts.

tracted on power-down to protect the
heads and the disks from shock and vibration. The drive safely withstands
nonoperating shock in gravitational
force up to 40 g, but operating shock
must be limited to 10 g. It offers a
mean-time-between-failure rating of
20,000 power-on hours. Measuring 101.6by-41.3-by-41.4-mm, it weighs 0.9 kg.
The YD-3541 will be marketed worldwide by C. Itoh and Co. Ltd. of Japan,
through its overseas offices. Delivery of

GRAPHICS BOARD RUNS
35,000 VECTORS/S
A color-graphies multiprocessor board
for personal computers based on the
Multibus Icomputer board enables users to create images with aresolution of
1,280 pixels by 1,024 lines at up to 35,000
vectors per second. With Matrox Systems Ltd.'s MG-1280, 256 colors can be
displayed simultaneously from apalette
of over 16 million.
In its standard configuration, the

samples is scheduled to begin in April at
a price of S2,270. Volume production is
scheduled to begin in July at a rate of
10,000 drives per month.
—Charles L. Cohen
C.

Itoh

Electronics

Co.

Ltd.,

Beacon

House, 26-28 Worple Rd., Wimbledon
SW19 4EE UK.
Phone 44-1-946-4960
[Circle 501]
C. Itoh Electronics GmbH, Rosstrase 96,
4000, Dusseldorf 30, West Germany.
Phone 49-211-454980
[Circle 502]

MG-1280 generates asingle image with
8bits per pixel. Two optional configurations are available, one producing two
independent images with 4 bits per
pixel, the other four independent images
with 2bits per pixel. All contain 2megabytes of RAM.
In unit purchases the board costs
$4,995 (U. S.). Samples will be available
in April.
Matrox Electronic Systems Ltd., 1055 St.
Regis Blvd., Dorval, Quebec H9P 2T4,
Canada.
Phone (514) 685-2630
[Circle 701]

SOFTWARE HANDLES
ANALOG DESIGN
The Structured Electronics Engineering
Design System software from Sanyo
Tool Corp. handles analog circuit design
and can be adapted to accommodate
large-scale digital integrated circuit en54E

gineering. It features a graphics driver
that improves interaction between the
software and the user and employs artificial intelligence for improved circuit
editing.
The SEEDS software package was initially developed by Sanyo Electric Co. in
cooperation with IBM Japan Ltd. for use
by Sanyo's manufacturing divisions. It
is being marketed as part cf apackage
that includes an IBM Corp. 370 and associated software, plus an IBM 5080
graphics system. Sanyo plans to sell
about 20 systems a year at an initial
price of 35 million yen each. Delivery in
Japan takes at least a month.
Sanyo Tool Corp., 1-1-71 Naka Meguro,
Meguro-ku, Tokyo, Japan.
Phone 81-3-715-2655

[Circle 702]

BUBBLE MEMORY USES
RAM CARTRIDGES

from 150 KHz to 30 MHz at 60 dB. Test
voltage is 1,414 V phase-to-phase or
2,700 V phase-to-ground. The devices
come in aluminum packages with plug
contacts or screw connections and weigh
1.5 to 4.5 kg.
The power line filters cost between
200 and 400 DM depending upon current
and attenuation ratings. Delivery takes
approximately 12 weeks.
Siemens AG, Postfach 103, D-8000 Munich 1, West Germany.
Phone 49-89-2340

[Circle 704]

Targa's rugged bubble-memory systems
now can be ordered with high-capacity,
nonvolatile CMOS RAM cartridges
backed by lithium batteries for a minimum data-retention time of five years.
The new cartridges come in two versions: one operates over the temperature range of -40°C to +75°C for harsh
environments, the other over the 0°C to
65°C range for industrial use.
The data cartridges come in 128-, 256-,
512-, and 1,024-K-byte capacities. In lots
of 10, prices range from $670 to $3,600.
Both versions are completely compatible with Targa's portable data-recorder
line, which consists of the DR1102 Industrial, the DR2102 Mobile, and the
DR3102 High-Reliability models. Available now, the systems are used in control and data-collection and data-acquisition systems. All have either an
IEEE-488 parallel or a selectable
RS-232-C and IEEE-422 serial interface.
Targa Electronics Systems Inc., Box 8485,

AUTO-MOLD SYSTEM
BOOSTS THROUGHPUT

POWER SUPPLY HAS
TRUE PARALLEL MODE
Outputs on the PL320 Quad-Mode Dual,
a30-V, 2-A power supply, can be configured in any of five modes, including
true parallel.
In parallel mode, it becomes a 30-V,
4-A supply. In independent mode, each
of the two units outputs up to 31 V and
2.2 A. In isolated mode, the two units
operate independently. In series mode,
the outputs can be set independently,
but they are linked internally.
In series-tracking mode, the master
voltage control sets equal voltages on
both units. Each output's voltage and
current levels can be set precisely by
means of ade output switch before connection to the load. Available now, the
PL320 costs £339.

A fully automatic semiconductor packaging system from Yamada Seisakusho
Co. improves throughput by using asystem of multiple plungers for high-speed
encapsulation.
The MS-G7 is ageneral-purpose, auto-mold system designed to accommodate
custom, short-run, and multiple-device
production schedules. It can handle lead
frames up to 230 by 45 mm, and consists of a press, mold die, and control
unit. The MS-G7 handles any common
mold die and is designed for quick die
changes to cope with small-volume runs
of different size packages.

Ottawa, Quebec K1G 3H9, Canada.
Phone (613) 731-9941
[Circle 706]

POWER RECORDER
MONITORS 3 CHANNELS
The 8710, an analog-digital recorder of
power-supply-line load variations, never
misses anomalies, says the manufacturer. It can record data from three channels at the same time. Its true root-

Thurlby Electronics Ltd., New Road, St.
Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs., EE17 4BG UK.
Phone 0480-63570
[Circle 703]

FILTERS QUIET NOISE
ON 3-PHASE AC LINES
Siemens AG's B-84131 filters for three—
phase ac power lines suppress interference on mainframe computers and other
systems by means of current-compensated toroidal-core chokes with highly
permeable Siferrit cores and metalized—
plastic interference-suppression capacitors.
Nonsymmetrical attennation ranges
54F

The MS-G7 has aclamping force of 20
tons and acycle time of 20 s. It costs 20
million yen, and delivery takes three to
four months.
Yamada Seisakusho Co., Sales Engineering Section, 90 Kamitokuma, Togura-machi, Hanishina-gun, Nagano, 389-08 Japan.
Phone 81-262-75-2111
[Circle 705]
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Introducing anew desktop plotter
that's small enough to fit in this magazine.
zabs

Fujitsu's new FPG-310 plotter is truly compact:
it needs only 420 X 260 mm, which leaves you
plenty of elbow room. The FPG-310 weighs less
than 5kg and draws less than 35 watts of power.

Three standard interfaces — Centronics, RS-232C and
GP-IB — let you connect the plotter to virtually any
personal or business computer.

A wide variety of media
Now you can print figures and text on almost any
medium — coated paper, OHP films, tracing paper
and, of course, standard paper. And the medium can
be any size from postcards to A3 sheets.

Amazing versatility
Applications include business graphs, education,
measurement systems, FA — and even personal CAD.
Hobbyists also find the plotter useful for awide variety of tasks.

Superb graphics

Whether you use the FPG-310 in your home
office or in aworkstation, no job is too big for
this little plotter.

Precise 0.025 mm resolution and 6bright colors raise
your computer's graphics to new heights of effectiveness. The FPG-310 gives you the flexibility of adot
matrix printer but provides far superior quality.

Full compatibility

Fujitsu Color Plotter FPG-310

FUJITSU MIKROELEKTRONIK GmbH:
AFaoella
3 0G2A. Lyoner Stra8e 44 48, CF•6000 Fralklur
FUJITSU COMPONENT OF AMERICA, INC.:

(clam 71. FR Germany

3120 SC.)I
7BP,
O.:Sarum, Clara, Galdorrua 95G54-3197, U.S.A. PtFcrie: 408-727-1700
FUJITSU LIMITED (Electronic Components International Marketing Div.):
1Lrukawa Soo° aog.
Marunouchl 2-chome. Chlyoda-kJ, 7okyo 100, Japan
Telex 222 ,1 36" Fax F031 216-9771

Phone. 069-66320

Telex: 910 338-019G

Telex. 0411(363

.ax: 069-6632122

FUJITSU

Fax: 408-727-035E

Phone: Naltonal (031 216-3211 liternaltonal (Intl Prefix) $1-3-216-3211
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mean-square value-indication system
also monitors power when measuring
distorted ac voltages and currents.
A hybrid recording feature enables
the recorder to simultaneously print the
recorded values both graphically and numerically, using a built-in thermal
graphic printer.
Included with the device is amonitorprint function for adjusting input levels
and offsets. A gauge-print function enables it to print avertical scale for fine
divisions and to read input levels accurately.
To eliminate the time and cost of reprogramming the recorder, chart speed
and other variable settings are stored in
the device's battery-powered memory.
Retention time is about one week even
when the system power is off.
The 8710 sells for 320,000 yen and is
available for immediate delivery.

£6,000 and £12,000. It is available now.
Dage (GB) Ltd., Intersem Division, Rabans
Lane, Aylesbury, Bucks., UK HP19 3RG.
Phone 44-296-33200
[Circle 709]

LIGHTWEIGHT MOTORS
COME IN PLASTIC BOX
Philips' line of small, low-cost de motors
now includes aseries with afixed reduction ratio of 81:1 and a torque of 300
milliNewton-meters. All the devices
contain an integrated all-plastie gear-

[Circle 707]

MICROTESTER DOES
MIL-SPEC TESTING
Designed to exceed Mil-Spec 883 for
bond-testing of semiconductor, resistor,
or capacitor chips, the series 22 microtester from Dage (GB) Ltd. offers results analysis, IEEE-422 host-computer
hookup, and full self-diagnostics. Test

box, which helps keep their weight to
125 grams.
The motors, which put out 5 W and
have a typical lifetime of 3,000 hours,
are designed for ribbon feeding in printers and for general drive systems. Their
nominal speed is 60 rev/min. Models are
available with supply-voltage ratings of
6, 12, 13.5, and 24 V. To keep interference low, the motors have aflat commutator, special brushes, and a varistor.
Each motor comes in acase that has a
flange with four bolt holes for easy
mounting.
Pricing depends on importing country
and quantity ordered. In the UK, for
example, ade motor would cost £15 for
asingle-unit order and £6 in quantity.
Philips Elcoma, Electronic Components &
Materials Division, P. 0. Box 523, 5600 AM
Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
Phone 31-40-724324
[Circle 708]

loads range from 1to 10,000 grams.
The microtester uses ade servo drive
system for zero overshoot, rapid positioning, and precision when performing
production tests for destructive and nondestructive wire-pull and chip-shear.
The shear cartridges are designed to
keep tool flyback below 1mm, even at
maximum load. Thus chips in closely
packed hybrid or tight-cavity dual in-line
packages can be shear-tested without
damage.
In addition, the series 22 features interchangeable cartridges for accurate
preset loads and fast adjustment, an alphanumeric display system for control,
and built-in data logging. An optional
IEEE-488 port enables data downloading to a host computer. Depending on
options, the system costs between
54H

low, Essex, UK CM20 2ER.
Phone 44-279-39111

[Circle 711]

RECORDER OFFERS
SOLID CONSTRUCTION

Hioki E.E. Corp., Sales and Marketing International Department, P. O. Box 1, Sasaki, Nagano, 389-06 Japan.
Phone 81-268-82-3030

thick and helps the device resist axial
torque. Sockets are attached to pc
boards using self-tapping screws or by
soldering.
Additional specifications include a
nominal impedance of 50 n, a peak
working voltage of 500 V de or ac, and a
peak proof voltage of 2 kV de or ac.
Insulation resistance is greater than 500
CI; operating-temperature range is -40°C
to +85°C. Available now, the sockets
cost about £1 each.
Greenpar Connectors, Cambridge Rd., Har-

SOCKETS MOUNT
AT RIGHT ANGLES
A series of pc-board sockets from
Greenpar Connectors Ltd. comes in
right-angled versions as well as the conventional straight-socket configuration.
All have molded thermoplastic bodies,
polypropylene insulators, and silver-plated contacts.
The bodies have amolded thread that
is flat on one side. This detail facilitates
correct placement in apanel up to 4 mm

The x-y recorder LY1600 from Linseis
GmbH is an A4-format instrument featuring aluminum construction for durability.
The x axis is guided at both ends by
steel wires in a butterfly configuration
to ensure parallel movement. The pen
holder accepts all popular sizes.
Both axes have calibrated input
ranges in 12 steps from 0.5 mV/cm to 2
V/cm. A variable sensitivity control allows the expansion of each range by a
factor of up to 2.5. The maximum write
speeds in the xand y axes are 70 cm/s
and 1 m/s, respectively, giving corresponding response times of 0.35 s and
0.2 s.
Available from stock, the LY1600
costs 2,750 DM.
Linseis GmbH, P. O.
Selb, West Germany.
Phone 49-9287-79022

Box 1404,

D-8672

[Circle 710]

MICROWAVE HEAD
HAS LOW NOISE
The XLN 230 microwave head from Xelex Foriaijnings AB offers a noise preamplifier and an integrated electronic
polarization adjustment that keep noise
to aminimum.
It comes in three versions. The normal version has anoise factor of 2.3 to
2.5 dB; the premium model, 2.0 to 2.3
dB; and the super, 1.8 to 2.1 dB.
The device handles input frequencies
of 10.95 to 11.75 MHz and outputs of 950
to 1,750 MHz. It comes with a feeder
horn and a three-point attachment in
cast aluminum as standard and can be
ordered without a feeder horn or with
an upgraded feeder horn that has an
integrated electronically controlled polarizer.
In 100-unit quantities, the normal version costs £1,500 (Swedish) each; the premium, £1,875; and the super, £2,345. All
are available now.
Xelex For:Salrnings AB, P.O. Box 42-137,
S-126 12, Stockholm, Sweden.
Phone 46-87 44 2985

[Circle 712]
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Slim and trim

The extra-thin plasma displays from Fujitsu
Just 1inch thiclç the new flat-screen plasma displays
from Fujitsu are ideal for today's down-sized PCs
Why Fulitsu's plasma displays are hiht and OA equipment
and flicker-free?
Trim down your
plasma panels and
shape up the quality of your display.
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Fujitsu
memory-type
display
All addressed
lines light up
simultaneously.
New

conventional
refresh-type
display
Only one line
lights up
at atime.

Flicker-free:
Memory-type
screen writing eliminates flicker and
rolling. This extra
sharpness and
steadiness reduces
eye fatigue even
during day-long use.
Extra-bright:
See your data in its

best light, thanks to amaximum brightness of
150 cd/m 2.
High resolution:
The FPF8050HFUG's 640 X 400 dot matrix (CRTcompatible) provides crisp displays of graphics
and text.
Easy installation:
All the drive circuitry is built in. Low consumption
minimizes power supply requirements.
Character displays also available.

FPC4012NRU 'l

FPC3208NRUL

FUJITSU MIKROELEKTRONIK GmbH:
Arabella Center 9 0G./A, Lyoner Strane 44-48, D 0300 Frankfurt am Main 71, F.R. Germany Phone: 069-66320 Telex: 0411963 Fax: 069-6632122
FUJITSU MICROELECTRONICS PACIFIC ASIA LIMITED:
805, Tam Sha Tsui Centre, West Wing, ee Mody Rœc, K.Dwioon, Hong Kong Phone: 3-7320109 Telex: 31953 FUJIS HS Fax: 3-7320133
FUJITSU LIMITED (Electronic Components International Marketing Div.):
ft.rukawa Sogo 81dg., 6-1, Marunouchi 7-chome, Chivoda-ku. Tokyo 100, Japan Phole. tlakoral (03) 216-32'1 Interne: Gnat (Inn Prefix) 81 3-216-3211
Telex: 2224361 Fax: (03) 216-9771
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IT'S TIME
TO GET OUT
OF THE DARK.

Ultra-thin Piezo
Speaker

Thinner and Thinner
Day by day, we make our piezoelectric speakers thinner and
thinner. Today, the ultra-thin ceramic we use on these speakers
of bimorph construction is only 50 microns thick, and the speakers
themselves are less than 1 5 the weight of comparable dynamic
speakers-- while using only 1 10 the consumption power. But we
don't stop there. We also make them better: thinner ceramic
extends the frequency characteristics to lower bands and improves
sound quality. So if you are looking to miniaturize your equipment
or use less power, let us help. Just contact the Murata nearest you.
al Applications
• Card radios
• Liquid crystal TVs
• Pagers
• Other compact, sound emitting devices

50mm dia

b•tammo

35mm dia.

25mm
thickness

t.

,

17mm
truckness

The high-performance piezo speaker

CERAMITONE R
,of or matIon,

coot

ac,
<c °

in nRata
MURATA MFG.00.,LTD.
HEADQUARTERS
26.10. Tenjin 2.chorne, Nagtokekyo. Kyoto 517 Japan

Phone:075-951-9111 Telex:64270 MURATA J

MURATA ERIE NORTH AMERICA. INC. • -

Phone,404-4361303

Telex:542329

Phone :GA? 1-earro

TeNaG23763

MURATA ELECTRONIC:WE. S.A. (FranG1)-

Phone:03-024-6767

TeNa,699954

MURATA ELETTRONICA SPA. (INN)

Phone:15511.41333/4535lea ,330385

MURATA ELECTRONICS (UK) LTD. (En.lend)

Phone:0252.523232

MURATA ELECTRONICS SINGAPORE (PTE.) LTD. (Singapore)

Phone:2584233

TAIWAN MURATA ELECTRONICS CO., LTD. (Tanvan)

Phone042.91-4151

Telex,27571

MURATA

MURATA ERIE N.A., INC. (T.809. &end,)

Phone02-562.4216

Telex:27571

MURATA

MURATA COMPANY LTD. (Hong Kong)

Phone:0.4992020Nx ,56208

MURATA MFG. CO.. LTD. Seoul Branch (Korea)

Phone,730-7605/730.7321

-

2200 Lake Perk Drive Smyrna. Georgia 30050-7804. USA
MURATA ELEKTRONIK GMBH Meet Gerrneny)
HolbeInetrosee 21-23 8500 Nurnberg 70, West Genneny.
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TeNx058971

Open your eyes and see just how many
subjects are covered in the new edition of
the Consumer Information Catalog. It's
free just for the asking and so are nearly
half of the 200 federal publications described inside. Booklets on subjects like
financial and career planning; eating right,
exercising, and staying healthy; housing
and child care; federal benefit programs.
Just about everything you would need to
know. Write today. We'll send you the
latest edition of the Consumer Information
Catalog, which is updated and published
quarterly. It'll be agreat help, you'll see.
Just write:

e i,

all Consumer Information Center
Department TD
Pueblo, Colorado 81009

Telex:21127

Telex :2505g

A public service of this publication
and the Consumer Information Center of the
U.S. General Services Administration.
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ABOUT THE MEMORY OF TOSHIBA MEMORIES.
Despite all his goodnaturedness,
Loxodonta
africana, otherwise known
as our African elephant, is
noted for being acreature
that doesn't easily forget.
This wins him the admiration of the zoologist who
speaks of jumbo's extraordinary memory. And this
is acharacteristic which our
thick-skinned friend shares
with the tiny members of
the Toshiba memory family.
There are other points in
common, too: in addition to
high information storage
capacity (e. g. 1MDRAM),
exceptionally good service
life, performance, and unbeatable insensitivity.
Also remarkable is
what Toshiba's semiconductor
technology
achieves in other areas: on
GTR modules, optical couplers, CPUs, LED lamps,
custom ICs, CMOS logic,
transistors, and bipolar ICs.
Tell us about your problems
and needs. You won't have
to wait long for an answer.
III Please send me detailed information on Toshiba memories

LI and on
D Iwish to

arrange a visit from
one of your engineers, without any
obligation on my part.
Name:

Company:
Industry:
Telephone:
Address:

MIS

MI

MIR

Ilia

MI

MI

In Touch with Tomorrow

ToSillEtt
Circle 134 on reader service card
Toshiba Europa (I. E. GmbH, Hammer Landstree 115, 4040 Neuss 1, West Germany. Tel. (02101) 157 (0)

Your very own
system specialist

PCA

The process controller for
interference-free
automatic measurements

Choose your favourite model from this family of process controllers: PCA 2/5 with 80186 CPU or
PCA 12/15 with 80286 CPU plus co-processors 80287 and 80186, all rackable 19" units. External
interference and RF leakage are extremely low complying with VDE 0871/0875, limit class B. And
the storage space? 1-Mbyte RAM, 1.2 Mbyte on 5 1
/
4"floppy disk drive (two drives, if required)
as well as formatted 21.3 Mbyte on Winchester disk drive (option) are there to be used.
Interfaces
IEC/IEEE bus, RS-232-C, Centronics, TTL

(56), 14 bit D/A, Multibus I(PCA 12/15 only).

IEC 6251Elus
Software
MS-DOS 3.1, extended Basic incl. interfaces, extended Pascal incl. interfaces, UDI, XRUN, Kermit,
dBase II, Wordstar, Knowledgeman, Multiplan, Pictures graphics software (PCA 12/15 only).
Test software
RTtests, impedance measurements, useful and interference signal measurements, audio analysis,
intermodulation measurements.
And of course: custom test software developed by our system specialists.
Ask for details on Process Controllers PCA.
Rohde &Schwarz
Postfach 80 14 69
D-8000 Muenchen 80
Federal Republic of Germany
Telex 523 703 (rus d)
Tel. internat. +(49 89) 41 29-0
There are R&S agencies in 80 countries.
We plan and supply stationary and mobile
systems, also on aturn-key basis.
R&S services comprise installation, maintenance,
calibration, training and documentation.
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ROHDE &SCHWARZ

THE HIGH TECH RDBMS.
Purity of Purpose
Purity of Design
Discover it.

are selecting Empress, attracted by its
adaptability and surefootedness.
Empress alone provides them with the
control and flexibility they need while
There are many general purpose Relational offering the acknowledged productivity
Database Management Systems competent benefits of atrue relational DBMS,
including such expected features as SQL
at solving "traditional" database problems.
Only one of them however, was designed and complete multi-user functionality,
as well as apowerful fourth generation
with the adaptability to properly address
the new and expanding range of "High Tech" application development tool, M-Builder.
In addition, Empress, which currently runs
applications being made possible by conon most UNIX"-based systems as well as
tinuing advances in hardware technology.
VMS' and DOS*, can operate in distributed
Empress!
This purity of design is why growing
mode now on several of the most popular
numbers of developers of such applications networks such as NFS", DecNet*, and the
as CAD, Voice Messaging, Photogrammetry Apollo Ring.
Not only can any type of data be stored
and Simulator Design (to name but afew)
•
UNIX. VMS ne,11),Net AndowlErnpre...
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(in effect you can create your own data
types), but you can implement your own
customized operators to act on your data.
It's that flexible.
Call today and discover why Empress is
the software tool of choice for High Tech
applications.

mpress

The High Tech RDBMS

Rhodnius
Modems Incorporated
250 Blow Street East. Toronto. Ontano. Canada M4W 1E6

Tel: (416) 922-1743 Fax: (416) 922-0162

tr,lerearkm o Ann Relauln. Deraltymptnent (Wparulion, Sun .41mVern, Int tend Hied ednigla

orponard re.pee furl,
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YOU'RE ON
AS YOUR

When you're trying to build the hottest
new products you can think of, you need the
latest, most sophisticated ASICs available.
And the greatest number of ways to use them.

And that's the whole idea behind our Thple
Technology.'mWhich gives you the ability to
combine analog, digital, and E2cells all on the
same chip. And the confidence that they all fit

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

8BIT Microcontroller Core Processor
Key Features
Core size:
Technology:
Speed:
Low Voltage:
Low Power:

L__ ROM

4620 Sq. mils
2µ CMOS
20 MHz Clock
3Volts
<1 mA Static Halt Mode

L J L _J

—1

RAM

I
REGISTFRS

ALU

'
BUS

1/0
-

I

I

TIMER

INTERRUPT

100% compatible with National's COP820C 8-bit micro
controller, this core processor features modifications on its
pinout to make it more flexible. Because of its small size and
versatile architecture, it can be combined — on asingle chip —
with digital, analog, EEPROM and peripheral megacells
from our library, such as keyboard encoder, UART, RTC,
LCD/LED driver, and Watch Dog timer. The net result is
adramatic savings in part cost and board area.
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RS422 Differential Line Receivers And Drivers
Key Features
'Differential Input Pulse Width
20 ns (min)
Output Pulse Width
12 ns (min)
Internal Hysteresis
150 mV (typ)
Output Drive Current @ Vol =0.5V 48 mA (mM)
Operating Range
4.5 to 5.5 Volts 0to 70 ° C
Technology
2µ CMOS

IN

OUT

IN

Designed for high-speed data transmission in anoisy
environment, this new cell lets you integrate analog interface
circuitry with digital design. It can be simulated, along with
digital circuitry It's fully compatible with our 280 digital
cells, 30 analog cells, and 20 EEPROM cells. It also gives you
2micron technology. In CMOS. So you can look for reduced
board space, and low power consumption.
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IXAS GOOD
LAST IDEA.

together, since they've all come from the same
source. Of course, we already give you the
richest cell library in the industry. But every
month this year, we'll use this space to introduce

our latest ideas. To give you more possibilities
than ever. If you'd like to see our complete
library card, just write or call. In the meantime,
just look what we've done for you lately.

MARCH

APRIL

ADC1OB 10-BIT A/D Converter
Key Features (Both cells)
Accuracy
10-bit
Power consumption
5V -± 10%
Technology
2µ CMOS
A low-power, 10-bit successive approximation differential
input converter which uses acombination of ratioed resistors
and ratioed capacitors.
VOD

DGnd

VDD

Vin —
Vb

- h.
— h.

VR —
VC —

—

AGnd —

ha

—

ADCIO B

— h.

AGnd

Vont
VC —
VREF/2 —
DGnd —

DACIOB

— h.
—
— h.

COMmh
1
1
1
1
CIA RD Busy CS

I
1
WR CLK

1
MODE

DAC1OB 10-BIT DIA Converter
A 10-bit ratioed capacitor and resistor string DAC with
adeglitched sampled-and-held buffered output. Like the
ADC10, it also uses 2micron technology In CMOS. All of
which makes us atough act to follow. And gives you agood
reason to watch this space in April.

Sierra Semiconductor

Triple Technology.ln CMOS.

2075 N. Capitol Ave., San Jose, CA 95132 (408) 263-9300
Electronics/ March 19, 1987
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From the United States you can call just about
anywhere in the world through the vast, reliable
AT&T Long Distance Network.
So, whether you're doing business near the corn
fields of Kansas or the rocky coast of Maine, the
AT&T Long Distance Network is virtually as close
as the nearest phone.
And, you can always count on the nationwide
AT&T Long Distance Network's quality service.
Providing you with full service AT&T long distance
operators ready to help place calls or give credit for
misdialed long distance numbers.
And, whether you're traveling around the country or to many foreign locations, it's reassuring to
know you have the AT&T Card.
Use the AT&T Card to plug into the AT&T
Long Distance Network. To order your AT&T Card
today, simply dial

1800 CALL ATT Ext. 229.

AT&T

The right choice.
e1986 AT&T

TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH

WORLD'S FASTEST
MICROPROCESSOR!
Inthe high-stakes race
to produce ever-faster
microprocessors,
Advanced Micro Devices
Inc. is about to blow
past the rest of the field
with the first microprocessor ever designed
by the company. Using
an enhanced reduced-instruction-set-computer
design, the Am29000 Streamlined Instruction Processor stakes a claim to the title of the world's
fastest 32-bit microprocessor. The Sunnyvale,
Calif., company regards the new microprocessor
as its most significant product in a decade.
The Am29000 (see fig. 1) operates at a 25-MHz
clock rate and a 40-ns instruction cycle time. It
can hit apeak execution rate of 25 million instructions per second and a sustained performance
level of 17 mips.
That kind of performance explains why AMD is
betting that the chip, set for sample-quantity production in the second half of this year and full
production in the first half of next year, will help
turn the company's ink from red to black (see
p. 64). AMD thinks its microprocessor can be a
formidable contender against the swelling ranks
of RISC-based chips. The company believes the
chip can outrun awhole host of similar products:
the popular RISC chip set from MIPS Computer
Systems, Sunnyvale, Calif.; the Clipper 32-bit microprocessor from Fairchild Semiconductor; and
upcoming releases reportedly on the way from
Digital Equipment and IBM Corp. (see p. 66).
Among the applications AMD envisions for the
Am29000, embedded controllers lead the list. ISDN
networks, for example, may use the Am29000 to
provide the switching control. Node controllers
based on the chip will give work stations network
access to large data bases at 10 times the performance level of existing Ethernets. As for other
applications, AMD claims amultifont laser printer
built around a 29000 will run four times faster
than those printers built with Motorola's 68020 32bit microprocessor. Beyond that, the sky's the
limit: "The Am29000 will allow the creation of
markets that we don't even envision yet," says
Lyle Pittroff, the director of strategic marketing
at AMD.
Electronics/March 19, 1987

AlVID's 32-bit chip uses an enhanced
RISC design to run at a sustained
performance level of 17 mips; it can
hit apeak execution rate of 25 mips
by Alexander Wolfe and Bernard C. Cole

To pack such power into the Am29000's design,
the company opted for RISC with atwist. "To aim
at RISC-type applications, you need more than
RISC," says Paul Chu, AMD manager of programmable processors. So AMD came up with the enhanced-RISC design, combining several key RISC
concepts with the best of conventional designs.
Here, streamlining means that the 1.2-gm cmos
chip, packaged in a 169-terminal-pin grid array,
includes such key RISC features as a four-stage
pipeline and a128-instruction branch target cache,
which increase instruction throughput, and 192
internal registers, which reduce the need for external accesses. The conventional elements include amemory-management unit that is on chip
and an interface channel capable of supporting a
200-megabyte/s transfer rate.
One advantage of RISC is that it works with
optimizing compilers for high-level programming
anguages such as C. A RISC ancestry is also

1.FAST CHIP. AM D's 32-bit chip peaks at 25 million instructions per second.
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2. UNIFORMITY. The pipeline's instruction-fetch, execution, and memory-management units ensure uniform operation.

evident in the instruction set of the Am29000 microprocessor. The instruction set, defined to ease
the building of optimizing compilers that convert
C-language programs to compact Am29000 machine code, contains 115 instructions, all of which
are executing in a single cycle.
AMD is also introducing the Am29027, afloatingpoint accelerator that interfaces directly to the
microprocessor. The Am29027 performs singleand double-precision floating-point operations and
a complete set of integer and conversion operations. Additional speed comes from its ability to
simultaneously handle one single-precision operand and one double-precision operand, saving conversion operations.
In RISC architectures, single-cycle execution of
instructions is the performance ideal. This is possible because of an instruction pipeline, which, in
effect, prepares an instruction for execution before the processor is ready to execute it. On most
programs, the Am29000 comes close to its goal:
an average of 1.3 to 1.5 cycles per instructionexecution rate has been measured.
The Am29000's pipeline has four stages: fetch,
decode, execute, and write back (see fig. 2). In the
pipeline, instructions are prefetched up to four
62

cycles in advance of actual execution. During the
fetch stage, the location of the next processor
instruction is determined, and that instruction is
selected for the decode stage. During decoding,
the previously fetched instruction is decoded, and
required operands are also fetched or assembled.
In addition, addresses are evaluated for branches
and stores. In the execution stage, the operation
specified by the instruction is performed. Finally,
during write back, the results of the operation
performed during the execute stage are stored in
the register file.
In designing the pipeline, special attention was
given to uniform operation with minimum contention of resources and interlocks. For example,
hardware forwarding is implemented in the pipeline. This is afeature that allows the Am29000 to
bypass the register file when the result of an
arithmetic-logic-unit operation is needed as a
source operand in the next instruction cycle.
Within the pipeline, delayed branching is an
important feature because it speeds throughput.
Typical pipelined processors must re-establish
their instruction-fetch stream and refill their pipeline after executing a branch. In the Am29000,
the target of the branch can be stored in the
Electronics/March 19, 1987

branch target cache, so the processor can execute quence is required, allowing interrupt response
those branches in one cycle. Single-cycle branch- time on the order of 200 ns and acontext-switching has a dramatic effect on performance, since ing time of less than 700 ns.
roughly 15% to 25% of the instructions executed
For internal and external communications, the
in atypical application are branches. To keep the Am29000 channel, or system interface, uses a
pipeline operating at the maximum rate, the in- modified Harvard architecture with three 32-bit
struction following the branch, referred to as the buses: an instruction bus that transfers instrucdelay instruction, is executed regardless of the tions into the processor; adata bus that transfers
outcome of the branch. For 90% of all branches, data to and from the processor to peripheral dean optimizing compiler can place a useful opera- vices, and an address bus that provides addresses
tion in the delay-instruction position, further for both instruction and data accesses. Because
boosting efficiency.
the address and data buses don't have to be
Like branches, load and store instructions run- shared, the speed and efficiency of the chip inning rampant can adversely affect processor per- crease. To send signals over these buses, the
formance. The large number of registers built channel uses three access protocols: a simple acinto the Am29000 minimizes this problem: by al- cess mode, a faster pipelined mode, and a burst
lowing frequently used data to be maintained on mode for the fastest data and instruction access.
chip, the number of external data accesses that Transfers across the channel can occur at amaxiapplication software must perform are greatly mum transfer rate of 200 megabytes/s.
reduced. Indeed, the 192-word register file is significantly larger than the usual 16- or 32-word TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH is a regular feature of
register files in other microprocessors.
Electronics that provides readers with excluUnlike most microprocessors, which limit cer- sive, in-depth reports on important technical
tain registers for address, data, or other special innovations from companies around the
purposes, the Am29000's 192 registers are all gen- world. It covers significant technology, processeral purpose. The register file is divided into 128 es, and developments incorporated in major
local registers, which are addressed relative to an
ew products.
internal stack pointer, and 64 global registers, which are addressed
BUILDING THE AM29000: EASIER SAID THAN DONE
by absolute register number. The
128 local registers can be used by
The aim of the design team on the
programmable building-block side of the
a compiler as a run-time stack
Am29000 Streamlined Instruction Proces- business," says Chu.
cache to avoid off-chip data refersor was simple and to the point: to develOne important element in ensuring
ences. As a result, overhead for
op the fastest and most powerful 32-bit the success of the CPU was throughmany procedures is reduced by a
central processing unit around that can put—sheer computing speed—not just
factor of 5 to 10. The register file
also serve as a central processor in sys- in terms of the highest possible burst
can also be divided into banks of
tems ranging from application-specific speed but also as measured in sustain16 registers to support applications
embedded controllers to high-performance able performance, according to Johnson,
requiring fast context switching.
general-purpose computers.
who spent eight years at IBM as part of
Memory management is another
However, that was easier said than the development team on ROMP, one of
area in which the Am29000's flexidone, says 34-year-old Paul Chu, the prod- the original reduced-instruction-set cornbility is readily apparent. The chip
uct planner and department manager for puters that eventually emerged as the
handles its memory management
programmable processors at
IBM RT PC. "The majority
by providing a 64-entry on-chip
Advanced Micro Devices. A
of the features were detranslation
look-aside
buffer,
graduate of Stanford Univerfined with the maximum
which translates a32-bit virtual adsity with master's and bacheachievable performance in
dress into a32-bit physical address
lor's degrees in electrical enmind," says Johnson. "Comin asingle cycle. The buffer allows
gineering, Chu and 33-yearpromises, and just small
the implementation of a demandold Mike Johnson, section
ones at that, were made
paged virtual memory system, so
manager and chief engineer
only when it became clear
the system designer can choose
for programmable procesthere was no other way to
the virtual memory architecture
sors at AMD, headed up the
incorporate the other feabest suited to a particular design.
nearly three-year-long effort
tures necessary to the
When executing applications
that eventually would make
design."
programs, normal program flow
the Am29000 areality.
The result, he says, is a
may be preempted by an interrupt
"What we want is a maprocessor with a burst
that causes a subroutine to take
chine and an architecture
mode that can reach as
control
temporarily.
In
the
that will dominate the highhigh as 25 mips at 25 MHz,
Am29000, those interrupts are deperformance end of the 32and, more important, asussigned for maximum flexibility.
bit fixed-instruction CPU
tamed performance time of
The interrupt mechanism has been
marketplace in the same
17 mips, which is at least
defined so that only a minimum,
way that the 2900 architec- DESIGNERS. Paul Chu, left, three times faster than any
predefined interrupt-processing seture dominates the micro- and Mike Johnson
other 32-bit CPU.
Electronics/March 19, 1987
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A STREAMLINED AMD FIGHTS BACK,
LOOKS FOR STRATEGIC PARTNERS
Sanders keeps product development going,
says chip maker can turn profitable by June
by Clifford Barney

A

t a time when lonewolf, determinedly independent semiconductor companies are
considered to be an endangered
species, Advanced Micro Devices Inc. is running hell-bent
to mutate. The company has
streamlined its staff and is
prowling for a pack of strategic partners.
The Sunnyvale, Calif., company has dropped $130 million
in six straight losing quarters.
It can't break even in its process-driving commodity prod'GOOD KING JERRY:' 'I'm talking
uct, moS memories. It faces
everything from alliances ...
to acfierce competition for sockets
quisition or being acquired.'
for its bread-and-butter line of
proprietary products from a
score of sharp young design and process houses.
It's in danger of losing sits grip on the mainstream microprocessor market, since rival Intel
Corp. shows no signs of making its hot 32-bit
80386 available for second sourcing. Its prospects are considered in some quarters to be so
bleak that one industry research company lists
AMD as a prime candidate for acquisition.
AMD has heard it all before. The company's
demise has been predicted before, during the
1974 and 1981-82 recessions. Both times it came
back strongly, catapulting from $358.3 million in
sales in fiscal 1983 to $931.1 million in fiscal
1985. That high-water mark was accompanied by
afrenzy of expansion that founder and chairman
W. J. Sanders now describes as "ill-disciplined."
It left AMD with a half billion dollars worth of
capital equipment, including three 6-in, waferfabrication lines that are now woefully underutilized, at 25% of capacity, but which are poised
for recovery.
AMD has discarded its no-layoff policy and has
drastically reduced staff during the past six
months. Now, with a new-generation microprocessor, the Am29000, (see p. 61) joining an
already impressive list of new products beginning to play a significant role in sales, the company figures it is poised to capitalize on what

looks like agenuine industry recovery. Realizing
that product development is too costly for AMD
to go it alone, Sanders and his seasoned management team are looking for new strategic alliances—and being acquired has not been ruled
out—to help bolster its line of products in
growth markets. One market dear to AMD, erasable programmable read-only memories, is beginning to grow again, thanks to September's trade
agreement between the U. S. and Japan.
A mere two quarters of back-to-back 10%
growth, says Sanders, would put AMD in the
black; the first of those quarters is in progress.
AMD, he contends, can be profitable again by
June. The entire product line will figure in this
growth, AMD says. mos microprocessors, particularly the Intel 80186 and 80286 and their peripherals, are one key factor. Sanders concedes,
however, that it will be a long time, "certainly
not this year," before AMD gets rights to the 386.
In the fall of 1984, Sanders was among the
first to predict the downturn when he warned
that the Semiconductor Industry Association's
rosy forecast for 1985 was not justified by the
business from the computer industry. He was
more on the mark than he knew. With its personal-computer market melting, the mainframe
computer market sagging, .and profit wrung out
of memories by Japanese lowball pricing, AMD
soon found itself able to produce only half of
what it could build.
Rather than cut costs, Sanders continued to
spend heavily on research and product development, never dropping below $45 million a quarter. He clung to the no-layoff policy to the point
where securities analysts were openly sniping at
him and hinting that he was on the verge of
being forced out.
Sanders stayed, the no-layoff policy went, and
with it went Sanders' belief that AMD could afford
any such rigid policies. "The concept that you
could carry everyone was well-intentioned but perhaps unrealistic," Sanders says. AMD has pared
1,100 workers since August, including 700 who
were laid off. Others lost their jobs when they
declined transfers from Sunnyvale to Austin.
Another change from the long slump goes even
deeper: "AMD is now on the lookout for partners
to help develop new products." AMD'S basic strategy, Sanders insists, must be to keep manufacturing costs down, maintain astate-of-the-art process
technology, and profit from product innovation,
but he now concedes that AMD can't do it singlehandedly. The cost of doing business is too great.
"We'll have to find some new ways," Sanders
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says. "I'm talking everything from alliances to
mergers to acquisitions or being acquired."
An unfriendly takeover would be "inconceivable," because AMD'S veteran management team
wouldn't go along with it, Sanders says. Five of
AMD'S top executives—president Anthony B. Holbrook, 51; operations vice president James B. Downey, 45; treasurer Richard Previte, 51; marketing
vice president George M. Scalise, 52; and North
American marketing vice president Stephen Zelencik, 51—have been at AMD more than a dozen
years. John East, 42, logic-group vice president, is
a relative newcomer with eight years service.
Sanders, 50, has been with AMD since its founding in 1969. Asked to define his role, he replies
with conviction, "I am the leader." In an industry
where prima donnas are not exactly scarce, Sanders still manages to stand out. No other chief
executive in the industry could get away with
depicting himself, as Sanders did in a company
brochure, as "Good King Jerry," adragon-slaying
knight in armor. AMD took it in stride. Sanders'
antics may be viewed with amusement, but he is
very much in charge of AMD.
SEEKING A GRAND ALLIANCE
Rather than mergers or acquisition, Sanders
sees an alliance as the best way to bring out
new products with fewer AMD dollars. AMD has
long had a connection with Siemens AG of West
Germany, which owns nearly 20% of AMD'S stock
and is a major customer. They have secondsourced afew of each other's chips, but in some
sectors they are fierce competitors.
Siemens is often mentioned as a possible candidate for afriendly takeover of AMD. But Sanders says AMD is not for sale, and a Siemens
source says the company is not interested in
buying a U. S. chipmaker. The current bits-andpieces trading satisfies Siemens' needs in the
U. S. market, the source says, and "a takeover
of AMD would not fit our concept."
AMD'S newest partner is Sony Corp., which represents an entry into the Japanese consumer
chip market just as digital circuitry is becoming
important in consumer goods. The two companies have already agreed on a common GmOS
process, and their first joint products will be out
by the end of the year, Sanders reports.
Among U. S. companies, AMD has an agreement with Intel on the iAPX series of microprocessors, a second-source agreement for gate
arrays and standard cells with LSI Logic Corp.,
Milpitas, Calif., and a technology agreement
with gallium arsenide specialist Vitesse Electronics Corp., Camarillo, Calif. Another agreement,
with a major programmable-logic maker, will
soon be announced.
EPROMS, which AMD executives cannot mention
without referring to the "predatory" Japanese
pricing that contributed heavily to the company's
losses, are rebounding in the U. S., thanks partly
to the semiconductor trade agreement with JaElectronics/March 19, 1987

HOLBROOK: The president of AMD
says its product line is no longer tied to
the personal-computer market.

pan. AMD is the second-largest
U. S. producer, although it
had to cut production when
prices collapsed and the company lost ground to Intel.
AMD is also offering a variety
of 35-ns 64- and 256-R Cmos
static random-access memories, in by-1, by-4, and by-8
configurations.
AMD'S logic parts, such as a
compression-expansion processor for office equipment, a
powerful graphics chip, controllers, modems, and
communications chips, are being accepted on a
broad market front not tied this time to the
personal computer, notes Holbrook. The products in AmD's year-long Liberty Chip program, in
which a new circuit was introduced every week,
generated 9% of sales in AMD'S September quarter and 11.5% in the quarter ending Dec. 28.
"The manufacturing resources are in place,"
Holbrook says, adding that hiring has continued
for AMD'S five Austin fab lines, even during last
fall's layoffs.
Analysts are skeptical about AMD's ability to
turn around, but none doubts that the company
will make afight of it. "They are going to have
to outpace the rest of the industry, which is still
not growing at 10% a quarter," says Andrew
Kessler of Paine Webber. And at least until the
current quarter, he adds, AMD'S orders have
been virtually flat for a year.
Sanders knows it. He won't be satisfied until
AMD regains the $250 million in quarterly sales it
had reached before the slump. Then, he says,
R&D, now at $40 million a quarter, will be a
respectable 16% of sales, and normal profit margins will be possible.

VETS. AMD veterans Scalise, Previte, (standing, from left) Downey, and East
(seated, from left) would hold the line against an unfriendly takeover.
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PROBING THE NEWS

A SWARM OF RISC CHIPS IS CHASING
A FAST-GROWING SYSTEMS MARKET
are going into systems from the Dana Group,
Racal Redac, and Silicon Graphics, the latter in
a system for Prime Computer. Fairchild Semiconductor's Clipper RISC chip set is in a work
station from Intergraph, and in several boardby Clifford Barney
level controllers. Intel and Motorola Semiconductor, major players in the microprocessor market,
he new reduced-instruction-set computer both are reportedly working on RISC chips.
Acorn Computer designed a RISC central prochip from Advanced Micro Devices is not
only the company's "most important prod- cessing unit for one of its computers, using tools
uct ever," (see p. 61) but it reflects a ma- and technology from VLSI Technology, San Jose,
jor trend developing in the microprocessor market. Calif.; in turn, VLSI Technology, which was given
For most chip makers, it's too late now and far too rights to the chip, targets it for the industrial
expensive to develop a new entry in the standard and controller markets as the VL86C010 (see
complex-instruction-set microprocessor market. photo). VLSI Technology's automated design tools
But another way to compete in the microprocessor make it easy to tailor the chip to run different
market turns out to be the RISC chip, which uses a code efficiently. "We are now offering a generic
simpler architecture that executes one instruction product," says a company spokesman. "Howevery machine cycle. While the RISC approach ever, if a customer wanted something different,
makes it easier to design the chip, it does put we can quickly come up with aspecial product."
IBM has designed two RISC chips, and others
more of the design burden on the programmers
are now reportedly being developed at Digital
writing the compilers.
Easily more than a dozen chip designers are Equipment, Cypress Semiconductor, Perforhard at work now on a RISC microprocessor, and mance Semiconductor, AT&T, United Technolthe U. S. military is showing great interest. What ogies (see p. 97), and Japanese chip companies.
they are aiming for is a market that some re- The U. S. military has become enamored of RISC
search firms now predict will grow at compounded and has programs for designing embedded RISC
annual growth rates of 75% or more. For example, computers, implementing the 1750A architecture
the Information Network, aSan Francisco market- in RISC, developing gallium arsenide RISC chips,
researcher, predicts a startling 84% growth for and evaluating RISC-chip performance.
Andrew Bechtolsheim, vice president of techRISC machines, from $540 million in 1985 to $16.25
billion in 1991. Nearly half of that market is ex- nology at Sun Microsystems, Mountain View,
pected to be for technical work stations, since RISC Calif., says work stations—from Sun, and probachips are particularly strong in the areas of com- bly others—will move to RISC CPUs in the next
pute-intensive engineering and scientific tasks. Be- year. "RISC architecture isn't more expensive
than other 32-bit technolcause this design approach
ogy, yet its performance is
can be used to emulate the
higher," he says.
more complex instruction
The ability to emulate
sets of other computers, it
more complex instruction
can bring greater execution
sets, one of Ries key atspeed to applications where
tractions, could have faralarge body of existing softreaching implications. "The
ware must be supported.
issue of multiple standards,
But the first wave of RISC
CPUs, instruction sets, and
machines will be dominated
operating systems is going
by embedded computers and
away," Bechtolsheim says.
controllers, because writing
Through emulation, "a sinthe new software is a less
gle user can have access to
cumbersome task.
any one of them." In the
Hewlett-Packard was an
future, work stations will
early entry into the RISC
be able to switch to faster
game with its Spectrum
processors as they become
family. Chips and boards
from MIPS Computer Sys- TAILORABLE. VLSI Technology can tailor the RISC available, and run the same
software.
tems of Sunnyvale, Calif., processor from Acorn Computers for specific jobs.

One forecast calls for the systems market
to grow 84% annually for the next five years

T
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TEK

7104/R7103
OSCILLOSCOPE

THE ANSWER
BY ANY MEASURE

Widest bandwidth, highest
writing rate, most versatile
oscilloscope in the world.
Those elusive pulses, glitches
and single-shot events
that only the 1GHz 7104 can
display are exactly what
makes it the most practical
oscilloscope you can buy.
With awriting rate (brightness)
1000 times that of conventional
scopes, the 7104 lets you substitute direct observation for
laborious, deductive measurement techniques.

Tek 7000 Series plug-ins—
from amplifiers, counter/timers
and time bases to our unique,
logic-triggered vertical amplifier—let you continually reconfigure to match your current
needs. Our new R7103 rackmount version makes this
system all the more
versatile.

Contact your local Tek Sales
Engineer to demo the
7104 for yourself.
For the Tek sales
office nearest
you, call (800)
547-1512. In
Oregon: (800)
452-1877. TVVX:

910-467-8708.
TLX: 151754.
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Logic triggering. Displays digital signals in true analog form for
high-resolution time and amplitude measurements.

X-Y phase measurements.
Phase matching to 250 MHz
enables accurate, direct,
wide bandwidth phase shift
measurements.

.

Microchannel plate CRT. Normalizes intensity so low and
high rep rates can be viewed
simultaneously.

Single shot measurements.
Unmatched writing rate of 20
crnins provides bright display
even at 200 ps/div.

TèJctronDmc
COMMUTED TO EXCELLENCE

ÇOpyright C 1987. Tektronix. Inc.. All rights reserved KSA-632
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FAST
CACHE.

U.S. and Canadian
speed read access ensures that even copySales Offices
back designs can be implemented without ever
Western
Area:
having to wait. And it features Flash Clear—the
Santa Clara, CA
function requested most often by cache system 408/970-8585
designers. So your cache can be wiped clean
Irvine, CA
714/250-0455
to all zeros in 4Ons. Max.
Woodland Hills, CA
High-performance cache applications
818/887-1010
demand high-speed solutions. If you'd like
Seattle, WA
206/632-0245
to realize a30% reduction in access time
Longmont. CO
compared to discrete solutions— plus a
303/449-9000
substantial reduction in the cost of component
Scottsdale, AZ
602/998-1580
real estate—start increasing your cache flow
Tigard, OR
with the newest member of our family. The
503/620-5517
MK41 H80 TAGRAM.
Eastern Area:
We're Thomson-Mostek. And we perform. Burlington, MA

Introducing the MK41H80 TAGRAM"
from Thomson-Mostek. The industry's first and
fastest integrated 16K CMOS cache tag SRAM
dedicated for use in all high-speed processor
environments.
TAGRAM gives you a4K x4CMOS
SRAM and a4-bit comparator integrated on a
single chip. It's optimum for interface with 16-25
MHz processors, and is backed by 1.2F.A. double
level metal full CMOS process technology—the
same proven process used in all ThomsonMostek 16K VF SRAMs.
TAGRAM comes in three speed grades:
20, 25 and 35ns. And every MK41H80 cache
TAGRAM is available in 300 mil, 22-pin plastic
and ceramic DIPs. What's more, TAGRAM's full-

617/273-3310
Marlton, NJ
609/596-9200
Huntsville, AL
205/830-9036
Liverpool, NY
315/457-2160

LONER
ADDRESS

Poughkeepsie, NY
914/454-8813
TAG
ATHAIESS

Dublin, OH
614/761-0676
Greensboro, NC
919/292-8396

12re INIA>,

2ons

Norcross, GA
404/447-8386
Central Area:

MATCH

Carrollton, TX
214/466-8844

12ns —r ocA = DATA COMPARE ACCESS TIME
2Ons= TAc/A = ADDRESS COMPARE ACCESS TIME

Bloomington, MN
612/831-2322
Schaumburg. IL
312/397-6550

Match Access Timing

Actual MK41H80 TAGRAM ScopeTrace Photograph

Austin, TX
512/451-4061
Canada:
Montreal, Quebec
514/288-4148
DATA

DATA

Brampton, Ontario
416/454-5252

ADDRESS

ADDRESS
16
12

MK41H80

16 BIT ixp

4K a4
2Ons

4K x4
CLEAR- WAIT

MAIN
MEMORY

MK41H68

TAGRAM

2Ons

CMOS

MATCH

SRAM

-

CACHE READ/WRITE CONTROL

MEMORY CONTROL LOGIC
—

MAIN MEMORY READ/WRITE CONTROL

Direct Mapped Cache System Block Diagram

DEVICE

CONFIG

PINS

CE

41H68
41H69
41H78
41H67
41H66
41H79*
41H80

4Kx4
4Kx4
4Kx4
16Kx1
16Kx1
4Kx4
4Kx4

20
20
22
20
20
22
22

X

CS

OE

CLR

MATCH

X
X
X

X

(O.C.-sE)

R.A.E. Industrial
Schweber Electronics
Solid State, Inc.
Zentronics
Zeus Components, Inc.

THOMSON

X
X

Semiconductor
Distributors
Add Electronics
Advent Electronics
All American
Semiconductor
Almac Electronics Corp.
Almo Electronics, Inc.
Dixie Electronics
Future Electronics
Greene-Shaw
Hammond Electronics
Integrated Electronics
Corp.
ITAL Sales
Kierultf Electronics
Lionex Corp.
Marshall Industries
Nu-Horizons Electronics
Pioneer Technologies
Group
Pioneer-Standard
Quality Components
(GC-SW)
Quality Components

X
X

X
X

COMPONENTS

X

Other available Fast Static RAMs from Thomson-Mostek
MOSTEK
To be announced.

TAGRAM is atrademark of Thomson Components-Mostek Corporation.
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Designing chips is like charting
the unknown.You're better off with an
experienced guide.
Like LSI Logic.
Our advanced ASIC approach
gets you where you're going as easily
as board level or TTL. But it lets you
put so much logic into so little space,
you may never want to rely on standard parts again.
It's simpler than you might
expect, too, because our ASIC designs
mean fewer components.
And fewer components mean
fewer bugs.
And smaller footprints.
And smaller manufacturing costs.
But the best news is how fast
we get you out of the jungle and into
the silicon.
With software that will guide
your designs into production the same
way it has already guided more than
3000 others: with a100 percent hit
rate. Guaranteed.

In as little as ten days.
Go from 500 to 129,000 available
gates. On your own PC, workstation,
mainframe or at any of our 30 design
centers worldwide.
Where you'll get all the help you
need to go from the drawing board
to the assembly line.
You'll also get the optimum ASIC
for the job, because you always have
the optimum choice. From Gate Arrays,
Compacted Arrays' and Structured
Arrays" to Standard and Structured
Celle—the broadest product line in
ASIC. All created with the same
proven design methodology And all
processed in HCMOS technology.
Write to LSI Logic,1551
McCarthy Blvd., MS D105, Milpitas,
CA 95035 for your ASIC Starter Kit.
So the next time you have to trek
across ablank CAD/CAM screen,
you can do it with an experienced
guide.
To the path of least resistance.
LSI LOC

01987 LSI Logic Corporation. Compacted Arrays, Structured Arrays and Structured Cells are trademarks of LSI Logic Corporation.
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From the industry's first
choice come the industry's
first choices.

Versatile Centigrie

We designed the original TO-5
relay over 20 years ago. But that
was just the beginning. Since those
first days, we nudged it into fathering afamily of adaptations and
extensions along the way.
In the process we also
pioneered many innovative techniques for production, for manufacturing, and for quality control
to ensure areliability level so consistently high it would be taken for
granted.
Of course, for us it never was.
Soon, TO-5 relays were available in latching versions, in single,

and high vibration designs for critdouble and 4-pole styles, and in
hybrid versions with internal diode ical, hi-rd lapplications. We even
and transistor drive. All with excel- have versions that can be driven
directly from CMOS and TTL
lent RF switching characteristics.
Today, there's aversion for just (qualified to "L" and "M" levels
about any application—general pur- of MIL-R-28776).
If you'd like complete technipose and sensitive, commercial, and
military (qualified to "L," "M" and cal information on our TO-5
relay and all its offspring, or some
"P" levels of MIL-R-39016).
applications help, or just alittle
Our family boasts the Centihistory, drop anote or give us a
grid? possibly the most advanced
call.
hermetically sealed armature relay
Like proud parents, we love
available today. The Maglatch, a
relay with memory and low power
to talk about the family.
requirements. And lots of brothers
and sisters to handle applications IrTELEDYNE RELAYS
like high temperature, high shock, Innovations In Switching Technology

12525 Daphne Ave., Hawthorne, California 90250 •(213) 777-0077
European Lbws: Abraham Lincoln Strasse 38-42, 6200 Wiesbaden, W. Germany •06121-768
Belgium Sales Office: 181 Chaussee de la Illulpe, 1170 Brussels •(2) 673-99-88
U.K. Sales Office: Heathrow House, Bath Rd., Cranford, Hounslow, Middlesex, TW5 9QP •1-897-2501
Japan Sales Office: Taikoh No. 3Building, 2-10-7 Shibuya, Shibuya-Ku, Tokyo, 150 Japan •(3) 797-6956
France Sales Office: 85-87 Rue Anatole-France, 92300 Levallois-Perret •1-7587160
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TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH

M

TI'S ANSWER TO
THE NEED FOR
FASTER VLSI: ITS
ExCL PROCESS

ore than ever, the name of the game
these days in designing new generations of equipment is more speed! This
demand is accelerating aswing in bipolar very-large-scale-integration circuitry from the
workhorse transistor-transistor logic to emittercoupled logic. But this shift requires advanced
semiconductor processes that will provide equal
measures of performance, packing density, and reliability. Now, after two years of evolutionary
steps taken at Texas Instruments Inc., anew generation of ECL process technology—called ExCL—
is emerging that can accomplish just that.
ExCL transistors (see fig. 1) consistently Based on Impact-X, the new ECL process
switch at speeds as low as 200 ps; that's 27% to
38% faster than those achieved by transistors cuts switching speeds to 200 ps and pushes
built with the process on which ExCL is based, density to 60,000 gates; it also produces
the Implanted Advanced Composed Technology,
or Impact-X, an earlier high-speed, polysilicon highly reliable bipolar VLSI devices
trench-isolated bipolar VLSI process aimed at
speeding up and shrinking transistors [Electronics, Dec. 23, 1985, p. 45]. ExCL outdoes Impact-X
in transistor speed by reducing the area of the
emitter-base region and the spacing between
emitter and base contacts.
The process's multilevel interconnect system
also increases chip densities and enhances reliability. A novel pillar structure permits chips to
be built with three or more levels of metal, using
20% to 30% less chip area than the standard via
techniques used in other multilevel-metal systems. With reasonable chip sizes (up to 150,000
mils2) and four metalization levels, 50,000- to
60,000-gate densities may be attained. The technique for forming the pillars tends to promote
reliability by providing aplanar surface, one that
is unmarred by varying levels.
The result is a high-performance chip optimized for memory and logic—ideal for
high-density ECL static random-access
memories and gate arrays. TI already is
developing both, using ExCL, and could
introduce products this year.
The immediate ancestor of ExCL, Impact-X, was itself abreakthrough technology. It replaced conventional oxide
isolation in favor of a polysilicon-filled
trench to isolate transistors on a chip
and made the first production use of
polysilicon emitters to boost current
gain. Pitch dimensions of just 7 gm
were attained. (See table, p. 75).
However, Impact-X fell short of the
highest speeds possible with ECLs. One
reason is the length of the oxide between the base contact and emitter.
This distance affects the base resistance—RH—a key parasitic that affects 1. PACKED. Polysilicon self-aligned bipolar transistors fabricated with TI's ExCL process
ECL transistor switching speed. The
cut transistor dimensions to get high packing density and performance for ECL VLSI.
Electronics/ March 19, 1987
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emitter-base distance in Impact-X is too wide to
reduce RBto the resistance levels required of
ECL transistors.
All of the process and geometry improvements
incorporated in ExCL are intended to produce a
faster-switching transistor on a smaller silicon
area that offers greater reliability than its predecessors. In overcoming RBlimitations and other

A multilevel interconnect system uses
metallic pillars for interlevel contacts,
taking 20% to 30% less chip area than an
etched-via technique would require
processing obstacles, TI engineers chose to work
with the basic Impact-X process. But along with
many of the Impact-X ground-breaking features—trench isolation, polysilicon emitters—
ExCL goes farther by reducing the RBparameter through the use of asilicided polysilicon base
contacting layer. Moreover, the distance between
emitter and base has been shortened considerably.
In addition to the silicided polysilicon basecontacting layer for lower RB, ExCL uses polysilicon emitters whose shallow junctions enhance a
transistor's gain-bandwidth product characteristic, leading to higher switching speed. Emitter
contacts, like those of the base, are covered with
silicide to lower resistance.
Polysilicon emitters, in turn, allow the use of
buried contacts—contacts under metal—which
among other things reduce the need for very
tight metal pitch, allowing the designers to pack
SEQUENCE OF PILLAR FORMATION

fr.,

SUBSTRATE

TIW

(a) IN-SITU METAL DEPOSITION
-PHOTORESIST

(..-

(c) FIRST LEADS DEFINITION

2. PILLAR OF STRENGTH.

(b) PILLAR-MASK DEFINITION
AlCu

(d) PILLAR DEFINITION

An interconnect method using metallic pillars packs

transistors much closer than conventional via connections can.
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transistors closer together. Yet another innovation of the process is its highly planar oxide
surfaces, which enable ExCl chips to be built
with three or more levels of metal.
To use its multilevel metal layers, TI development engineers developed a novel multilevel interconnect system that employs metallic pillars
for interlevel contact (see fig. 2). The purpose of
the pillar approach was to avoid the restrictive
design rules required by the standard etched-via
interlevel contact process. In the standard via
process, leads must be flared around the top and
bottom of the via, restricting the metal pitch and
requiring about 20% to 30% more chip area.
The new method involves forming a layer of
conductive leads with straight-walled metallic pillars in regions where interlevel contact is desired. Both the lead and pillar metal layers,
along with a refractory layer, are deposited in
situ and dry-etched with two masking levels. In
addition, a tailored interlevel planarization process is used to ensure that the tops of all pillars
are etched to clear simultaneously, regardless of
size or packing density.
Compared with the traditional via method, pillar interconnections overcome a number of restrictions. First, the process prevents a pillar
from falling outside the boundary of alead, eliminating the need for aflared lead either above or
below the pillar, as in the via process. A pillar
can be formed on alead of the same width or on
a wider lead. Since flared leads are not necessary, conductor working pitch can be reduced,
conserving valuable silicon real estate and enhancing packing density. Moreover, a planar dielectric surface is fabricated over each conductor-pillar level. The surface does not break its
planarity to allow interlevel contact.
As aresult, pillars can be placed directly over
previously formed pillars. TI has constructed devices using the pillar technique with metal design rules for a triple-level pitch system having
first-, second-, and third-level pitches of 4.0, 4.5,
and 7.0 p.m respectively, thus paving the way for
extremely dense VLSI devices.
Because of the way in which the pillars are
formed, the technique leads to highly reliable
chips. To begin, metal is deposited on the surface, followed by an etch for the pillar. Next the
lead is etched, and the oxide is deposited over it.
KEEP IT ON THE LEVEL
This process is the reverse of that used in
conventional systems in which the oxide is deposited first. The surface resulting from that technique, far from being planar, is pocked by numerous step changes in height, which leads to
compromised reliability.
Premetal planarization consists of depositing
an oxide on the chip's surface of about lien
thickness. Much thicker than that of standard
processes—which average a few thousand angstroms—it permits interconnections to be run on
Electronics/March 19, 1987

the first metal level with capacitance that is significantly lower than in conventional devices.
TI uses atechnique called contact fill to fill the
contacts before planarization, so the metal interconnect plane sits on a very smooth surface, a
factor that greatly enhances reliability.
Planarity is also important at the silicon level.
It is not affected by the isolation trenches that
separate the active transistor areas. During one
of the oxidation steps, the top area of each
trench is converted to oxide to maintain planarity. Trenches are filled with polysilicon, but their
sidewalls are lined with oxide. A thin oxide sidewall coupled with polysilicon fill prevents stress
fractures in the silicon and oxide that could occur with a thicker oxide insulation.
Two other key parameters in building faster
transistors are the area of the emitter-base region and the spacing between emitter and base
contacts; minimizing these parameters results in
faster switching performance. In the ExCL process, local oxide isolation of about 4,000-A thickness, used to define the emitter-base region, reduces the emitter-base area, bringing the nodes
into very close contact. The separation between
the effective base contact and emitter region is
simply the width of an oxide spacer plug. Compared with the distance in Impact-X, the ExCL
distance is substantially smaller.
Because the ExCL emitter-base gap
far
shorter than in Impact X-3,000- to 4,000-A oxide
width, compared with 2µ,m—the base resistance
is much lower, on the order of 300 to 400 ft.
Moreover, the inactive base area of ExCL transistors is much smaller than that of Impact-X, a
factor that reduces the capacitance between collector and base, and speeds switching.
The speed and power curves of Impact-X and
ExCL illustrate the differences in the key speci-

ExCL SHRINKS BIPOLAR DESIGN RULES

Rule
Isolation
Isolation pitch (pm)

Schottky

Advanced
l
o w-power
Schottky

Impact

Impact-X

ExCL

Ox ide

Ox ide

Oxide

Trench

Trench

32

24

7

7

Low-power

20

Emitter, min. (irrn)

4

2.5

2.0

1.5
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fications for the two processes. Under Impact-X,
transistor speed falls in arange of about 275 to
325 ps. ExCL transistors, on the other hand,
consistently switch at speeds below 200 ps, and
actual device measurements indicate projected
switching speeds of 45 to 150 ps, depending on
design considerations.
Such speeds can be attributed to the process's
extremely low capacitance and resistance parameters. The emitter-to-base capacitance is just 20
femtofarads; collector-to-base capacitance measures 5.5 fF. Typical critical base-resistance is at
350 ft. DC parameters measured atransistor gain
between 100 and 200 and again-bandwidth product above 10 GHz.
The ExCL process technology has avariety of
uses and applications for several classes of products. By design, the process is optimized for
high-performance memory and logic. A good example of the former is high-density ECL static
RAMS; agood example of the latter is high-density gate arrays. Products addressing these market segments are in development at TI and could
be announced during 1987.
El

A SEARCH FOR SIMPLICITY ENDED UP ON THE ROAD TO ExCL
the first ExCL pro- density of integrated injection logic."
proved to be a winning combination.
cess flow, it was meant to be a simpler
Troy Campbell, who helped start TI's
Working from TI's Impact-X process,
and more manufacturable alternative to AIS technology, was picked to head the
the team soon was consistently achievthe complex structures then being re- development team. Jeffrey Brighton, a ing gate delays far below 1ns.
searched," says Douglas Verret, bipolar recent MSEE student at the University
But at this point, TI engineers realdevelopment manager at Texas Instru- of Illinois, was recruited as principal en- ized that conventional interconnect techments Inc. That was in 1983, and TI was gineer. Mixing youth and experience nology could be a serious drag on
exploring the advanced transistor
ExCL's
performance.
Verret
structures that would launch its
tapped Ron McMann, an AIS envery large-scale-integration efforts.
gineer with more than 15 years of
Verret first conceived of the prointerconnect experience, and Mike
cess as a version of emitter-down
Welch, ayoung engineer from the
integrated injection logic, which
University of Houston. Again, the
was simpler but slower than emitsynergy of youth and experience
ter-coupled logic. However, that appaid off. "What we got was asa
proach proved too slow to be pracphisticated, high-density intercontical, and the thrust of the ExCL
nect system with excellent relidevelopment shifted. "ExCL was a
ability that could accommodate
natural for ECL all along," says
the blazing speed of the transistor
Verret. "We just had our heads ExCL DEVELOPMENT TEAM: From left, Ron McMann, Troy because of the new system's low
turned by the superior packing Campbell, Mike Welch, Douglas Verret, and Jeff Brighton.
parasitics," says Verret.
"When Isketched out
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ALTERA MAKES IT EASIER TO
BUILD FAST STATE MACHINES
quencers will be fabricated with an advanced 1CmOS process by Sharp Corp. of Japan.
First in anew family of user-configurable
Altera uses WaferScale's cell to incorporate on
microsequencers offers system performance asingle chip an architecture which enables users
and flexibility that are superior to any other to implement designs that can do very complex
multiway branching operations quite fast, using
single-chip or to many multichip sequencers either a truth-table state machine, microcoding,
or both. Unlike bipolar state machines, the sequencer is reprogrammable on the fly. And unby Bernard C. Cole
like bit-slice-oriented sequencers, the microcode
can be stored on-chip, rather than externally.
Further, unlike traditional programmable logic
arrays, where no more than 400 to 500 product
wo powerful new CmOS state sequencers terms are available, this new approach allows
that carry on-board microcode based on implementation of designs using more than
erasable programmable read-only memo- 100,000 product terms.
These stand-alone microsequencers, or sAms,
ries are providing system performance
and flexibility superior to any other single-chip— combine three divergent technologies in one chip:
and in many cases multichip—sequencers. Altera CMOs-based electrically erasable programmable
Corp.'s EPS444 and EPS448 can be used to build logic devices built around Monolithic Memory
state machines having hundreds of states, com- Inc.'s programmable array logic; state-machine,
pared with only dozens of states that convention- or truth-table-based, sequencers made with bipoal electrically erasable programmable logic de- lar PLAS, and microcode-based bit-slice sequencers. Currently, PAL-based devices are used privices can have.
The new devices—the first in anew family of marily to integrate simple glue-logic combinatoriuser-configurable microsequencers—will make it al functions on one integrated circuit. Applicaeasier for designers to build fast state machines. tions requiring the manipulation and control of a
They incorporate an architecture developed by sequence of operations are usually done by a
the Santa Clara, Calif., company and are built control sequencer. For simple two-way brancharound a single-transistor, electrically erasable, ing operations where speed is essential, truthsplit-gate structure devised by WaferScale Inte- table-based bipolar PLA-type state-machine segration Inc., of Fremont, Calif. The microse- quencers are used. For multiway branching, in
which several levels of operations
must be controlled, designers usually choose multichip bit-slice microsequencers, which allow control via
externally programmed microcode.
The EPS444 and 448 are integrated solutions for state machines and
microcode controllers requiring up
to 448 states, or words of code, such
as memory- and interrupt-controller
designs and compact processing engines for floating-point and digitalsignal-processing tasks. Combining
the EPROM microcode memory and
associated sequencing logic—stack,
loop counter, and multiway branch
block—with advanced cmos technology on a single chip yields performance better than 35 MHz.
The two chips are scheduled to
1. SPLIT GATE. Key to the density and high speed of Alteras sand-alone microsequencer is the
come to market in mid-1987, togethuse of asplit-gate, single-transistor EPROM cell for both read and write operations.

T
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er with development tools. They will be followed
by larger (44- and 68-lead) and more complex
versions. Altera and WaferScale are pursuing a
broad base of controller applications, including
VmEbus and Multibus controllers; support functions, such as arbiters, interrupt handlers, and
mailboxes; floating-point and industrial-control
processors; cache and dual-port memory control,
and graphics-transform accelerators.
The SAM architecture and performance theoretically allow the devices to be used as bit-slice
controllers for applications with system cycle
times as short as 30 ns, if the other system
elements can be made to match. In practice, the
fastest that can be achieved today is a 50-ns
cycle. Even this is twice the performance that
can be achieved using traditional multichip 2900family bipolar components of a year or so ago.
The availability of the SAM devices means that
the speed of the sequencer no longer determines
maximum system performance.
EIGHT INPUTS, BETTER THROUGHPUT

sor's address, so no program counter is required.
In addition, the output of the microcode EPROM is
clocked into the pipeline register synchronously
on the clock's rising edge. Also, users can define
either 12 (on the EPS444) or 16 (on the EPS448)
of these bits at device pins as outputs. The state
of the lines can therefore be defined on a clockby-clock basis as a function of current state,
forming a Moore-machine architecture.
At the heart of the high-performance sequencing ability of the SAM family is the branch capability. This capability is controlled by the branchcontrol block, which contains eight dedicated inputs to the device and the current state of the
sequencer. The outputs from this block select
the destination states of branch locations in microcode memory. A default destination is also
provided to easily handle Else constructs in If,
Then, Else expressions.
The SAM has a last-in, first-out stack consisting of 15 eight-bit words. The counter register or
microcode address may be pushed or popped to
or from the stack under microprogram control,
making it easy to create nested loops, microsubroutines, and other iterative structures. The
eight input lines may also be pushed to the stack
to allow external address specification.
Altera's Sequencer Design Software (see fig.
3) gives the user a higher-level view of the
branch-control block so that machine or algorithm development can occur at a conceptual,
rather than bit, level. This is important, because
the capacity of this block is equivalent to 768
product-terms of transition specification in atraditional EPLD. The Altera software generates a
standard Jedec programming file, from which
the required EPROM cells may be programmed
for branch equations.
The SAM instruction set avoids complex highlevel instructions, which impose algorithmic constraints, since the device is user-configurable
and must cover a wide range of applications.

Just as important as the improved performance and flexibility is the incorporation of
multiway branch-control logic into the SAM architecture. Multiway branch capability in a single
clock cycle greatly enhances throughput over
conventional controllers and sequencers that
have only two-way branching, says Stan Kopec,
Altera's manager of product planning. Eight
general-purpose inputs to the branch-control logic are available to modify control flow without
external multiplexing, thereby eliminating a major bottleneck. In addition, sAms may be cascaded in abuilding-block fashion to achieve designs
of higher complexity.
The key to the functional density-100,000
product terms—and the speed of SAM devices is
WaferScale's split-gate, single-transistor electrically erasable cell (see fig. 1), which when combined with 1-µm cmos technology allows speeds
rivaling those of bipolar. This is because the split-gate structure yields
bit-line read currents in excess of
150 i.tA, compared with the 50 µA
typical of conventional EPROM cells,
providing the equivalent of the traditional multiple-transistor EPROM
cell without its die-size penalty.
In addition, the use of silicide
rather than polysilicon virtually
eliminates RC delays associated
with polysilicon interconnect lines.
This ensures the speed of dual-layer metal without the attendant cost
and yield penalties.
The SAM architecture (see fig. 2)
forms a448-state Moore-machine sequencer having several features not
found in the traditional canonical
Moore state machine. For one thing, 2. HOT COMBO. Altera's stand-alone microsequencer combines the best features
each 36-bit word carries its succes- EPROM technology, microcoded sequencers, and state-machine architectures.
Electronics/March 19, 1987
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3. SAM SOFTWARE. Using the SAM design-processor program, users can program the EPROM-based microsequencer using either
state-machine truth tables or on-chip microcode similar to that of abit-slice device.

Devices may be cascaded horizontally to obtain
greater output capability. For microcode memory
greater than the 448 words provided, devices
may be stacked vertically.
Each microcode word contains an output-enable control bit that activates the outputs of the
SAM when programmed to a 1. These bits are
accessible through high-level constructs in Altera's development software, allowing vertical
and horizontal device cascading. By partitioning
control functions between two or more devices
and activating one device's outputs onto the control bus at a time, microcode of arbitrary depth
may be obtained. In addition, multiple devices
may be run in lock-step to obtain greater output
width. For example, three devices can be used to
yield a 48-bit-wide output control word. The mi-

crocode of these three devices, along with shared
inputs and clock, ensure their synchronization.
SAM devices are supported with asoftware and
programming-adapter upgrade to Altera's IBM
Personal Computer-based EPLD development system. The software supports microcode generation through high-level programmatic state-machine entry and sequencer microcode compilation. It will also be available on Digital Equipment Corp. VAX and other computer platforms.
This development software provides ahigh-level
method of state-machine or assembly-level entry.
Complex state-machine flows may be specified
using the If, Then, Else constructs familiar to
users of bit-slice sequencers and the truth-table
format favored by most users of field-programmable logic devices.
E

A BROAD-BASED TEAM DEVELOPED ALTERA'S MICROSEQUENCERS
was always immersed in hands-on work,
of design skills, says David A. Laws, 45,
from writing aJedec converter program
stand-alone microsequencers represent vice president of the Santa Clara, Calif.,
the efforts of a multidisciplinary team firm. Kevin Norman, 31, head of the sili- to alpha-testing anew software release.
from throughout Altera Corp., including con-design team, brings abackground in Also involved in simplifying the softmembers of the product-planning, appli- high-performance CMOS logic design and ware user interface was Michael Glacations, silicón-design, and software-enmicroprocessor architecture gained in the viano, 37, of the software engineering
Clipper project at Fairchild Semiconduc- group, who worked with both silicon degineering groups. In SAM development,
for instance, tool definition, rather than tor Corp. And Stan Kopec, 36, manager signers and applications engineers to enbeing subsidiary to device demands, in- of Altera's product-planning activities,
sure an easy transition from the stateteracted with and in some cases modi- brought to the project more than 10 machine input specification to profied device architecture.
years of microprocessor peripherals defi- grammed silicon.
To smooth the transition from concept
One example of this was the decision nition and design experience at Exel Mito implementation required some engito have multiway branching hardware croelectronics Inc. and Intel Corp.
solve the problem of ensuring that only
Clive McCarthy, 40, director of prod- neers to move between disciplines, Laws
one case selector would come true at a uct planning and applications, brought says. For example, Kerry Veenstra, 25,
time. The design-description language the user's perspective to the task. He transferred with the SAM project from
applications to the silicon design
imposes apriority sequence on the
team. His contributions included
branching conditions; that is, the
device architecture and generation
first condition on the list which
of a software simulator to facilievaluates as true is taken. In this
tate design of the device and test
way the priority sequence behaves
programs. Overseeing the SAM efmuch like sequential "if-then"
fort was Robert Hartmann, 44,
statements in asoftware program.
vice president of engineering and
In hardware, all of these decisions
afounder of Altera, whose insight
are made at the same time.
into the strengths and weaknesses
Much of the success of the proof gate-array design and applicaject hinged on ateam that blended
tions led him to develop the userexpertise in system architecture
and development-tool software MANY TALENTS. Altera's multidisciplinary team includes (from configurable IC concept on which
the company is based.
with traditional integrated-circuit left) Glaviano, McCarthy, Norman, Hartmann, and Kopec.

The concepts behind the SAM family
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SONY PACKS POWER INTO
LOW-COST WORK STATIONS

A

consumer electronics giant, Sony Corp.,
has jumped into the work-station mar- Two MC68020 processors allow the
ket, with afamily of powerful but lowcost machines designed for software machines to handle heavy network loads,
development. Called NEWS, for network station,
with a dedicated I/O processor freeing
the family consists of three work stations introduced recently in Japan that range in price from the CPU to run applications
$6,500 to $17,900 (see fig. 1). They use two 16.67
mHz Motorola MC68020 microprocessors---one
for the central processing unit and the other for
an input/output processor—and a 16.67-MHz
MC68881 floating-point processor.
Sony packed anumber of functions into acompact, high-performance package (see fig. 2).
Backing up the 68020 CPU is an I/O processor
using another 68020. An 8-K-byte instruction
cache is included on the top-of-the-line machine.
All models are equipped with amemory-management unit designed and built by Sony, plus a
standard Small Computer Systems Interface bus
for I/o peripherals. Networking for NEWS stations is provided by Ethernet and the TCP/IP
upper-level protocol, and all the machines have
high-resolution bit-map displays. A vmEbus interface is added for additional I/O flexibility.
The NEWS offering includes Japanese-language D This Technology to Watch was adapted from an article
versions of standard software, the 4.2 BSD written by Masao Hori, Katsutoshi Doi, Hiroshi Tezuka,
Berkeley version of AT&T's Unix, Sun Microsys- Takashi Yosida, Nobuyoshi Kimura, and Yasunori Yatems Inc.'s Network File System (m) for file mashita of Sony Corp., Tokyo. The original article ran
sharing and distributed processing, and the X in Nikkei Electronics, which is published by NikkeiWindows user interface developed at Massachu- McGraw-Hill Inc., ajoint venture of McGraw-Hill Inc.,
setts Institute of Technology and supported by a publisher of Electronics, and Nihon Keizai Shimbun.
number of international vendors [Electronics, Jan. 22, 1987, p. 58]. The machines, available now in Japan, will be
sold in the U. S. by the end of the year.
In general, 32-bit microprocessors can
perform well with Unix, but they sometimes run into trouble with heavy I/o
loads caused by local-area network connections, bit-map displays, and serial I/O
devices. To compensate, a 16-bit processor
or adirect-memory-access controller is often used in each peripheral device, but
this results in more complicated and expensive hardware. With the NEWS design,
the single I/O processor in the host does
all the direct-memory-access and I/O processor functions, freeing the CPU's power
to run applications.
1. CLEAR PICTURE. The 32-bit NEWS station has high-resolution bit-mapped graphics.
Electronics/March 19, 1987
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2. SQUEEZE PLAY. Sony packed many functions into the compact NEWS system unit, most of them on the main board (shaded area)

Because of the I/o processor's dynamic bussizing capability, data can be transferred from
both 8-bit and 16-bit hi 0devices to the main memory with one Move instruction, which automatically converts the data width. Besides functioning as
a direct-memory-access controller, the I/o processor performs other I/o processing, including interrupts. To handle real-time processing, the I/O processor also has a real-time multitask monitor.
Since the I/O-processor program memory and
the I/O devices are completely isolated from the
main memory bus, operation of the CPU is impeded only during data transfer and communication
between the I/o processor and the CPU. The main
memory is shared by the two processors.
Part of the 8-K bytes of main memory is reserved for communications between the two processors. Through this area, acommand from the
CPU is passed to the I/0 processor and the response from the I/O processor is returned to the
CPU. Either of the processors can enable communications by transmitting an interrupt signal.
The direct-mapped 8-K-byte instruction-cache
memory in the top-of-the-line model 830 is used
to achieve the difficult task of no-wait operation
of the 68020 at 16.67 MHz. Instructions are
80

cached in a 35-ns static random-access memory
so that they can be fetched by the CPU with no
wait states. When a cache miss occurs, the system acts as if there is no cache, which speeds up
fetching of instructions that are not in the cache.
The main memory offers a high-speed one-wait
operation, making it possible to maintain nearly
the same basic performance, even with programs
of a rather low cache hit rate or on the NEWS
models that have no instruction cache.
The single-level-paging, virtual-memory architecture of the NEWS is made possible with the
Sony-designed memory-management unit. The
MMU uses 35-ns SRAM and some standard ICs. It
supports demand-paging virtual memory. Onelevel paging, with a page size of 4-K bytes, is
used. The originals of the mmu page-table entries
are stored in the main memory, and the mmu
serves as the cache for them.
The Sesi interface on the NEWS can accommodate eight peripheral controllers. The protocol of
the SCSI interface is not dependent on hardware,
making it possible to add new devices without
developing new interface hardware—a very desirable feature for a product such as NEWS, which
needs to be expandable in an economical way. For
Electronics/ March 19, 1987

example, hard disks, magnetic tapes, and
optical disks can be connected with only a
APPLICATION SOFTWARE
few software modifications.
The SCSI bus is an ANSI-standard daisySMALLTALK 80
chain bus for 8-bit parallel data transfer
C-PROLOG
between aperipheral device and acomputAPANESEANGUAGE
er's main memory. It is capable of 1.5
JAPANESE NETWORK
LANGUAGE
FILE SYSTEM
COMPUTER
FORTRAN 77
megabytes/s for asynchronous transmisX-WINDOW
GRAPHICS
SYSTEM
TCP/IP
INTERFACE
FRANTZ LISP
sion and 4 megabytes/s for synchronous.
ETHERNET
SCSI protocol implementation is shared
PASCAL
NETWORK
between the CPU and the I/O processor.
WINDOW
LANGUAGE
GRAPHICS
The i/o processor takes charge of those
OPERATING
basic parts that remain unchanged reSION OF UNIX 4.2BSD •
SYSTEM
gardless of the device connected—namely,
the target select, command send, data
send/return, parameter set for discon- 3. SOFTWARE UNEUP. Software includes aJapanese-language version
nect/reselect, and command sequencing. of Unix 4.2 BSD, Sun Network File System, and XWindows user interface.
In contrast, the CPU is equipped with driv
ers unique to individual devices.
remote machine to their local machine. ThereThe network interface provided with NEWS is after, the files on the remote machine referenced
the standard IEEE 802.3 Ethernet. The complete in the directories mounted on the local machine
interface, employing the AMD Am7990 Lance lo- can be accessed just like local files. To take
cal-area-network controller and Am7992 serial- advantage of NFS, as well as to cope with differinterface adapter chips, resides on the system ent file systems such as MS-DOS, the software
board, so NEWS can connect directly to the Eth- engineers added a new layer called VFS (virtual
ernet transceiver on a coaxial network cable.
file system) in the upper part of the Unix file
The Lance controller is complemented by a 16- system. The differences between processors,
K-byte bidirectional transmission and reception such as aVAX and a68020, are absorbed by the
buffer between the I/O processor and the net- lowest layer of the NFS protocol, the external
work interface. The capacity of this buffer is 10 data representation.
data packets. In addition to controlling the netEarly in the development of NEWS, Sony decidwork interface directly, the I/o processor also ed to adopt the X Windows system, Version 10,
controls transmission and reception on the pack- Release 3 and translate it into Japanese. This
et level. High-level protocols, such as TCP/IP, are system not only is independent of the network
placed under control of the CPU to make it easy used, but also offers a library to help the user
to cope with additional protocols, such as XNS.
work with awindow tool of his choice. In these
Realizing a high-speed, versatile multi-window respects, it satisfied the two requirements the
display system requires hardware with the bit engineers had in mind for the NEWS multiwinboundary block transfer, or bitblt, function. In dow environment: establishing aflexible environboth the color and monochrome bit-map displays ment that meets every user's needs, plus inavailable for NEWS, the bitblt hardware is imple- creasing efficiency in software development.
mented with a 2,000-gate gate array for highInterprocess communication via a socket is
speed operation. The color display uses one gate used for interfacing the window server with the
array for each color plane, all of which are oper- window tool. The socket can accept an X Winated concurrently so that multiwindow process- dows tool from a work station using a different
ing in color can be done as fast as it can for the CPU. The operating system handles the X Winmonochrome display.
dows system as two different processes: the
When the optional vmEbus interface board is server process and the window-tool, or client,
added to NEWS, VME peripherals can be connect- process. X Windows is activated in two steps.
ed and put under control of the CPU. The CPU First the server and the log-in window are startoperates as the bus master for controlling access ed by the "xinit" Unix command, and then the
to slaves on the vmEbus. Both addresses and log-in window starts the necessary clients.
data words are 32 bits wide.
NEWS is only the first step in Sony's effort to
In providing software for NEWS, Sony design- develop work stations for software engineering.
ers gave priority to several features, including a To provide a sophisticated software-development
Japanese version of Unix 4.2 BSD, integration environment, Sony says, it intends to continue to
into an Ethernet local-area network, a multiwin- develop a variety of tools and application softdow user environment, Japanese versions of oth- ware, including software development tools, artier key software, support for several program- ficial-intelligence tools, management tools, busiming languages, and graphics (see fig. 3).
ness software, and a scientific/technical calculaNFS was chosen to provide distributed processtion package. Sony also plans to strengthen the
ing among networked NEWS work stations. With family's peripheral-equipment- lineup to enable its
NFS, users can mount the file directories of a work stations to expand into other applications.D

IFI
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SPECIAL REPORT

THE OPTICAL-DISK INDUSTRY
GROPES FOR STANDARDS
If it fails, the chaos in 12-in. write-once disks
could spread to the emerging 5Y4-in. products
by Jonah McLeod

S

try-wide standard (see fig. 1). But it may be
forced to accept both.
The market for write-once drives will grow
some 80% per year during the next five years,
mostly because of the opportunity to replace paper and microfilm data storage, says Raymond
C. Freeman of market analysts Freeman Associates Inc., Santa Barbara, Calif. About 95% of
the world's information is still in forms not readable by computers—mainly on paper. For many
paper applications, especially documents that
may be used for legal purposes, the nonerasability of write-once disks is an advantage. Furthermore, optical-disk storage has a volumetric efficiency nearly 10 times that of 1
/-in. tape.
2
Although the number of read-only drives
shipped will exceed the write-once machines, the
write-once drives will make up 74% of wordwide
optical-disk revenues in 1991, Freeman predicts—up from $181 million in 1986 to $1.14 billion in 1991. Write-once drives with capacities
less than 1gigabit—including 51
/-in. types—will
4
constitute 61% of the units sold in 1991, but 1-to3-gigabyte 12-in, drives will capture 83% of the
revenue because of tighter competition at the
low end of the market.

ystems integrators simply
can't resist the lure of optical disks for bulk data storage. That's why many of
them have walked the extra mile to
put the disks into systems despite
the almost complete lack of standards in this fledgling industry.
And for vendors of 12-in, writeonce optical disks—also called write-once, readmany, or WORM, disks—the situation approaches
chaos. The industry has no recording- or logicalformat standards; the only thing drive makers
have been able to agree on is disk size. Makers
of the newer 51
/-in, write-once disks have been
4
trying to avoid creating the same kind of chaos
that afflicts the 12-in. world. However, there are
still two strong recording-format contenders vying for the 51
/-in. standard: the continuous-servo
4
format and the sampled-servo format. The American National Standards Institute's X3 B11 Opti- A BLOCKED PATH
However, without an industrywide developcal Digital Data Disk committee is looking at
both formats, hoping to choose one as an indus- ment effort to produce astandard product and a
set of common applications, the path to rapid
technical development and declining product
PREGROOVES CARRYING SERVO DATA
costs remains all but blocked. The optical-disk
industry has been left floundering about, looking
not only for standards, but, in their absence, for
profitable market niches and ways to integrate
IL. ,_..41111M
optical disks into existing systems.
o 0
The lack of standards has severely hampered
the efforts of system integrators to incorporate
43 BYTES OF PREFORMATTED
1-BYTE MIRROR MARK
the drives into computer systems. They have
HEADER DATA
(OFFSET DETECTION FLAG)
managed to find a number of applications by
(a) CONTINUOUS SERVO FORMAT
replicating existing magnetic-tape and Winchester-disk storage formats. And they have written
complex software routines to hide the write-once
16 BYTES
1
4
1 16 BYTES
OF DATA
OF DATA
nature of optical disks from such host-computer
operating systems as MS-DOS, used by IBM
\\... HEADER (DENTIFICATION DATA
AND GAP, 15 BYTES)
Corp.'s Personal Computers and compatibles,
"- SECTOR MARK (1 BYTE)
and vie, from Digital Equipment Corp. Unisys
Corp. of Blue Bell, Pa., has added the necessary
2-BYTE SERVO-SAMPLE AREAS
software driver to its Univac operating system
to handle its new optical-disk drive. Another
(13) SAMPLED-SERVO FORMAT
ANSI effort seeks to set up alogical-format standard for 12-in, write-once disks so that systems
1. FORMATS. Some makers of 51
4 -in, optical-disk drives prefer the continu/
can view the drives in aconsistent fashion, even
ous-servo recording format (a); others support the sampled-servo format (b).
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if the disks are still not interchangeable.
The optical-disk industry's lack of direction
has also been manifested in its attempts to sell
the devices for the wrong applications. System
users have been unwilling to give up established
and reliable tape and Winchester disk drives for
a newcomer that not only is expensive, but also
asks them to adapt to nonerasable media. Besides, Winchesters are much faster in terms of
access time.
But there is at least one potentially important
niche developing for write-once disks: in document storage and retrieval systems that use optical drives and disk "jukeboxes" for storage of
copies of paper documents. Document storage
and retrieval systems, such as one offered by
FileNet Corp. of Costa Mesa, Calif., have replaced many paper-based filing systems. Other
systems, such as the Kodak Information Management System, are supplementing or replacing
microfilm archives.
Currently, document storage and retrieval is
done most frequently with 12-in, disks for big
jobs at corporations like banks and insurance
companies, which have significantly greater volumes. For 51
/-in, drives, document storage and
4
retrieval systems mean markets where the volume of data to be stored is relatively low, down
to minicomputer and personal-computer markets.
Within those markets, acceptance of 51
/
4-in.
drives is expected to come quickly—once standards are set.
THE BATTLE OF THE FORMATS
The divisiveness of the proposals before the
ANSI X3 B11 committee reflects the fact that no
single large supplier has a big enough installed
base to influence the standards-making process.
As a result, neither of the opposing format factions has the power to push the other out of the
51
/-in. picture.
4
The continuous-servo recording format derives
servo information from what are called the pregrooves, V-shaped valleys in the space between
data tracks (see fig. la). In the sampled-servo
approach, on the other hand, two bytes of servo
information are written at the start of each sector, and in between every 16 bytes thereafter
(see fig. lb). Each spiral track for either format
is divided into 17 or 32 sectors, depending on the
number of bytes per sector. Different Winchester magnetic-disk drives use both continuousand sampled-servo approaches, but disks are not
removable from a Winchester drive, so format
compatibility is not that important.
A comparison of the two alternatives for 51
/4
in. disks (see table) gives no clear indication as
to which might have an advantage. Both require
about the same overhead, and both offer about
the same amount of storage capacity.
Supporting the continuous-servo approach is
Gordon Knight, director of optical products at
Maxtor Corp. in San Jose, Calif. "After looking at
Electronics/March 19, 1987

both schemes, Maxtor decided to support the continuous-servo format," he says, "because it will
be easier to build drives with faster access times
and disk rotational rates, and greater storage."
Backing up this view is the fact that the continuous-servo approach is better adapted to selfclocking modulation codes. The clock for timing
the writing or reading of data from a disk is
extracted from the data itself. Continuous-servo
proponents have settled on a2,7 run-length-limited (Rm.) code, which makes possible an increase
in density with no increase in the number of bits
written on the disk. Double-density recording
can be added in the future with pulse-width recording techniques, in which information is contained in the width of the written bit, as well as
in the absence or presence of a bit.
Hitachi America Inc. officially supports both
servo approaches, but aspokesman says that the
self-clocking feature of the continuous-servo
scheme adds to data reliability, because it eliminates data shifts resulting from changes in the
media. In the sampled-servo approach, clocking
OPTICAL-DISK RECORDING FORMATS: THERE'S NO CLEAR WINNER
Parameter
Sector size, bytes
Number of sectors per track
Bytes per sector
Bytes per track
Linear density, pm/bit

Continuous-servo
recording format

1,024

512

1,024

512

17

32

1,360

727

1,368

702

23,120

23,264

23,256

22,464

1.02

1.01

1.01

1.05

1,292

1,248

33.6

37.1

0

Servo data, bytes per track
Format overhead, %

Sampled-servo
recording format

32.8
SOURCE

0
42.0

17

32

AMERICAN NATIONAL. STANDARDS INSTITUTE

data is contained in the servo burst in the sector
header and interspersed within the data field.
Another advantage of the continuous-servo approach is that the read/write head is always
supplying feedback as to its position on the disk
surface, the Hitachi spokesman says. As the
head moves over the disk surface from one track
to another, it is constantly reading servo data.
In the sampled-servo approach, the read/write
head has to settle on a track and capture an
intermittent burst of servo data. But because the
continuous-servo head always has servo data, its
supporters claim that the drive can accelerate
and decelerate the head faster.
The opposing view is taken by Martin de Haan,
vice president of research and development at Laser Magnetic Storage International, a Colorado
Springs, Colo., joint venture of Philips International NV of Eindhoven, the Netherlands, and Control
Data Corp., Minneapolis, Minn. "We selected the
sampled format because we felt it was better for
accommodating future systems," he says.
The sampled-servo technique does not require
pregrooves, which are built into the media be83

fore the disk ever enters a drive. These pregrooves are particularly troublesome in the case
of magneto-optic media, making it much more
difficult build a reliable drive-media combination.
Drives built for the sampled-servo format "can
more easily handle a wide variety of different
media, including disks that will result from future advances in the technology," says Haan.

tion code developed by Neal Glover, president of
Data Systems Technology of Broomfield, Colo.,
which has become ade facto standard thanks to
its implementation as an integrated circuit by
Scientific Micro Systems.
The sampled-servo camp has achieved less accord, Lee reports. They have not agreed on modulation and ECC type. Optimem is holding out for
2,7 RLL with the Reed-Solomon code, while Sony
Corp. of America, Park Ridge, N. J., and Laser
ANSI's X3 B11 committee may have to
Magnetic Storage International want 4,15 modulation code with product-code error correction.
select both of the recording formats,
The ANSI X3 B11 committee has reaffirmed
because if it chooses just one, the losers the goal of having one standard, says Joseph
Zajaczkowski, chairman of the committee and exwill simply ignore the standard
ecutive vice president of Cherokee Data Systems
in Boulder, Colo. But he concedes the possibility
This is also important because at this stage, still exists that there will be two, because if the
nearly every media supplier takes a different committee selects one of the two proposals the
approach to optical media.
losers will simply ignore the standard.
The sampled-servo format will help drive-makThe lack of standards has not stopped enterers build the multifunction drives they are plan- prising companies from building products that
ning for the future. "With the multifunction use optical disks, although they have taken more
drive, the user can have mass storage using an time to develop. The petroleum industry, for inerasable optical disk, and he can load programs stance, has been willing to offload seismic data
and databases using optical read-only memory from magnetic tape, a highly standardized stor(0Rom)—the equivalent of the CD-ROM, but on a age medium, onto nonstandard optical disks.
disk with a51
4 -in. diameter," says Lawrence Fu/
In this application, asingle user must access a
jitani, director of marketing at Optimem of Sun- large amount of data on-line for a long time,
nyvale, Calif. The write-once disk would be used which used to mean tying up a large computer
for archival storage in this type of product.
system with multiple reels of tape. With optical
To accommodate read-only, write-once, and disks this application is now performed on a
erasable magneto-optic media requires a drive work station. One integrator innovating in this
with broad operating characteristics. Read-only market is Landmark Graphics Inc. of Houston.
types "have a reflectivity of between 70% and On Landmark's system (see fig. 2), each optical80%, while magneto-optic disks have areflectivity disk cartridge can contain the equivalent of
on the order of 30% to 40%," says Fujitani. Write- twelve 6,250-b/in, magnetic-tape reels—enough
once disks fall in between these two extremes.
for an average three-dimensional seismic survey.
The continuous-servo camp has arrived at a
Users, however, are concerned about going
unified standard format on track and sector fo- from the highly standard V2-in, tape medium to a
cusing, as well as tracking data and modulation largely nonstandard optical-disk medium without
code, says Gary Lee, manager of advanced de- second sources. That's why an ad hoc ANSI comvelopment at Scientific Micro Systems Inc., mittee has started to set up some logical format
Mountain View, Calif. They settled on 2,7 RLL standards for 12-in, optical disks. "Even if you
and the long-distance Reed-Solomon error-correc- do not have aphysical format that is compatible,
if there is alogical format, then the
media can appear transparent to
the operating system," says Larry
Fujitani of Optimem. "The logical
standard gives the system integrator astake in the ground that says
'here is an interface' between the
host software and what the integrator has to provide in the form of
a software driver."
In one approach, the optical disk
is treated as a file server for a
Wang system. "We decided not to
treat the optical disk as an alternative to tape," says Charles Bennett,
executive vice president at Image
2. DATA BASE. An optical-disk-based work station from Landmark Graphics gives the user access
Management Systems Inc. of Provito ahuge data base containing athree-dimensional seismic survey, freeing up amainframe.
dence, R. I. The company makes a
84
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12-in. optical-disk-drive subsystem, the Office Ar- cessing such data is to move the file containing
chiver 2000, that is integrated into a Wang per- the record onto magnetic disk and make all acsonal computer. The computer is connected to a cesses to the file from there.
larger Wang running under the Wang vs operatOptical disk systems have had their best sucing system.
cesses in an area not usually associated with
"Our system does not use the operating-sys- data processing: office automation. Optical
tem commands of Wang vs to access the optical drives have made inroads into document storage
disk," says Bennett. "Rather, we wrote our own and retrieval, where paper filing has been the
software, which stores files on the optical disk
just as they appear on a magnetic disk."
"The next version of our system will make the Optical-disk systems are having their
optical disk a true file server in a networked
environment," says Bennett. This version will tie biggest impact in document storage
the optical disk to a3200 work station from Sun and retrieval, especially with
Microsystems Inc. of Mountain View, Calif. A
Winchester will be used to cache frequently ac- the jukebox' type of disk handlers
cessed files from the optical drive, and users will
access the server over an Ethernet.
standard method and where microfilm also
A system with this kind of capabilities, the thrives. Large systems, such as the disk jukebox
7250 Series, is already available from Tallgrass from FileNet Corp. of Costa Mesa, Calif., that is
Technologies Corp. of Overland Park, Kan. (see capable of loading one of many optical disks into
fig. 3). "We devised three ways of putting data one of several drives, are typical of those going
on the disk," says Michael Kaufman, optical- into insurance and financial institutions.
products manager at the company. One way is
Systems like those FileNet sells serve other
for the system to directly write, or capture, to types of mass-storage applications that require
the disk, which is good for gathering data. A rapid access to large amounts of data: files of
second way is to write data to the magnetic-disk fingerprints in law-enforcement agencies, for excache. Information being frequently updated can ample. De La Rue hintrak Inc. of Anaheim,
be changed on the magnetic disk and then autoCalif., for example, sells an optical-disk-based
matically offloaded to the optical disk when ac- fingerprint storage system.
cesses to it become infrequent.
Jukebox systems are particularly suited to huge
A third method is to place files on the magnet- data bases such as fingerprint systems and docuic disk and let the user determine when to cap- ment systems for big companies. In addition to
ture data onto the optical disk for backup pur- FileNet, Cygnet Systems Inc. of Sunnyvale, Calif.,
poses. Like most other system integrators, Tall- makes optical-disk jukebox systems. "De La Rue
grass tried to keep the software that accesses
Printrak uses our Series 1800 expandable jukethe optical drive as transparent as possible to box," says Eva Marsh, product marketing managthe host operating system, which in this case is er at Cygnet Systems. Cygnet also sells its jukePC-DOS. "We had to add only one command—
box system to Kodak Corp., Rochester, N. Y.,
capture—to the basic DOS commands to accomwhich integrates it into the existing Kodak Informodate our optical drive," says Kaufman.
mation Management System. KIMS can combine
But the software for accessing optical-disk existing microfilm data bases with optical-disk
drives is, like the disks themselves, still not stan- data bases. Kodak's newest KIMS, introduced in
dardized. Add-on systems builders offer their March, uses 14-in. disks.
own solutions. "On the LX400 optical storage
subsystem we offer, we write software drivers
that make the optical disk look like a magneticdisk drive in the DEC environment," says Don
Murray, product manager at Emulex Corp. of
Costa Mesa, Calif.
One of the first computer companies to begin
providing software drivers for write-once drives
is Unisys, the company formed out of the merger of Burroughs Corp. of Detroit, Mich., and
Sperry Corp. of Blue Bell, Pa. The Unisys 5071
optical disk system, which uses the Hitachi
drives, ties directly to the company's 1100 mainframe block-multiplex channel, just as amagnetic drive would.
The software package allows the user to provide the basic functions to access a removable
optical disk. It can provide random access to 3. SERVER. Tallgrass Technologies has developed afile server that uses
records on the disk, but a faster method of ac-

a

Winchester drive as acache between the user and the optical-disk drive.
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NEW! Frequenzy range up to 400 kHz

Unmatched in Technology:
AC POWER ANALYZER D5155
AC/DC POWER ANALYZER D5135
of NORMA
Two well-know meters of the 04000
series (Multi-Functionmeter and Precision Wattmeter) have been enhanced
to create the new AC and AC/DC
POWER ANALYZERS.
AC POWER ANALYZER D5155
The new AC POWER ANALYZER D 5155
takes three-phase measurements of
active power, apparent power, power
factor, energy, active resistance, impedance current and voltage.
Up to 32 values are obtained from a
single measuring cycle (e. g. summation
values). The wide scope of ranges 65 V650 V and 0.1A-50A as well as the high
accuracy of 0.1% assure awide range of
applications in singlephase or polyphase systems.
Transformertesting -Version
The special version for transformertesting will in addition measure the
average value of all voltages, compute
their form factor and correct the measured unload power ,osses in compliance
with testing regulations. In case of
lower power factors (short-circuit losses) measurements are effected Lt
enhanced accuracy. This compact
measuring system is particularly suitable for testing large transformers.
Motortesting-Version
The special version for motor-testing
Circle 86 on reader service card

features three additional DC voltage
ir puts for connection of transcli..cers for
mains frequency, rpm and torque. This
compact measuring system acquires
and computes all major characteristic
quantities required in testing AC machines.
AC/DC POWER ANALYZER D 5135
The new AC/DC POWER ANALYZER
D5135 measures DC. AC and mixed
quantities. For current and voltage,
arithmetic mean, rectified mean and
TRUE RMS values are obtained, supplemented by active power, power factor,
active resistance and impedance.
The instrument measures DC components, AC components with their narmonics up to 400 kHz and the summation values.
User-Friendly
Microprocessors compute the measured values, check input and control the
measuring cycles. Remote control is
effected by IEEE 488 or IEC 625 Interface. An analog output permits graphic
recordings of measured values.
Wide range of applications
The accents are measurements in the
field of power electronics, on motors,
generators,
transformers,
welders,
phase cont'ols, power supplies ballast
devices etc.

A leader in meter design
New
technologies,
state-of-the-art
design and more than 60 years experience in electrical measuring instrument manufacture combine to guarantee quality and reliability.
Worldwide sales and service network
Our sales organization is in touch with
customers all over the world and ensures high workmanship in servicing. We
export to 70 countries.

NORMA
NORMA — first in precision!
NORMA Messtechnik, Optik, Elektronik
Gesellschaft m.b.H., A-2351 Wiener
Neudorf, Austria, Eumigweg 7, POB. 81,
Telephone (02236) 61 530-0, Telex7931 6,
79439, Cables: NORMAMETER WIEN

PRODUCT SPECIAL REPORT

WHAT'S NEW IN
SINGLE-BOARD COMPUTERS?

A SPATE OF BETTER MODELS
SPARK AN EXPLODING MARKET

A

decade ago, engineers who needed a
special-purpose, microprocessor-based Instead of building their own machines,
computer got it the old-fashioned way.
They built it. Today, they reach for a customers are buying board computers;
single-board-computer catalog. By packing more vendors offer faster, lower-priced models
and more computing power into their products,
single-board-computer companies have built a that are uncoupled from their buses
multimillion-dollar market serving engineers
who'd rather write applications software than
by Alexander Wolfe
put together the right machinery to run it.
The significant products in that market are Intel's Multibus Iand Motorola's vmEbus, with STD
bus, the IBM Corp. Pcbus, and the proprietary
Digital Equipment Corp. Q-bus also holding large
shares. A sixth contender, Multibus II, is coming
on strong, fueled by products from companies
such as Intel Corp. and Heurikon Corp.
Those products are competing for a market
that will climb from about $600 million in 1986 to
$2 billion in 1990 (see bar chart, opposite), according to Zebu Research Corp. vmEbus sales
will tally $460 million in sales by 1990; Multibus
II, $400 million, and Multibus I, $540 million,
says the Sunnyvale, Calif., market tracker. The
remaining $600 million will be shared by STD bus,
Pcbus and the various proprietary buses, including Q-bus (see pie chart, opposite).
The growth in the market will be fueled not
only by the introduction of faster board
computers, but also by the increasing
trend toward uncoupling microprocessors
from the buses for which they originally
were built. The trend is already picking
up steam: last year, Force Computers Inc.
mated Intel's 80386 with vmEbus, supported by Motorola Inc. Similarly, Heurikon,
of Madison, Wis., and Microbar Systems
Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif., have announced
Multibus II boards featuring Motorola's
32-bit 68020 microprocessor. The Heurikon
product is also pushing foward in speed,
running at a25-MHz clock rate, one of the
first to pass the 20-MHz mark.
As they get faster, board computers'
price/performance ratio will favor consumers, assuming the historical trend of
falling unit prices continues. According to
market researchers Dataquest Inc., San
Jose, Calif., the average selling price has BUILDING STEAM. Single-board computers have become the engineer's choice for
dropped from $1,480 in 1982 to an average turbocharging avariety of systems and will be a$2 billion market by 1990.
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RAPID GROWTH PROJECTED WORLDWIDE FOR SINGLE-BOARD COMPUTERS
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of about $1,000 today. The most powerful products command prices in the $4,000 to $6,000
range. Alternatives with lower prices will be
available from mature product lines such as Multibus I, particularly when those products are
based on 16-bit processors.
And now emerging are new categories of single-board computers. These products offer capabilities beyond simple computing power, based
on compatibility with personal computer software. They are paving the way for a class of
application-specific single-board computers, dedicated to particular functions.
At the moment, high-performance, 32-bit Multibus II and vmEbus products are grabbing
much of the limelight. The interest in them is
spurred by users' desires to take advantage of
the power of Intel's 80386 and Motorola's 68020.
Multibus II multiplexes addresses and data on
its master parallel system bus and uses a synchronous communications protocol. vmEbus, with
both 16- and 32-bit data paths, is nonmultiplexed
and uses asynchronous protocols. Multibus II is
generally considered best for multiprocessor applications; vmEbus for process control.
Intel has combined the 80386 and Multibus II
in the iSBC 386/100, a building block for multiprocessing systems. The iSBC 386/100 serves as
master to other board computers connected to
the parallel system bus.
Standing alone, the iSBC 386/100 offers impressive performance, with a 64-K-byte memory

1,600

1,800

2,000
SOURCE

2,200

ZEBU RESEARCH CORP.

cache helping achieve zero-wait-state operation
at 16 MHz for memory input/output cycles. Dualport dynamic random-access memory in expansion boards is available up to 4megabytes. Programs are stored in the 128-K bytes of electrically programmable read-only memory.
The first 80386-vmEbus combination comes
from Force Computers, Los Gatos, Calif. (see
fig. 1). The SYS80K/CPU-386 is Force's first
venture not based on Motorola's 68000 family.
The CPU-386's 2megabytes of high-speed DRAM
make possible zero-wait-state operation for memory I/O. Address pipelining is used for both local
memory and vmEbus access for improved performance. Four EPROM sockets for 512-K bytes are
available for user-supplied firmware. To aid
firmware development, Forcebug/386, a debugging package with an assembler/disassembler,
benchmark routines, macro facilities, and floating-point coprocessor support is included.
Heurikon stayed with Motorola processors in
its Multibus II product. Its 68020-equipped
HK68/M220 has four 32-bit direct-memory-access
channels, allowing transfer rates of 16 megabytes/s in 16.5-MHz systems. Up to 4megabytes
of RAM, 256-K bytes of EPROM, and 128-K bytes of
nonvolatile RAM are available.
Microbar Systems also went with a68020-Multibus II combination. Its MT68020 can be
equipped with either a 12.5- or 16.67-MHz 68020.
It has 1 megabyte of high-speed dual-ported
DRAM. Memory expansion modules can increase

WHAT MAKES UP THE WORLD MARKET FOR SINGLE-BOARD COMPUTERS
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that amount to 16 megabytes.
The Motorola chip's popularity extends to both Multibus II and VMEbus--more than 20 companies use
the 68020 for 32-bit vmEbus products. Fastest is the 25-MHz VMPU4M from Dual Systems Corp.,
Berkeley, Calif., executing some 7
million instructions/s. A 68851 memory-management unit and 68881
floating-point coprocessor supplement that power. Zero-wait-state operation is obtained through a software-selectable logical data-instruc- 1. FULL FORCE. The SYS80K/CPU-386 from Force Computers has 2megabytes
tion cache. Four megabytes of mem- of high-speed DRAM, allowing zero-wait-state operation in aVMEbus format.
ory can be accessed within 115 ns;
the cycle time is 200 ns. A board-to-board mailbox dale, N.Y., is billed as the first high-performance
interrupt lets multiple boards interrupt one anoth- vmEbus product based on the 80286. Running at
er and transfer data and control.
8MHz, it features 512-R bytes of dual-port memoDual's speed title will be challenged by Gener- ry with no wait states, on-chip memory manageal Micro Systems Inc. in the third quarter of ment, areal-time clock, two bootstrapped EPROM
1987 with a 30-MHz version of its GMSV07. sockets for up to 64-R bytes of program storage,
Based on the 68020 and vmEbus, it now operates and two RS-232-C serial communications ports.
at 16-, 20-, or 25-MHz clock speeds. It has 1mega- An 80287 coprocessor provides added mathematibyte of zero-wait-state static RAM selectable for cal muscle.
either dual-port or processor-only use, on-board
The VMEx 286 comes complete with full operexpansion ports for another 4 megabytes of ating system support. For single-user applicaDRAM, and seven-level interrupt handling to sup- tions, Microsoft Corp.'s MS-DOS and iRMX are
port multiprocessing applications.
available. Xenix is supplied as the multiuser opAlso in the high-speed VME class is the latest erating system. Software support in the form of
offering from PEP Modular Computers Inc., development tools is also available.
Pittsburgh, Pa. Running at a choice of 16.7-MHz
or 12.5-MHz clock speeds, the VMPM68KC con- QUICK TESTING
sists of two circuit boards piggybacked to create
Mizar Inc., St. Paul, Minn., bases its offering
one single-height microcomputer board set. One on support for hardware designers. Its VME8115
board contains the main central-processing-unit contains a 16-bit 68010 microprocessor operating
circuitry; the second houses memory chips. That at 10 or 12.5 MHz, 512-R bytes of zero-wait-state,
split results in higher system performance, be- dual-port DRAM, 128-Kbytes of Rom, two RS-232cause the CPU and memory card communicate C serial ports, and afull system controller. Durover alocal bus, reducing the number of access- ing prototyping, engineers can add their own
es that would be made to the vmEbus if an components on an expansion board for rapid
external memory card were used. In addition to testing of new designs. Tied together by a96-pin
the basic 68020 CPU, the boards also feature a DIN connector, the VME8115 and expansion
68881 floating-point coprocessor; 1 megabyte of board share a non-buffered interface for speedy
zero-wait-state, dual-port static RAM; and four 32- transfer of data and control commands.
pin sockets holding up to 512-R bytes of ROM.
Though less glamorous than Multibus II and
Motorola's own offering in vmEbus boards is vmEbus, Multibus Iis still going strong. A nonthe 20-MHz MVME133A-20, an all-in-one micro- multiplexed and asynchronous design built to
computer board combining the 68020, a 68881 handle 8 bits, it has since been upgraded to 16
floating-point coprocessor, and 1 megabyte of bits. And recently several new products have
RAM. Two RS-232-C serial ports, one serial debug brought 32-bit microprocessor power to the Mulport, three 8-bit timers, a real-time clock, and tibus Iworld.
four sockets for EPROM or ROM round out the list
Among them are four new 80386 Multibus I
of hardware features. Software developers will introductions from Intel itself. The boards, desigbe interested in the board's Versados real-time nated the iSBC 386/21, /22, /24, and /28 offer 1,
operating system, which incorporates drivers for 2, 4, and 8 megabytes of memory, respectively.
Motorola's companion line of vmEbus peripheral All run at 16-MHz clock speed. Each can expand
controller boards.
its memory to 16 megabytes via add-on modules.
As impressive as the 32-bit chips are, many
STD bus, another mature contender, also still
users will want lower-cost products. For them, holds considerable commercial sway. Since its
Inters 16-bit 80286 and Motorola's 68010 micro- introduction in 1978, the bus has kept pace with
processors are widely used by designers. The each generation in processor design, moving
VMEx 286 from Iskra Electronic Inc., Farming- from the 8-bit Zilog Corp. Z80 to Inters 8-/16-bit
Electronics! March 19, 1987
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8088. Designed for factory floor applications,
STD bus has long been considered rugged and
reliable. Today, it has perhaps the broadest
range of products of any available bus standard,
with support from more than 150 vendors.
To make their products stand out, STD manufacturers are looking to easy applications development. One recent example of that trend is the
890 CPU card from Octagon Systems Corp.,

Board computers increasingly will move
from general-purpose microcomputers
toward those tailored to functions such as
communications or network control
Westminster, Colo. The board comes complete
with STD Basic, featuring floating-point commands for use in real-time control and data
acquisition.
The 890 CPU hardware is based on the 4-MHz
Zilog Z80A microprocessor. Also featured are
two fully independent asynchronous serial I/O
channels and a countertimer with four 8-bit
channels. Memory consists of four sockets that
can hold 64-R bytes of RAM and EPROM.
Another STD bus standout comes from Thomson Components-Mostek Corp. The Carrollton,
Texas, semiconductor maker offers no less than
six board computers. Built around Z80-compatible microprocessors, the boards are aimed at
minicomputer designers. Leading that lineup is
the MDX-CPU4. On-board are five 28-pin sockets
that can accept awide range of EPROM, SRAM, or
ROM chips, a Centronics printer interface as well
as a full-handshake RS-232-C I/o port. Also included are bidirectional power-on-reset, allowing
operation with power-fail controllers and two
programmable 8-bit timers. Mostek's MDXCPU3, CPU2B, and CPUlA contain differing
combinations of those features. Its MDX-MATH
board, based on the AM9511A Arithmetic Pro-

2. FACTORY FLOOR. Computer Dynamics Inc. bills its CPU-188 as the perfect
control link between the factory floor and the engineer's desk.
90

cessing Unit, brings high-powered numbercrunching to the STD bus. At the low end, the
MD-SBC1 is a complete Z80-based microcomputer on atiny 4.5-by-6.5-in. module, though it is not
bus-expandable.
Computer Dynamics Inc., Greer, S. C., is bringing compatibility with software for the IBM Personal Computer to the STD bus with its CPU-188
(see fig. 2). The CPU-188, boasting a 16-bit 80188
microprocessor and 1megabyte of on-board RAM,
is billed as the perfect control link between the
factory floor and the engineer's desk. In atypical
application, a design engineer will develop software on the PC, download and test the program
on the CPU-188, then burn the program into
EPROM. The EPROMS are installed on a CPU-188,
which then assumes the factory-control task.
PCs are the foundation for another bus competitor's success. PCbus has become a potent force
by virtue of the IBM PC's success. Expansion
cards—providing enhanced graphics, video, and
disk storage capabilities—plug into the PC bus
using edge connectors inside the machine. Since
PCs already have aCPU as their central element,
board computers for the Pcbus must provide
more than simple computing power.
One such Pcbus product comes from Alloy
Computer Products Inc., Framingham, Mass. Its
PC-Slave/16 is an add-in board fitted with an
80286 microprocessor and 1 megabyte of RAM.
The board enables users to create clusters, or a
network-like group, of terminals that share data
and peripherals with ahost IBM PC. This clustering approach offers a low-cost alternative to establishing networks of fully configured PCs. Machines are added to the cluster by installing a
PC/Slave-16 and connecting an asynchronous
terminal to the board. Clusters of up to 31 users
can operate from a single PC.
In designing microcomputers, Pcbus manufacturers are also offering alternatives to the standard PC AT motherboard. Faraday Electronics,
Sunnyvale, Calif., has introduced one such option, the FE3010. Intended as a CPU, the board
contains only 40% fewer components than atypical AT motherboard. As aresult, it is 80% smaller and 70% less power-hungry than those boards.
Using proprietary ICs, the FE3010 has equivalent
power to an 80286-equipped board and supports
6-MHz, 8-MHz, and 10-MHz clock speeds. It can
accommodate both 256-R and 1-Mb DRAM and includes 15 interrupt channels, three timer channels, and seven direct-memory-access channels.
Both the PC/Slave-16 and the FE3010 are examples of a trend which will solidify over the
next few years: the development of the application-specific board. A result of the ability of
semiconductor manufacturers to integrate more
and more functions onto silicon, future product
introductions will move away from general-purpose microcomputers and toward those tailored
to functions, notably—as in the case of the PC/
Slave-16—communications or network control. CI
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Thanks
to the Library,
American dance
has taken great
leaps forward.

MASS PRODUCTION/130mm WORM DISK
"Chemitronics" combines advanced chemical and electronic technology.
Our unique chemitronic technology produces optical recording disks

American dance is more
popular than ever, and one of the
reasons is The New York Public
Library's Dance Collection.
Choreographer Eliot Feld
says the Library at Lincoln Center is "as vital a workroom as
my studio." Agnes de Mille says,
"the revival of any work is dependent on access to the Library's Dance Collection."
And they're not the only
ones. For dancers and choreographers everywhere, over 37,000
volumes, 250,000 photographs,
and an enormous film archive
have been essential elements in
the renaissance of American
dance.
That's just one way The
New York Public Library's resources serve us. The Library
offers plays and puppet shows
for children, programs for the
elderly and disabled, extensive
foreign language and ethnic collections, and scientific journals
vital to the business community.
Again and again, the Library enriches our lives.

The New York Public Library
WHERE THE
AN

OPEN

FUTURE
BOOK

IS

with high reliability and

ow cost volume production, and is used at

our ultramodern Harima plant to manufacture the optical recording
disk (WORM).
These laser-road lege-capacity storage disks have many information
storage applications ranging from external memory for computers to
office automation to video recording and herald a new stage in the
information revolution.

DAICEL CI-EMICAL INDUSTRIES, LTD.
Tokyo Head Office: 8-1. Kasumigaseki 3-chome. Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan
Phone: (03) 507-:3112 ¡Optical Disk Divitior]

—elex:

222-4632 DA10EL J

Facsimile: [031593-2708
Daicel [U.S.A.] Inc.: 611 West 6th Street Suite 2152 Los Angeles, CA 90017, U.S.A.
Phone: (213)629-3656/3657
Daicel [Europe] GmbH: konigsallee 92a, 4000 Dusseldorf I. FR. Germany
Phone (0211)134158
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US. Savings Bonds Now Earn 7.02%
U.S. Savings Bonds now
earn market-based interest
rates—like money market
accounts. So you're guaranteed
acompetitive return no matter
what happens to interest rates!
All you need to do is hold your
Bonds for five years.
For more information, call
toll-free 1-800-US-BONDS.
Bonds held less than five years earn a'nee. rate.

SAVINGS BONDS
A pub ic servi eof this publication

Freon®
Solvent
Cleaners
Select from high-purity
Freon® based solvent
cleaners anti-static sprays;
flux removers; conformal
coatings; release agents
and more.

•
Freon® Flux
Removers

Formulated for removal
of all types of organic flux
from PCB's and other
electronic assemblies. Add
our unique Cobra® Solvent
Spray Brush to convert the
aerosols into efficient
spot-cleaning systems.

Wet Padem

Use convenient Wet PadTM
high-purity pre-moistened
solvent wipes. Freon®
based cleaning solvents,
CRT cleaners, and contact
cleaners/lubricants are a
few of the chemicals
offered in Wet Pad?",

Aero-Duster®

A dry, non-toxic,
non-flammable gas for
removing microscopic dust
and oxide particles from
tape heads, PCB's, optics
and electronic assemblies.

Conformal
Coatings

Conformal
Coating
Strippers

Since coating requirements
are not the same for all
applications, we offer you a
choice of silicone, urethane,
acrylic or varnish conformal
coatings. All of our coatings
provide excellent electrical
insulation and moisture
resistance. Available in
convenient aerosol form.

Specially formulated for the
removal of M-S coatings.
Safely dissolves acrylic,
urethane, silicone and
varnish coatings without
damage to most electronic
components. We also offer
strippers for epoxy systems

el

Miller-Stephenson Chemical Co., Inc.
Los Angeles 12261 Foothill Blvd., Sylmar, CA 91342 (818) 896-4714
Chicago 6348 Oakton St., Morton Grove, IL 60053 (312) 966-2022

Danbury George Washington Hwy., Danbury, Conn., 06810 (203) 743-4447
Toronto 514 Carlingview Dr., Rexdale, Ontario M9W 5R3 (416) 675-3204

Freon®
Solvents

Contact/
Connector
Cleaners

Choose quart, gallon or
5-gallon sizes from our
complete range of highpurity Freon® solvents for
ultrasonic or bulk degreasing
procedures. Residues are as
low as 2ppm.

Safely remove dirt and
oxide build-up on tape
heads, gold fingers and
connectors. Choose
Magnetic Tape Head
Cleaner or Contact Re-Nu®
in convenient aerosol
or Wet Pad. Also available
with protective lubricants.

Freezing/Fault
Isolation
Products

Fluorocarbon
Release
Agents

Use our high-purify
Quik-Freeze® for fault
isolation, low temperature
testing and component
protection during soldering/desoldering. Also
available in anti-static form
for use on sensitive
micro circuits.

Select a fluorocarbon
release agent for room
temperature processing or
heated molding application.
These Teflon® type release
agents contain no silicone
oils and do not noticeably
transfer to molded parts.
Available in convenient
aerosol or bulk packaging.

• Freon is DuPont's registered trademark for its fluorocarbon compounds.

TRY IT.
We're certain that
once you try our
high-purity
chemicals, you'll
want to keep using
them. For complete
product literature
and free samples,
please fill out the
coupon or call
203-743-4447. For
technical service
call 800-992-2424.
8-4 Eastern Time.

Wet Pad'

Aerosol

Teflon is o registered trademark of Du Pont.

e

Registered trademark of Miller-Sfeahenson Chemical Co., Inc

MAIL TO: Miller-Stephenson Chemical Co., Inc.
George Washington Highway
Danbury, Connecticut 06810

D Freon®

Solvent Cleaners

IJ Wet Pads'

NAME
TITLE/DEPT.

• Freon® Solvents
• Contact/Connector Cleaners
• Freon® Flux Removers

COMPANY
ADDRESS

▪ Aero-Duster®
• Freezing/Fault Isolation Products
• Fluorocarbon Release Agents

D Conformal Coatings
D Conformal Coating Strippers

Los Angeles 12261 Foothill Boulevard, Sylmar, CA 91342 (818) 896-4714
Chicago 6348 Oakton Street, Morton Grove, IL 60053 (312) 966-2022
Danbury George Washington Highway, Danbury, Conn. 06810 (203) 743-4447
Toronto 514 Carlingview Drive, Rexdale, Ontario M9W 5R3 (416)675-3204

Bulk

miller-stephenson
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Time is Money.
Time lost is profit lost.
• Slipped development schedules.
• Lengthy prototype cycles.
• Product/process obsolescence.
• Late market entry.
• Competitors as 2nd sources.

Orbit lets you recover lost time.
Guaranteed 10 or 15 day delivery
to recover slipped schedules.
Advanced processes include
CMOS, CCD, Analog CMOS, and
Radiation Tolerant. And because
Orbit is strictly afoundry, we are
aguaranteed noncompetitive
second source.
For more information on how
Orbit's services can help you
recover lost time, call Gary
Kennedy, President. Before it
gets any later. 1230 Bordeaux
Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94089.
TWX 910-339-9307, FAX (408)
747-1263. Or call (800) 331-4617,
in California (800) 647-0222,
(408) 744-1800.

SEMICONDUCTOR, INC.
A subsidiary of Orbit Instrument Corporation.

What others promise, we guarantee.
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TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH

p

acking complex artificial-intelligence applications into the tight spaces within
military equipment is now possible
thanks to anew chip and anew system
from Texas Instruments Inc. Billed as the first
microprocessor designed for executing software
written in the AI language Lisp, TI'S 32-bit Lisp
processor chip is the heart of the Artificial Intelligence Embedded System, or Aries—a set of
system modules now under development at TI
that form a shoebox-sized computer with the
power to handle real-time symbolic processing.
The Lisp chip is a slimmed-down and soupedup version of the central processing unit in TI's
Explorer work station, apopular AI system. It is
fitted into a6.58-by-5.88-in. military-style module
that forms the Aries processor (see fig. 1), one
of its five function modules. The others, also
6.58-by-5.88 in., are the memory, memory mapper
and cache, MIL-STD-1553B bus interface, and maintenance and diagnostic modules. A power supply and system-interconnect card complete the
system.
The modular design enables Aries systems to
be customized for a wide variety of processing
needs. For example, they can be fitted with multiple processor modules, as well as circuit boards
containing conventional microprocessors. In addition, multiple Aries can be tied together in a
network to handle applications requiring distributed computing. The modules themselves are
built to withstand the rugged environmental requirements of military specifications. They make
extensive use of mil-spec chips as well as conventional surface-mounted integrated circuits
and components.
The Lisp processor chip (see fig. 2) integrates
more than 60% of the circuitry of the two-board
CPU of the Explorer, but TI managers say it is
five times more powerful than the Explorer's
CPU. TI used a 1.2-µm double-level-metal cmos
process to cram 553,687 transistors onto a 1-cm2
piece of silicon. Packed in acustom, 264-pin grid
array, the Lisp chip is the densest microprocessor ever produced, according to TI.
The first prototype chip will operate with a
clock cycle of 40 ns; that will improve to 30 ns in
the next version. Controlling that operation is a
microcoded architecture compatible with the Explorer system. Microcode resides in an off-chip
32-K-by-64-bit writable control store.
In the Aries system, the processor module incorporates afour-stage pipeline to allow the execution of one microinstruction per clock cycle.
Two pipeline stages perform microinstruction
fetches, allowing sufficient time for off-chip accesses. The third pipeline stage reads the internal memories, while the fourth performs the actual computations. Since the single-ported memories, designated A and NI, and the PDL, or pushdown list, memory can be read every cycle, the
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TI PUTS ITS LISP CHIP INTO
A SYSTEM FOR MILITARY Al
results of the calculations cannot be directly
written back into these memories. Instead, they
are written into 4-word associative buffers until
a free write-cycle is available.
The chip also includes a macroinstruction prefetch queue. This queue further speeds operation by allowing frequently used routines, which
consist of several microinstructions, to be called
and executed at one macroinstruction per clock
cycle.
Because Lisp programs are memory-intensive,
memory occupies a relatively large portion-233
1.tm 2—of the CPU chip. On chip, there are six
random-access memories providing atotal of 114
K of cache and intermediate storage, as well as
16 K of read-only memory used for microcode
and initialization software. The RAms are supported with individual refresh counters as well
as a master refresh-period timer.
The remainder of the chip is occupied by control logic and the data path. The control-logic
section is implemented by a regular array of
domino and static gates. A novel design for the
arithmetic logic unit was used in the data path,
resulting in faster ALU throughput. The ALU and
a 32-bit barrel shifter/masker make up the execution unit. The 1-K-by-32-bit A memory provides
one source for this execution unit, while several
registers, the 64-word-by-32-bit NI memory, and
the 1-K-word push-down-list stack memory drive
the other input.
Main memory for the Aries system is provided
by the memory module. A single Aries memory
module contains eight megabytes of storage. Up
to eight of these modules can be attached to a

1. COMPACT LISP. The processor module is one of the five basic 6.58-by-5.88in. military-style modules in Aries.
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the Aries processor. Internal communication among the Aries modules is done
over the 32-bit NuBus, astandardized bus
œ
structure developed at the Massachusetts
A-WRITE
V)
.—
ARITHMETIC
BUFFER
A-MEMORY
CD
Institute of Technology and also used in
LOGIC UNIT
1.1.1
1-K X 32 BITS
CC
the Explorer work station.
The maintenance and diagnostic module
CC
1.1.1
implements akey requirement of the milicn
BARREL
M WRITE
tary environment—the ability to isolate
SHIFTER
M-MEMORY
BUFFER
64 X 32 BITS
system faults so that failed boards can be
located and replaced rapidly. In operation,
the maintenance and diagnostic module
s_11 PUSHDOWN!
LIST-WRITE
connects to an external host computer,
BUFFER
_1 PUSH-DOWN
LIST STACK
which can be either an Aries or an ExplorMEMORY
1-K X 32 BITS
er, that controls the test sequences. The
maintenance and diagnostic module also
allows Aries applications programs to be
STACK POINTERS
debugged from the host computer.
MICRO PROGRAM
ANO EFFECTIVECOUNTER STACK
ADDRESS
To control the execution of AI applica64 X 32 BITS
GENERATOR
tions, Aries is equipped with a complete
software environment geared to military
1
MEMORY-ADDRESS
AND EFFECTIVEcomputing. At the heart of that software
DISPATCH
ADDRESS
M CRO PC
y.
MEMORY
is the Aries run-time support environGENERATOR
PIPE
25K X 18 BITS
ment. Providing real-time control flexibility, the run-time support allows the Aries
MEMORY-DATA
REGISTER
to respond to software interrupts within
100 ¡Ls. Rapid response to interrupts is
MICROINSTRUCTION
critical
in real-time systems, where literal,DATA
ly thousands of interrupts can occur durMACRO
INSTRUCTION
ing every second of CPU operation.
PREFETCH QUEUE
MICRO-PC
Also included in the run-time support is
ADDRESS
MEMORY
extensive
support for garbage collection,
00D/EVEN
MEMORY
ADDRESS
DATA
on which Lisp-based systems rely heavily,
as ameans of freeing the vast amount of
memory they need to store information
2. LISP CHIP. TI's 1.2-,um double-level-metal-CMOS Lisp processor chip
used to track and manage the operation
crams 553,687 transistors onto a 1-cm 2 piece of silicon.
of an applications program. Without
system, providing a total of 64 megabytes of speedy garbage collection, that memory would
memory space. Provision for Aries operation in soon fill up, and the applications program would
tough military environments comes in the form grind to ahalt. Besides handling garbage collecof error-correcting features built into the tion in a timely fashion, the Aries software is
designed to run without causing any interruption
modules.
Help for memory operation comes from the to the operation of the Aries applications promemory mapper and cache module. One half of gram, aparticularly difficult feat given the realthis module contains a high-speed data cache time requirements of the system.
Applications software intended for execution
that provides intermediate storage for memory
data requested by the processor, reducing traffic on Aries will first be developed on the Explorer
on the Aries bus and thereby increasing proces- system and then down-loaded into Aries through
sor throughput. The other half is devoted to the the maintenance and diagnostic module. The sysmemory mapper. Using an address map, the tem's capabilities are intended to benefit applicamapper translates virtual addresses generated tions developers who need to "put militarized AI
by the processor into physical addresses used to into a real-time system," according to Marvin
Applewhite, TI'S manager of military computing
access memory.
The MIL-STD-1553B bus interface module allows systems at the company's Data Systems and EnAries to interface to external devices that com- gineering Group. As such, it will run expert sysmunicate over adata bus using the MIL-STD-1553B tems for diagnostics and maintenance of aircraft
bus standard. Because of its wide use in military as well as electronic warfare applications.
A demonstration Aries is scheduled for late
electronics, MIL-STD-1553B is necessary if Aries is
to connect with other machines typically present this year, with the first production prototypes
on an aircraft, ship, or tank. In addition to man- slated for early 1989. A complete -system, weighaging normal data transfers, this module can ing in at between 26 and 30 lbs., will cost roughhandle "exception" conditions such as asynchro- ly $100,000, though prices are expected to decline
-Alexander Wolfe
nous events or errors without intervention by after production gears up.
CC
L.

LL1
CC
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A

n ongoing challenge to companies that
build equipment conforming to MILSTD-1750A, the instruction-set standard
governing embedded computers for
military systems, is how to boost performance
without losing 1750A compatibility. To meet that
challenge, the United Technologies Microelectronics Center in Colorado Springs has come up
with a high-performance 1750A microprocessor
based on a reduced-instruction-set-computer architecture.
The UT1750AR (see fig. 1) is the first high-performance, 32-bit RISC processor that supports the
complete MIL-STD-1750A Instruction Set Architecture. It is the first member of a planned family
of 1750A and B processors and support peripherals from United Technologies, with all the processors designed to take advantage of the RISC
approach to design. Using RISC, which provides a
simple, efficient, and easily built architecture, is
fast becoming an effective and increasingly popular way to emulate older architectures and at
the same time increase their performance and
lower their cost.
The processor, constructed from 1.5-ion cmos
gate arrays, operates in two modes—as a 1750A
emulator and in its native RISC mode. Executing
a benchmark using a mix of the standard, digital, avionics-instruction-set operations, the 12MHz UT1750AR delivers a throughput of 0.75 million instructions/s. In its RISC mode, it runs 6
mips. The performance of the native RISC machine is available to the 1750A systems designer
through the MIL-STD-1750A built-in-function opcode.
The processor supports normal bus-cycle operation, direct memory access and arbitration operation, and extensive exception handling. The exception handling is accomplished through 16 levels of vectored interrupts. In the 1750A mode, the
machine supports the standard instruction-set
and data formats. In its native RISC mode, it has
three basic instruction formats for both 16- and
32-bit instructions—register-to-register, registerto-short-immediate, and register-to-immediate
instructions.
Operating in the MIL-STD-1750A mode, the
UT1750AR requires 8-K bytes (4-K by 16 bits) of
read-only memory to map the 1750A instruction
set into the native RISC machine language instructions. Each MIL-STD-1750A opcode has aRISCcode macro in the external ROM. When this macro is executed by the microprocessor, it performs
the function of the standard 1750A instruction
that is being emulated. In a general system architecture, the emulation ROM is isolated from
the system's instruction and data memory, and it
can be accessed only by the microprocessor (see
fig. 2).
The native RISC mode of the UT1750AR executes
most RISC instructions in two clock cycles. Its
Electronics/March 19, 1987

BOOSTING MIL-SPEC CHIP
PERFORMANCE WITH RISC
peak speed of 6 mips is an effective execution
rate for real-time applications. This native RISC
mode performance is usable in two ways. In the
1750A emulation mode, 1750A source-code programs can call the built-in-function opcode to
access RISC code for fast real-time processing
when required. In addition, the processor can be
programmed and operated purely as a RISC
machine.
The UT1750AR'S register-based architecture provides extensive register support, with 16 general-purpose 16-bit registers, four 16-bit accumulators that can also be used as general-purpose
registers, and 16 special registers. The large register set available to the instructions reduces the
memory references required. Programmers will
typically use these registers for such activities
as temporary storage in arithmetic and logical
functions, program-flow control, fault detection,
monitoring processor status, controlling the
built-in universal asynchronous transceiver, and
controlling exception handling.
Register flexibility is provided by allowing the
concatenation of the 16 general-purpose registers and the four 16-bit accumulators into eight
32-bit registers and two 32-bit accumulators. All
of the registers can be used either as the source

1. MILITARY RISC. The UT1750AR from United Technologies uses a RISC
architecture in aCMOS microprocessor to boost performance.
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signals are the bus-request input, the busMIL-STD 1750A
grant-acknowledge
outMEMORY
put, bus request, and busgrant signals.
When, during a bus cyINSTRUCTIONS
OPERAND DATA 16 BITS :*
RISC DATA 16 BITS
cle, the processor first reEMULATION
UT1750AR
ROM
CONTROL
quests access to the data
MICROPROCESSOR
4 K BY 16 BITS
bus, the bus-grant signal
RISC ADDRESS 20 BITS
is sampled on every rising
OPERAND ADDRESS 16 BITS
edge of the clock until it
DATA
is asserted, indicating that
the bus is free. The processor becomes the new
bus master and locks out
all other contenders by asserting the bus-grant-ac2. MAPPING. To run MIL-STD-1750A computer codes, the UT1750AR requires a4-K-byte-by
knowledge-output
sig16-bit ROM to map the 1750A instructions into the RISC machine language instructions.
nal—the bus-busy signal.
While the processor controls the bus, aseries of
or the destination for any register operation.
The 16 specialized registers on the chip include normal bus cycles can occur. It retains control
a stack pointer, instruction counter, instruction- until another device (or processor) asserts the
counter-save register, instruction register, sta- bus-request-input signal and takes over as the
tus-word register, fault register, interrupt-mask new bus master.
When priority operations have to take place,
register, pending-interrupt register, configuration register, UART transmit and receive regis- the processor's interrupt- or exception-handling
ters, and five 1750A special registers for the MIL- system comes into play. Of the 16 prioritized
interrupts, 10 interrupts are external, with eight
STD-1750A mode of operation.
The 1750A registers are a16-bit register to hold of these interrupts open to definition by the
the prefetched 1750A instruction, a program reg- user. The six internal interrupts are used by the
ister for holding the current instruction, a pro- processor. The UT1750AR interrupts are controlled
gram counter for the address of the current in- by software.
An interrupt can be enabled at any time during processor operation. As long as it is masked,
The UT1750AR provides extensive
its corresponding bit in the interrupt-mask register is set, and it is ignored. The highest priority
register support: 16 general-purpose
interrupts—the power-down sequence and execu16-bit registers, four 16-bit accumulators, tive-call interrupt—cannot be masked nor
disabled.
and 16 specialized registers.
The UT1750AR has three basic instruction formats that support both 16-bit and 32-bit instrucstruction, and two 1750A timer registers. The tim- tions—register-to-register operations; register-toer registers, TA and TB, are 16-bit interval timers short-immediate instructions, in which a5-bit immediate field is the source; and a register-toas defined in the military standard.
However useful a large register set is for immediate format with a 16-bit immediate-value
keeping operations within the processor, many data field. The first two types are 16-bit instrucoperations still require external access or control tions, and the third type of format is 32-bit
through memory references, input/output opera- instructions.
The United Technologies engineers have
tions, or handling interrupts. The UT1750AR microprocessor handles these external operations shown just how much functionality can be
in three ways: through normal bus cycle opera- stuffed onto a board when parts like the
tion, direct-memory-access operation, and excep- UT1750AR microprocessor are available. They
have built a MIL-STD-1750A-emulation board prodtion handling.
During normal bus-cycle operation, the bus uct that consists of a UT1750AR chip, emulation
performs one of four possible operations: memo- ROM, amemory-management unit, and aMIL-STDry read or write or I/O read or write. The bus 1553B bus controller and remote-terminal interface on one vmEbus-size card.
cycle requires three clock periods.
The design is an example of the types of prodDirect-memory-access operations are used for
bus arbitration functions when more than one ucts that achip like the UT1750AR can make posdevice needs control of the bus. This is especially sible. It illustrates that the 1750A RISC microimportant when multiple processors are in the processor chip is alikely candidate to become the
system. There are four control signals for man- CPU of choice for board-level MIL-STD-1750A em-Tom Manuel
aging the bus and preventing contention. These bedded computers.
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Score A Winning Touchdown
with UMC

With backing from
UNITED MICROELECTRONICS CORPORATION, one
of cur customers scored a winning
touchdown with a voice control IC last
year. He netted a profit of 2.5 million dollars on
just one product. This is one of the many examples of
how UMC helps its customers score financial goals.
UMC scored its first touchdown by becoming profitable 6 months
after it went into operation and has been making a profit and registering
r phenomenal sales growth annually since then. Last year, 4 quarters of
penalties left most companies sitting on the bench and several others were
ejected from the game. UMC, however, still romped to a sales growth rate of 24.4%,
which was the fourth best in the world and outscored 92% of the IC industry.
If you want to be on a winning team, go with a proven winner

¡rim

UMC.

UNITED MICROELECTRONICS CORPORATION

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS: NO. 3, INDUSTRIAL EAST THIRD ROAD SCIENCE BASED INDUSTRIAL PARK, HSINCHU CITY. TAIWAN, REPUBLIC OF CHINA
SALES OFFICE: 9TH FLOOR. NO. 201-26, TUNHUA NORTH ROAD TAIPEI, TAIWAN. REPUBLIC OF CHINA TEL (02)7152455 TLX 28560 UMCTPE FAX (02) 7166291
U.S.A. HEADQUARTERS: NMC CORPORATION
3054 SCOTT BLVD. SANTA CLARA, CA95054 U.S.A. TEL 408-7279239 TLX 172730 NMC SNTA FAX: 408-9700548
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LOOK TOTHE LEADER FOR
THE VISIONPOWERYou NEED.
system with the VisionPower requirements to meet your
application needs.
IRI serves wide-ranging applications.
Name your application. Inspecting electronic components and
sub assemblies. Performing robot guidance. Package reading.
Flaw detection. Optical character recognition (OCR). Gauging
and mechanical assembly inspection. IRI has asystem
specifically for you.
New IRI VisionPower focused on the future.
Now, IRI's SUPRA Series, anew family of high performance,
high resolution systems, offers advanced hardware
functionality for Pattern Recognition, Optical Character
Recognition (OCR), Region of Interest Processing within
multiple windows, and Local Area Network (LAN) connection
The SUPRA Series can be configured up to a200
VisionPower rating (200 times IRI's P256).
We provide vision software and
hardware tools, too.
IRI has also extended its VisionPower leadership to new
software and hardware tools as well. Our AI ToolBox provides
software "building blocks" designed to facilitate applicationspecific software. Unique hardware features include: Up to
1024 x1024 variable resolution, color graphics, array
coprocessors, variable pixel length, pixel labeling, and
vector correlation.
Now on-line at factories and plants throughout
the world, IRI VisionPower is being utilized
to enhance production efficiencies, improve
product quality and reduce operating costs.

O

ver 250 leading industrial companies look to IRI
for awide range of Al Vision applications.
Simply stated, VisionPower' is the ability of an AI Vision
"engine" to perform required inspection and other vision
iasks in agiven timeframe. Expressed another way,
VisionPower = Functionality xPerformance.
IRI puts VisionPower to work in
diverse industries.
IRI's complete line of vision engines, with VisionPower
ratings ranging from 1to 50*, are being used in over 250 major
industrial companies. From aerospace, electronics, food
processing, package reading and sorting, to automotive,
materials handling and process control industries, IRI has a
*The IRI P256 Vision System has aVisionPower rating of I.
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The IRI
VisionPower
Curve."

`

For further information about VisionPower, volume
pricing and OEM packaging, call:
Richard Carroll, V.P. Sales (619) 438-4424
International Robomation Intelligence
2281 Las Palmas Drive, Carlsbad, CA 92008
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W EGUIDE I
NDUSTRIES W ITH VISION.
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ITARYWROSPACE mrt SLETTER
ARMY SIMULATORS USE COMMERCIAL-GRADE COMPONENTS

F

our tank-battle simulators that have rolled off the assembly line at Perceptronics Inc. are not only a trailblazing way to train Army personnel, but
also are among the first U. S. military projects to use commercial-grade
components throughout. The Woodland Hills, Calif., company built the simulators under a $67 million contract awarded last year by the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency, which is encouraging contractors to employ offthe-shelf integrated circuits for non-battlefield applications, instead of more
expensive devices that have to meet stringent military specifications. Doing so
cuts both hardware costs and development time, according to Perceptronics
managers, who say the simulators' price—$250,000 each—would have been
far higher otherwise. The four Perceptronics simulators are the first production
units for a large-scale Simulation Network, or Simnet, a prototype system that
the Army will use to train tank commanders and crews. The simulators pit
crews against each other in a video-game format, complete with computergenerated graphics and sound effects, enabling the crews to learn realistic
battlefield tactics faster and cheaper than they could in actual maneuvers
[ElectronicsWeek, March 11, 1985, p. 32].
D

A DRIVE BEGINS TO CREATE A CAD/CAM MILITARY MARKET

S

ome 50 companies and standards-setting agencies involved in computeraided design and engineering are working with the Pentagon to produce a
report on how the military can shift from its reliance on paper designs and
documentation to CAD/CAM and related electronic systems. The group's
interest is being spurred by the Defense Department's Computer-Aided Logistics Support program. CALS requires that all U. S. military services use digital
data to support logistics by 1990, a requirement that is expected to spark a
major military market in hardware and software for storing and processing
technical data. The Yankee Group, a Boston market research and consulting
group, estimates that the five Naval Systems Commands alone will spend
almost $2 billion on CALS for hardware, software, training, documentation,
and maintenance. Stand-alone work stations for 10% of the Navy's engineering personnel could ring up $100 million, says the Yankee Group. Another
reason the companies and agencies are eager to get involved in the Pentagon's planning is self-defense. The military, and particularly the Navy, which
does far more of its own design and engineering than the other services, will
almost certainly use its buying power to enforce a set of standards. The group
contributing to the report wants to have a say in what standards are adopted.
The report is scheduled to be published by the National Computer Graphics
Association by the end of April.
0

NASA TRIES TO CLEAN UP BACKLOGGED SATELLITE LAUNCHINGS

T

he National Aeronautics and Space Administration is negotiating with the

Air Force to acquire two Titan 3 missiles, even before NASA releases the
results of its own study on using unmanned—or "expendable"— launch
vehicles [Electronics, Jan. 22, 1987, p. 96]. NASA will use the missiles to
launch backlogged scientific experiments. NASA is also talking to the Air
Force about the acquisition of one and possibly two Titan 4s, which are newer
than the Titan 3s. The space agency, however, must ask Congress for
supplemental funding for the Titans or redirect some of its spending, because
expendable launch vehicles are not in its fiscal 1988 budget proposal. Meanwhile, NASA will carry two "extremely high priority" Pentagon programs on its
next shuttle flight, scheduled for next year, says Dudley McConnell, NASA's
assistant associate administrator for space science and applications. The
space agency would like to launch six shuttles a year, he adds.
D
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GETTING A HANDLE ON HOW MUCH AND WHEN TO RETRIEVE SPACECRAFT DATA

Tprogram, the Civil

he National Aeronautics and Space Administration is banking on a new
Space Technology Initiative, to give NASA telecommunications specialists a better handle on two of the oldest problems in its
space-flight program. The program is aimed at determining what kind of data
should be downloaded for real-time analysis, and what data can remain
aboard a spacecraft for later study. NASA will also look at how to download
or store the data—it is researching high-rate and high-capacity data acquisition and processing techniques and developing and evaluating onboard processing and storage systems. Among other things, NASA scientists are examining optical-storage techniques for the large amount of data downloaded
from orbiting spacecrafts. As now funded, CSTI will help boost the agency's
budget for space research and technology programs from $171 million to
$250 million.
El
WANT TO OPEN AN Al OFFICE IN DAYTON, OHIO? TALK TO THE AIR FORCE

Anewly

ny artificial-intelligence vendor willing to take a five-year flyer with the
established Air Force Aeronautical Systems Division's Al office
could wind up with aneat commercial Al business as well. ASD is looking for
a company willing to provide quick-response Al studies; to put together
training and education for students, engineers, and program managers; and to
develop programs for rapid transfer of Al technology to Air Force systems.
However, the vendor must establish afull-time Al center in the Dayton, Ohio,
area—near the Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, home of the ASD. The
winning vendor could pick up additional Al business from military, commercial, and university operations in the Dayton area, says Robert Barthelemy,
technical director of ASD's Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories. The
ASD's annual Al budget is $25 million, but Barthelemy says, "we're increasing our level of effort and likely will double our budget for this type of research
within the next few years." The ASD's new office already is working on Al
applications for F-16 mission planning. Contract proceedings will start soon,
and the contract will probably take effect in September.
El
IEEE CLAIMS SPACE STATION MAY COST TWICE NASA'S ESTIMATE
station that the National Aeronautics and
Aspace
wants to build could end up costing twice as

Space Administration
much as NASA has
estimated, according to an IEEE analysis of proposed federal research and
development funding for fiscal 1988. NASA's estimate is that the station can
be built for $8 billion. If the budget balloons as the analysis predicts, the IEEE
says, the project could become atarget for Congressional budget-cutters. The
space station already is set to get the biggest chunk of NASA's total 1988
R&D budget, growing by almost 83% to $767 million.
El
INFUSION OF FOREIGN STUDENTS WORRIES PENTAGON

Telectrical engineering and physics schools in U. S. universities is continuing

he already high level of foreign student enrollment in graduate programs at

to grow. A Pentagon official says that this has become an "issue of increasing
concern to the Department of Defense," which directly and indirectly employs
some 14% of all scientists and engineers in the country. Because a large
number of these foreign students return to their native countries after graduating,
the DOD expects a shortage of engineers in many critical areas, says Ted
Berlincourt, director of research and laboratory management. To help alleviate
the shortage, some 75% to 85% of all undergraduate Reserve Officer Training
Corps scholarships are now earmarked for science and engineering majors. D
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Is Iskra abetter source
for components?

You be the judge.
Examine the evidence: lskra's quality is tops. Just ask
the leading OEM's who've sentenced our products
to alife of hard labor.
Delivery? Our speedy, personalized service
can bail you out of any jam. Pricing? Ours is so

rmmimmimimmim

sExhibit A
I

Let me examine the facts.
Send me Iskra's

competitive it should be outlawed.
g
and price list.
Prove it for yourself. Send for Exhibit A, our
price list and catalog of capacitors, ferrites,
ir
magnets, meters, potentiometers, relays, resisNAME
COMPANY
tors, semiconductors, SMD chip devices, vanstors and wound components. Or call toll-free
%
ADDRESS
1-800-862-2101. In NY, call (516) 753-0400.
%
CHY
Isla-ais abetter source for all your compo%
nents. Give us afair trial, and we'll prove it.
di
PHONE

lskra

COMPONENTS GROUP
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free catalog

STATE

ZIP

%

Mail to: Iskra Electronics, Inc.
222 Sherwood Avenue
•
Farmingdale, NY 11735

ik

:

1
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Well, what Ireally want is ...

...Hey!

what Ireally ll'a/1/ is aCMOS computer .system kOr dedicated
applications. that has Ian enough pou et requirement.% to he solar/4 patvered if need be. nit,' WAIT and STOP modes to really cut
down on power consumption when necessary. .

Hey! Ioperate on 10ma typical at 8Mho, lower in WAIT mode, with aSTOP mode in the
10ua range.

It's gat to haVe Mllele advanced features. too, like a buih-in, high-level language and an
operating si miss that can atoostart my leer applications without alot of hassle .

I've got a full featured FORTH and an operating system that can easily autostart an
internal or external user program.

Ii should have some built-in EEPROM and some scratch pad RAM

.

How 'bout 1/2K EEPROM and 1/4K of RAM.

lloyjicr those imbedded applications. it's got to have awatchdog timer syvem that checks
for the computer operating properly and resets the system if there's a power glitch or
something
.

My watch dog timer and computer operating properly circuit is built-in and programmable.

Let's sec.. lor IO Iusually need several parallel pons ..

Configure me with 58-bit parallel ports, or 3with a64K address and data bus.

and perhaps userial port or two .

I've gut two serial ports, one that's async and one that's sync.

and a 16-bit timer Spielll that can handle some inputs to latch the count and some outputs
111,11
an lie set up to toggle at the correct time without .
further processor attention and
maybe apulse accumulator. ..

My 16-bit timer has three input captures and 5output compares and is cascadable with my
8-bit pulse accumulator.

And alit converter, with acouple channels would sure be the ticket! h would have to he
failfr fast, though, and maybe be taking readings
the time, so the processor can just get
fresh data when needed.. .

You want AID? How 'bout 8-bit, 8channels, ratiometric, I7uS conversions, with continuous
conversions possible on four selected channels.

And maybe there's a way Icould clo my editing on a PC and download the source to the
dedicated .systein. Perhaps it could even put the downloaded program into its own
EEPROM

I've been known to carry on a conversation with communication packages and I've got
built-in EEPROM handlers.

Rut reaRy, the final system requires alow dollar unit. it just can't cost too much .. .

How about $37.25 in singles? under $20 in volume?

h would be nice if

How about smaller than apostage stamp?

were smaller than abread basket...

Iwonder how much the firm prototype is going to cost this lime? h sure would help if
there were apretested. Ian up VerAi011 of the system. with aprototyping arc-a built on, and
Maybe even atarget version ol that same system. .
.
Yeah. Imay be dreaming. I'm if one existed. I'd buy it in aminute. Guess it's time to get
the design leant going.
1-800-255-4664 for New Micros, Inc. Sales
NEW MICROS INC
1601 CHALK HILL ROAD
DALLAS TEXAS '5212

Circle

Listen, ou can buy the NM1X-0023 full development system for $199. (Try getting aboard
wire wrapped for that price).
Hey. I'm available for immediate delivery!'
68H( 11 hardware by Motorola, Inc., F68HCI I
Max-FORTH TM internal firmware by New
Micros, Inc., NMIX and MNIT series boards by
New Micros, Inc.
NM1X-0023 -SI99,
RS232 Cable for NM1X-0023 -SIS,
Manuals only -$25 items in limited stock. Volume production on F'68H( 11 6/15/87.
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IT'S TIME
TO GET OUT
OF THE DARK.

Open your eyes and see just how many
subjects are covered in the new edition
of the Consumer Information Catalog.
It's free just for the asking and so are
nearly half of the 200 federal publications described inside. Booklets on subjects like financial and career planning;
eating right, exercising, and staying
healthy; housing and child care; federal
benefit programs. Just about everything
you would need to know. Write today
We'll send you the latest edition of the
Consumer Information Catalog, which is
updated and published quarterly. It'll be
agreat help, you'll see. Just write:

Consumer Information Center
Department TD
Pueblo, Colorado 81009
A public service of this publication and the
Consumer Information Center of the
U.S. General Services Administration

PERIPHERAL CONTROLLERS BURST
DATA AT MULTIBUS H MAXIMUM
NEW CHIP KEY TO 32-MEGABYTE/SEC BUS RATE
@Two controllers can boost the perforreturn-to-zero-inverted 1
2 -in, drives; all
/
Data stored in the cache is sent over a
mance in systems by bursting 32conform to the Pertec standard inter4-megabytes/s
direct-memory-access
byte data packets at the maximum Mulface. The Rimfire 2200 will support up
channel to the coprocessor, which fortibus II rate of 32 megabytes/s—double
to four SMD-E (for storage module drive
mats it into 32-byte packets and bursts
the burst rates of many high-perforwith ECL drivers and receivers) compatiit onto the Multibus II. The cache-tomance 32-bit VMEbus controlMPC direct memory access
lers. Ciprico Inc.'s Rimfire
channel in the Tapemaster
2200 disk-drive controller and
2000 can hit speeds of 6
the Tapemaster 2000 tape conmegabytes/s.
troller do this by using a reBoth Ciprico products also
cently introduced Multibus II
feature a command-queueing
message-passing coprocessor
software interface that lets
chip. The two products are bethem receive requests from
lieved to be the first Multibus
the operating system driver
II-compatible disk- and tapeasynchronously, without handdrive controller boards not deshake timing restrictions. With
signed by Intel Corp., the main
access to all pending disk rebacker of the Multibus II 32quests, the Rimfire 2200 embit bus standard.
ploys techniques such as comThe development of the two
mand sorting and combining,
boards was made possible by
and overlapped execution of
the arrival of single-chip silicon
commands, to optimize diskthat can handle communication
head motion and minimize the
functions for Multibus II. Both FAST ACCESS. Ciprico's controllers' command-queueing interface number of times an actual accontrollers rely on the chip, lets them take operating-system driver requests without handshaking. cess of a disk is performed.
called the Message Passing
This improves performance by
Coprocessor, which was codesigned by
ble disk drives, as well as SMD, highminimizing disk latency time and seek
Intel Corp. and VLSI Technology Inc.
speed SMD, and extended-SMD variaand rotational delays, Moren says.
[Electronics, April 21, 1986, p. 17]. The
tions.
The Tapemaster 2000 is available now
MPC was first introduced last spring,
To exploit the fact that programs tend
from the Plymouth, Minn., company,
but it is only now becoming available.
to request sequentially stored data, the
and is priced at $2,495. The Rimfire
Ciprico has begun receiving the devices
Rimfire 2200 prereads more data than
2200, which will sell for $3,395, will be
from VLSI Technology Inc. in sufficient
needs to be supplied to meet a specific
available late this month in evaluation
quantities to support aproduct ramp-up,
request. Subsequent program requests
unit quantities.
-Wesley R. Iversen
says William D. Moren, Ciprico engifor the sequential data can then be acCiprico Inc., 2955 Xenium Lane, Plymouth,
neering marketing manager.
commodated from cache, avoiding longMinn. 55441.
DATA BURSTS. By bursting data across
er disk-access times.
Phone (612) 559-2034
[Circle 341]
the bus at maximum Multibus II speed,
the MPC chip consumes only minimal
bandwidth. That contributes to overall
system performance by freeing the bus
for other critical operations.
Both controllers feature 512-K cache
memory under control of an Intel 80186
processor for intelligent data manageylogic Inc.'s disk controller for VMEThe new Dynathrottle direct-memoryment that increases disk or tape system
bus-based computer systems bundles
access design increases throughput up to
throughput. Transfer rates can be susmultiple sectors into large bus packets, a 60% by using an 8-K-byte first-in, firsttained at 4megabytes/s for the Rimfire
technique that vastly improves system
out buffer and a scheme for condensing
2200 disk-drive controller and at 6megathroughput. The controller achieves an 18multiple disk sectors into large packets
bytes/s with the Tapemaster 2000, says
megabyte/s direct-memory-access rate—
that hold up to 6,144 bytes of data.
Moren.
double that of the current Xylogics conIn addition, the read-ahead technique,
The Tapemaster 2000 will handle up
trollers—by employing anew direct-mem- which also makes use of the large FIFO
to eight formatted start/stop or streamory-access technique and a read-ahead
buffer, brings the total increase in
ing 1
/-in, tape drives, as well as group2
concept that anticipates future data re
throughput up by as much as 100%, accoded-recording, phase-encoded, or nonquirements.
cording to the Burlington, Mass. compa-

VMEBUS CONTROLLER HIKES
MEMORY ACCESS BY 100%
X
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IASERPATH FOR
ONE DAY GATE AR
PROTOTYPES
No one delivers gate array prototypes quicker
than Laserpath, the One Day Gate Array"
company.
These are real, double-metal 2p CMOS gate
arrays. High performance like their popular
counterparts from LSI Logic. Only delivered
quicker. There's one for most applications.
Send anetlist from any industry-standard
CAD system. It's that easy. And if you need
acell or function not already in our World
Macrolibrary', we'll create it...in one day.

Part No.
LP7080L
LP7 140L
LP7 220L
LP73 20L
*Available in 1987

Gates
880
1400
2200
3200

Part No.
LP7 420L
LP7 600L*
LP7840L*
LP7 1000L*

Gates
4200
6100
8400
10000

LASERMN
ONE DAY GATE ARRAYS

ny. Besides its blazing direct-memoryaccess rate, the new Xylogics '752 VME
HSMD (for high-speed storage-module
drive) controller can handle up to two
drives, each at amaximum data-transfer
rate of 2.4 megabytes/s.
The 752's maximum packet size of
6,144 bytes is considerably larger than
other controllers, which typically use either 32- or 512-byte packets. By squeezing data from several disk sectors into
one large packet for transmission on the
bus, the Dynathrottle eliminates the intersector dead time—bus and centralprocessor time wasted waiting for the
disk drive to find sectors—by 50%.
The controller dynamically assembles
packets of one to six sectors worth of
data, depending on the amount of data in
the FIFO buffer, to send as much data as
possible in one burst. Quick data transfer
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leaves the bus free for other operations.
Dynathrottle provides continuous
transfers through its large word-wide
fast buffer instead of the two-step process used in other controllers, where
small blocks of data (32, 256, or 512
bytes) are staged from slow dynamic
RAM to a small buffer that requires a
substantial overhead to refill.
The 752's intelligent read-ahead capability also adds to performance. Using
its buffer much like a cache memory,
the controller reads more data blocks
from the disk than are requested by the
read command—continuing to read until
the buffer is filled. Many times, a program will eventually issue requests for
sequential sectors. When it does, the
data will already have been stored in
the controller's buffer.
The controller, which is integrated on
astandard VMEbus board, supports the
full VME 8-, 16-, or 32-bit address and
data modes, with the word size selection
being made by software. Besides the 8K-byte FIFO data buffer, the 752 also
has a 2-K-byte command buffer and is
driven by microcode. The controller
costs $2,695, and it is available immediately.
-Tom Manuel
Xylogics, Inc. 144 Middlesex Tpk., Burling ton, Mass. 01803
Phone (617) 272-8140

[Circle 340]

BOARD GIVES PC ATs
PHOTO-LIKE DISPLAY
El y taking full advantage of a highM'P performance Intel Corp. display-controller chip and squeezing 4 megabytes
of video memory on asingle board, Univision Technologies Inc. has produced a
display controller with 2,048-pixel-by1,536 line resolution and ablistering fast
200 MHz display rate.
The near-photographic quality of the
UDC-800's images is believed to be the
highest 8-bit resolution yet for IBM
Corp. Personal Computer ATs and cornpatibles.
SPEED TRIPLED. Pushing
resolution
above the 1,280-by-640 standard meant
adding more memory capacity and designing high-speed circuitry to keep the
display screen refreshed. Instead of refreshing ascreen of 1million pixels—a
job that can be handled at 60 or 70
MHz—the new controller refreshes 3
million, says Julius Perl, engineering
vice president of the Burlington, Mass.,
company.
Intel's 82786 display controller had to
be interfaced with glue logic designed
with fast ECL parts to maintain system
Electronics/March 19, 1987

performance at 200 MHz. Packing 4me- THIN-FILM DISPLAYS
gabytes of memory—a total of 104 memory chips are on the board—posed anoth- CAN BE CUSTOMIZED
er problem. Univision Technology solved Two thin-film eleetroluminescent flatit by utilizing ZIPs—for zig-zag in-line panel displays from Sigmatron Nova
packaging—which staggers device pins
Inc. can be adapted to specific applicaso that even though chip output pins are tions. Aircraft cockpit displays, for exon 100mil centers the pin contacts on the
ample, can be customized so they are
board are on 50-mil centers,
easily read in bright sunlight.
CMOS memory chips were used to
The MDS-23 is a 2-by-3-in. unit and
minimize power consumption and heat
the MDS-35 is a 3-by-5-in. model. Both
production, Perl says. In another spacesaving move, designers used surface0
mount technology for non-memory
chips, says Perl.
4
The controller's high resolution will
open important new applications in the
medical-imaging market, by bringing
photographic quality to personal-cornputer screens. "[Resolution of] 1,000 by
1,000 is just not good enough for adoetor to make adiagnosis of achest X-ray
`."7r.",
off the screen," Perl says, but "at 2,000
by 1,500, that resolution makes it look
like areal X-ray."
Single-quantity pricing is $6,995 and
includes initialization, diagnostics, and a have contrast ratios of better than 20:1,
driver for Microsoft Corp.'s MS-DOS op- aviewing angle exceeding 16e, and beterating system. The boards are available ter than 2 lumens/W efficiency. Thicknow.
- Craig D. Rose
ness is 0.65 in.
Univision Technologies Inc., 12 Cambridge
The MDS23 has a50lines/in. resolu St., Burlington, Mass. 01803.
tion and a 96by160 dot matrix. The
Phone (617) 273-5388
[Circle 342]
MDS35 has 64 lines/in, resolution and a
,

-

192-by-320 dot matrix. In 100-unit quantities, the MDS-23 costs $350 and the
MDS-35 $675. Both are available now.
Customization takes six to eight weeks
from receipt of order.
Sigmatron Nova Inc., 1901

Oak Terrace

La., Thousand Oaks, Calif. 91320.
Phone (805) 498 4504

[Circle 345]

TWO-IMAGE DISPLAY
GIVES 3-D GRAPHICS
A new graphics display system from
Tektronix Inc. gives a viewer three-dimensional perception with liquid-crystalshutter stereoscopic technology that
provides two images, one for the right
eye and one for the left.
The SGS 430 system consists of stereoscopic viewing glasses, a graphics
adapter card that creates a512-pixel-by512-line display, a 3-D color monitor, a
modulator-driver, and software for creating stereo views.
Tektronix is targeting applications in
computer-aided design, molecular modeling, architectural design, and medical
imaging. Available now, the complete
SGS 430 system costs $9,800.
Tektronics Inc., Liquid Crystal Shutter Marketing Div., P. O. Box 500,

MS 48-300,

Beaverton, Ore. 97077.
Phone (503) 672-5000

[Circle 346]

LASERPILTH
FOR LOW VOLUM
RODUCTION
Now, get 1000, 100, 50,
even 5production gate arrays
in as little as aweek!
That's right. Thanks to Laserpath technology, you can get to market before your
competition receives first prototypes. And
develop new gate array-based products without amajor commitment in time or money.
Most gate array houses avoid small production runs. We specialize in low volume
production. We're set up to provide better
service than you probably thought possible.
Electronics/March 19, 1987

So don't delay.
Call Earl Watts
at 408-773-8484.
Or write: Laserpath,
160 Sobrante Way,
¶ S
Sunnyvale,
CA 94086. Ask for
your free 550page One Day Gate Array' design manual
and see what puts Laserpath ageneration
ahead of competition.

LASERPATII
ONE DAY GATE ARRAYS
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Does your analog
simulator analyze:
• production yield?
• sensitivity?
• worst case?
Good circuit simulators, will
analyze your "best case" design ...
but what about the real world?
Use MicroSim's PSpice. We offer
a fully integrated, Monte Carlo
Analysis package which will analyze
both discrete (printed circuit) and IC
designs using statistical techniques.
Predict yield by simulating the
effect of component tolerances, and
the combined effect of variations.
Identify performance sensitivity to
individual components, and the
"worst case" combinations. The
Monte Carlo Analysis is fully
integrated for error-free setup and
use, faster simulation, and collated
results.

Our Probe graphics option shows
the performance variations of your
design, quickly and accurately. Also,
PSpice gives you more than just
voltages (for example, group delay for
filter design is included).
Monte Carlo Analysis is just one
of the options available for PSpice,
the world's most widely used analog
circuit simulator.
MicroSim's PSpice software runs
on IBM-PC" compatible and DEC
VAX" computers.

(\.)/
MicroSim Corporation
23175 La Cadena Drive
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
(714) 770-3022 •(800) 826-8603
Call today for further information
and afree evaluation copy of our
software.
IBM-PC is atrademark of International Business Machines Corp
Vg% is atrademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
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LAN ANALYZER SNIFFS OUT
ETHERNET BOTTLENECKS
NETWORK GENERAL UNIT CHECKS EACH BYTE AT 10-MB/s SPEED
AND DISPLAYS RESULTS WITHOUT DEGRADING LAN PERFORMANCE
M
A protocol analyzer for Ethernet local-area networks boosts LAN efficiency by pinpointing abnormalities—
such as software mismatching—that
cause delays. Network General Corp.'s
Sniffer monitors each byte of information passing aport, captures frames or
partial frames at full network speed
without affecting LAN performance,
and displays time-stamped descriptions
at several levels of complexity.
Built to operate with aCompaq Computer Corp. Portable Computer II based
on Intel Corp.'s 80286 central-processing
unit, the Sunnyvale, Calif., startup's
Ethernet Sniffer consists of aplug-in 16bit direct-memory-access board with its
own Intel 80186 CPU, 512-K of random
access memory, and an Intel 82586 Ethernet adapter, plus six software suites
matching various implementations of
upper-level protocols.
FAST LANS. Sniffer was introduced last
fall for analysis of IBM Corp.'s 4-Mb/s
Token Ring networks. The new version
is for 10-Mb/s Ethernets. Until recently,
LANs have offered such high bandwidth
that network usage has not been aproblem. But as more users come on line,
maximizing network performance becomes more important.
Network General's president, Harry
Saal, says that the Sniffer has discovered numerous instances of networks
being slowed down by mismatched software that nonetheless met protocol
specifications. Also, he says, many networks create too much overhead for
themselves, sending a great number of
empty packets. Others generate errors.
Saal cites one case of a network that
reads records from a multiuser data
base before locking it. "This error is
very clear on the screen, but it would be

LAN CONNECTS PCs
TO CAE SOFTWARE
DashNet, a local-area network from
Data I/O Corp., gives as many as 25
IBM Corp. Personal Computers access
to the full family of DashNet computeraided-engineering software. It can also
be used with Digital Equipment Corp.
VAX computers.
DashNet is an adaptation of Ethernet.
It connects the computers and CAE
tools through acentral file server composed of a70-megabyte disk drive, 960K of system memory, and a 60-mega-

SLEUTH. Sniffer uses Compaq's Portable
Computer II to uncover LAN problems.

almost impossible to find by trial and
error," he says. The Sniffer handles
real-time collection, filtering, and analysis of network data. It can also be used
as a development tool for applications
using IBM Corp.'s Netbios, Arpanet
Corp.'s TCP (transmission control protocol), or other communications protocols.
As a development tool, the Sniffer
"takes six months of debugging and reduces it to an afternoon," Saal says. As
an analyzer, it displays abnormalities in
network traffic so that users can spot
parts of their systems that generate delays or errors.
The Ethernet Sniffer Model PA-402
costs $19,000. A dual Token Ring/Ethernet version, model PA-403, costs $24,000.
An upgrade from present Token Ring
Sniffers is available for $5,500. In addition, Network General is introducing
protocol interpreters for TCP/IP, ISO IP
and TP protocols, and Sun Microsystems
Inc.'s NFS protocol. Protocol suites cost
$995. All products are available now.
Network General Corp. 1296B Lawrence
Station Rd., Sunnyvafe, Calif. 94089.
Phone (408) 734-0463
[Circle 440]

byte backup tape-cartridge unit. Called
the DN3-Server, it. costs $11,950.
Another DashNet component, the DN
Station, consists of all the software and
hardware needed to connect the PCs or
VAXs to the LAN. It costs $650 for each
work station.
The DN-Cabl component of DashNet
is the cable/connector package that
forms the physical linkage between file
server and computers. It costs $45 for a
7-meter cable; $200 for a 100-in cable.
FutureNet, 9310 Topanga Canyon Blvd.,
Chatsworth, Calif. 91311.
Phone (818) 700-0691

[Circle 447]
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LAN TRANSCEIVER
MOUNTS ON PC
Fujikura America Inc.'s transceivers for
local-area networks mount directly on
the printed-circuit board of a personal
computer. They save original-equipment
manufacturers the time and money that
would be required to design atransceiver of their own.
The transceivers meet IEEE 802.3 local-area-network specifications. Two versions are available: the 12-V FN2004,

-

,...+---

--

%.._
which supports Ethernet, and the 5-V
FN2011, for personal computers that
use other protocols. Available now, both
cost $90 in 1,000-unit purchases.
The Ethernet version also comes as a
molded package that incorporates not
only the transceiver but also a tap and
cable. It is available now in sample
quantities with a 15-, 30-, or 60-ft. cable
for $270.

MC681120
PERFORMANCE
IS 2X
THE
386.

Fujikura America Inc., 455 One Allegheny
Sq., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15212.
Phone (412) 323-9696
[Circle 445]

Relative
Performance

1.6

CONCENTRATOR LINKS
PACKET NETWORKS
The Advanced Network Processor 1220
concentrator from Siemens Data Switching Systems permits several terminals
to use a single CCITT X.25 packet network, regardless of whether or not they
are X.25-compatible terminals.
The ANP 1220It ensures X.25 compatibility with IBM Corp.'s BSC 3270,
BSC RJE, SNA/SDLC, asynchronous,
and X.25 attachments.
When installed at ahost site, the concentrator funnels multiple data streams
into a single port. When installed remotely, it can concentrate data streams
from different sites before they are sent
to ahost site, thereby reducing network
link requirements.
Data communications software is
stored on a number of exchangeable
firmware modules. Each version provides support for a different IBM synchronous protocol and allows the selection of an X.25 or asynchronous port.
The unit costs about $5,000, depending on configuration, and is availabile
four weeks after order.

1.0
0.8

_
25
MHz

16
MHz

16.67
MHz

020

386

C20

Based on unsfficited
independent benchmorks.

MOTOROLA

Siemens Data Switching Systems Inc., 110
Ricefield La., Hauppage, N. Y. 11788.
Phone (516) 435-4000
[Circle 446]
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TRANSISTOR ARRAY CHIPS
ACHIEVE 350-MHz SPEEDS
ELANTEC USES GLASS LAYER TO TOTALLY ISOLATE FOUR MATCHED
NPN DEVICES; A WAY TO REPLACE DISCRETE BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS
of transistor arrays from
Elantee Inc. achieves high-speed perA
formance—up to 350 MHz—by using four
line

independent npn devices that are dielectrically isolated on asingle chip. The dielectric isolation creates devices with a low
collector-to-substrate capacitance, which,
in turn, permits very high-speed performance and complete de isolation.
The line includes two commercial arrays, the EN2016C and the EN2016AC,
and two military models, the EN2016
and EN2016A, that can all operate at up
to 350 MHz. They are the industry's
first monolithic quad arrays with
matched npn transistors that provide total isolation of each transistor, the Milpitas, Calif., company claims. The arrays
target hybrid and board-level designs in
which designers now use discrete bipo- CHOICE. Elantec's quad-array transistors
lar transistors to build devices such as come in commercial and military versions.
current sources and multipliers.
"These devices feature excellent paraGLASS LAYER. The transistors are electrically isolated from one another by a metric matching and high-speed perforlayer of glass, according to vice presi- mance up to 350 MHz," says Coleman.
dent of marketing Dean Coleman. The They are pin-compatible and similar in
resulting low collector-to-substrate ca- performance to nondielectrically-isolated
pacitance eliminates the need for sub- arrays from Sprague Electric Co. and
strate biasing in normal operation, as is
Motorola Corp. Moreover, he says, the
required in conventional devices.
product family specifies base-emitter
The new arrays are designed to com- voltage matching to 1 mV and beta
plement the company's 350-MHz EP2015 matching to 5%.
and EP2015A arrays, the industry's first
The EN2016C is specified to run at
dielectrically isolated vertical pnp quad- 25°C, while the EN2016AC is even more
transistor arrays.
tightly specified and guaranteed over

SOLUTIONS FOR DATA
-NETWORK

COLLECTION/CONTROL .AND
Cartridge Tape
Systems

—

SWITCHING +MULTIPLEXING +CONCENTRATION
The MC610 "Does It

nalias
<‘7'

..

e

Iio one• rear maces'

NETWORK UP TO 500 RS-232 DEVICES
•Network All Manufactunng Divisions
•Save Money On Telephone Lines And Modems
•Error And Path Control
•Matrix Switch From Any Device To Any Other
•Broadcast Front Any One Device To Any Or All Others
•Concentrate Data From Many Devices To A Single Port
•Multiple Composite Data Channels
•Menu Program For "Parameter Sat-Up"
•Non-Volatile Parameter Memory

1-800-252 -ALGO
Circle 125 on reader service card
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VIDEO DACs DRIVE
HIGH-POWER TERMINALS
Two versions of an 8-bit, digital-to-analog converter from Integrated Device
Technology Inc. offer 125 MHz performance—fast enough to drive 75-ft video
terminals with resolutions of 1,280 pixels by 1,024 lines.
For most applications, the IDT75C18
and IDT75C28 DACs do not require any
additional registration, buffering, or
deglitching. Power dissipation for the
devices is 400 mW.
The 75C18 has ECL-compatible inputs
and is both pin-compatible and functionally compatible with TRW Inc.'s
TDC1018.
The 75C28 has TTL inputs for systems
with lower clock rates. Output levels
correspond to the RS-170 and RS-343
monitor standards. Production quanti-

ADD RS-232 DATA STORAGE

MS/PC-DOS
Compatible

Replacement tor Tandberg,
Columbia 300 B. C & D and
European MFG Tape Drives

4

n1

Elantec Inc., 1996 Tarob Ct., Milpitas, Calif.
95035.
Phone (408) 945-1323
[Circle 360]

FLOPPY DISK
SYSTEMS

Intelligent Stand Alone RS-232 or
IEEE-488 Cartridge Tape System

All"

the commercial temperature range from
-25°C to 85°C. The two military versions,
the EN2016 and the more tightly specified EN2016A, are tested over the full
military temperature range from -55°C
to 125°C.
The EN2016C and EN2016AC are
available in either 14-pin plastic or ceramic dual in-line packages. The military
versions are available in either ceramic
packaging or in chip form for hybrid
applications. The chips incorporate large
bonding pads for easy automated manufacturing.
The EN2016C costs $1.40 each in 100piece quantities, and the military versions start at $7.50 each in 100-piece
quantities.
-Bernard C. Cole

1111111111hh

• Stores 53 Mbytes or 20 Mbytes of Binary or ASC II Data
• Power Fail Standard-Power Fail NO DATA LOSS"
Optional
• Auto Answer Standard
• Intelligent Search á Retrieval
• IEEE-488 and/or RS-232-C with data rates up to 2.500
characters/SeC
• Large input buffer allows unit to accept data non-stop
APPLICATIONS Data Logging. Control System. Archlyng. Program Loading &Storage, Back-up. and Telephone
Switch Monitoring Auto-polled Remote Data Storage

1200

5.3 Mbyte

1600

20 Mbyte

WE SERVICE COLUMBIA TAPE DRIVES
3005 -300C -300D
Return Authorization Number Required

1-800-252-ALGO
Circle 126 on reader service card

CAPACITIES
360K, 720K 1.2 MEG 2.4 MEG
•Stand Alone Dual Port RS-232
•Manual and Remote Operation
•Power Fail with "No Data Loss"
•Auto Answer Standard
•Disk Full Buzzer
•50/60 Hz Standard

OPTIONS:
Battery Operated
DC Operations; +12VDC to +50VDC
IEEE-488 INTERFACE
"Custom Software Available"
Priced from $995.00 OTY 1

ALGO

\:\

1-800-252 -ALGO

TELEX 333405 MOO COL
13011 730-7442
0196C RED SWIM ROAD. COWMAN, MO 21045

Circle 127 on reader service card
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Burr-Brown came to Livingston for the workforce.
For Burr-Brown, the requirements for their European location
were relatively straightforward.
A clean environment, modem facilities and direct transport and
communication links with continental Europe.
They found all this in Livingston, Scotland.
A town purpose-built for new industries situated at the heart of
one of the greatest concentrations of electronic companies in Europe.
And they found much more.
They found investment grants of up to 35%, rent-free periods
plus European Community assistance. They found Kirkton Campus, a
high-technology park ready-made to receive them.
And they found us.
A Development Corporation that could help them develop at
every turn and aworkforce that was both skillill and conscientious.
In Burr-Brown's words, one whose productivity was 'second to
none in the world'.
T
177C. Anne Robin's, PO Box 345, Old Greenwich,
A 20 minute drive down the M8
CT 06870. Tel: (2O3Y 629-3496.
Prove that Livingston is Europe's most logical location
motorway and they're in Edinburgh.
for my company. BLOOK E TERS P_EASE.
Scotland's capital city and adistinguished IT
community that's home to no less than four Name
Position
Technology Transfer units.
Company
Including Wolfson Micro electronics
Address
Limited and the Centre for Applications
Software Technology
Today Burr-Brown is one of along list
Zip Code
of blue chip Livingston residents with f
uiii
Telephone
plans for expansion.
A list that we can offer you every
MAKE IT IN
incentive to join.
LIVINGSTON
L
E_urope's most logical locatio2rj.
—

-

Circle 111 on reader service card

I

GENTRON'S NEW
ties are now available. The price of the
devices is set at $27.50 each in 100-unit
quantities.

YC:fJln4Dm
•SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED WITH
LOW CIRCUIT INDUCTANCE FOR
HIGH SPEED SWITCHING TO
5N.S.

•CONSTRUCTION YIELDS 2500
VOLTS(RMS) OF ELECTRICAL
ISOLATION TO THE HEATSINK

• LOW THERMAL RESISTANCE
JUNCTION TO CASE

• PACKAGE HAS PRINTED CIRCUIT
PINS (OPTIONAL 90° BEND)

Voss

I
D

(
I
DS

Drain-Source
Voltage
(volts)

Drain
Current
(amps)

Drain-Source
Max. Resist.
(ohms)

GENTRON
PART NO.

100
200
400
500

27
18
10
8

0.09
0.18
0.55
0.85

CM07
CM05
CM03
CM01

To find out more about Gentron's transistor series, contact:

Gentron Corporation

6667 North Sidney Place, Milwaukee, WI 53209
(414)351-1660
Telex: 26881
Circle 112 on reader service card

We can help:
Unlike most neurologic disorders the symptoms of Parkinson's Disease
can be controlled with the use of modern drugs and physical therapy.
Parkinson's Disease is aneurologic disorder...chronic...debilitating...but
we can help!

Patients...for information...
Please write or call

UNITED PARKINSON FOUNDATION
360 West Superior Street, Chicago, Illinois 60610 312/664-2344
112

Integrated Device Technology Inc., 3236
Scott Blvd., P. O. Box 58015, Santa Clara,
Calif. 95052.
Phone (408) 727-6116
[Circle 365]

CMOS 16-K EPROM IS
BIPOLAR-COMPATIBLE
A byte-wide 16-K CMOS electrically programmable read-only memory from Texas Instruments Inc. is pin-compatible
with 2-K-by-8-bit bipolar PROMs and has
access time of 35 ns.
The TMS27C292 has apower dissipation of 394 mW from 0°C to 70°C and is
available in awindowed 600-mil ceramic
dual in-line package. TI plans to introduce 300-mil ceramic packaging, 300and 600-mil plastic packaging, and a
plastic leaded-chip-carrier version. The
windowed model can be reprogrammed.
Latchup immunity is provided beyond
the level of current voltage transients
possible at aminimum of 250 mA on all
inputs and outputs.
It is suitable for use in bit-slice systems and for digital-signal-processing
applications.
Prices depend on access speed and
voltage tolerance. The 35-ns version
with ±5% voltage tolerance has a 10- to
12-week delivery time and costs $9.25
each in 100-unit quantities.
Texas Instruments Inc., Semiconductor
Group (SC-713), P. O. Box 809066, Dallas,
Tex. 75380.
Phone (800) 232-3200
[Circle 366]

POWER IC DRIVER
HITS PEAK OF 7 A
A multichannel power IC driver from
Sprague Electric Co. that has four outputs, each rated at 6A or 7A peak, can
drive high-current solenoids, relays, motors, and incandescent displays. The
UDN-2948W array replaces discretes in
current-source applications and comes in
a 12-pin single in-line package.
The driver eliminates the need for
buffers when discrete npn emitter-followers, pnp drivers, or MOSFETS are
used with low-level logic. Built-in levelshifting circuitry eases interfacing with
the logic. Input current is 220 A.
The device is rated at 60 V minimum
breakdown voltage and 35 V sustaining.
Two supply pins allow each pair of outputs to drive loads with adifferent supply voltage.
Delivery takes 10 to 12 weeks after
receipt of order. The drivers cost $4.48
each in 100-unit quantities and $2.68
each in 50,000-unit quantities.
Sprague Electric Co., 41 Hampden Rd.,
P.O. Box 9102, Mansfield, Mass. 02048.
Phone (617) 853-5000
[Circle 367]
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Electronics

CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES

Electronics reaches over 130,000 engineers

Upcoming 1987 Editorial Features:
Closing

Issue
April 16

Annual Military

March 30

Closing

Issue
May 14

Software Special Issue

April 27

Power Supplies

Electronics Issue
VHSIC

Semicon/West Preview

Network —ISDN

Custom IC Conference
Preview

April 30

Computer-Aided
Personal Computers

April 13
May 28

Linear VLSI

May 1l

For more information, contact Susan Barnes-Ronga, National Recruitment Sales Representative, at (212) 512-2787

Digital's Northeast Technology Center in Shrewsbury, Massachusetts
designs and develops products using the latest in optical disk technologies.
The engineers in this organization are involved in many future products and
applications. Currently there are openings for the following engineers:

PRINCIPAL MECHANICAL ENGINEER

Tomorrow's
optical storage
products today
at

Design, develop, fabricate and evaluate various electro-mechanical
mechanisms/systems for optical storage devices. BS/MS in Mechanical
Engineering and 5+ years' mechanical design experience.

CONSULTING HARDWARE ENGINEER
Perform system engineering functions for Optical Advanced Development,
including design reviews and systems integration. Broad knowledge of
optical recording technology, read/write channel technology for disk
drives is necessary.

PRINCIPAL/CONSULTING SOFTWARE ENGINEERS
Design and implementation of VMS* layered software products to support
the use of very high capacity storage systems in VAX* systems and clusters.
Technical expertise must include 7+ years' VMS internals, File Management
System design and implementation, database design and implementation.
Please send your resume to: Chris Larkin, Department 0487 7811,
Digital Equipment Corporation, 333 South Street, SHR3/E21,
Shrewsbury, MA 01545.
*Trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
We are an affirmative action employer.
TM

d

PRODUCT/DESIGN ENGINEER
Must have a BSEE degree with 2-years experience, or an MSEE degree with no experience
in the field of Electrical Engineering. Candidate
must have course work in solid-state device
physics, analog circuit design, computer architecture, and Very-Large-Scale-Integrated (VLSI)
digital systems design. Candidate must also have
knowledge in using analog circuit simulator such
as SPICE for simulation, as well as error correction coding and circuitry.
Candidate will utilize the above mentioned
knowledge to aid in the design and debugging of
Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor
(MOS)
memory,
specifically
Dynamic-Random-Access-Memory
(DRAM) circuitry, including address buffers, clock
buffers, row & column decoders, sense amplifiers,
error correction circuitry, I/O line drivers, and Input/Output buffers. Candidate must also be
responsible for providing production support for
such memory product. In addition, candidate will
also characterize and create SPICE device
models for MOS process, use a CALMA GDS II
graphics systems to create and maintain circuit
layout
and
schematic
documentation.
$30,000/year. Qualified applicants please submit
resume to: Idaho Department of Employment, 105
S. Third Street, Boise, Idaho 83735. Refer to Job
# ID 0101070

"If you're a
retired U.S.
manager, you
have alot
to give to
the world."

FIND THE
PERSONNEL
YOU NEED!
Place
your
recruitment
advertisement
in
Electronics
Career
Opportunities
Section

Call
Susan Barnes Ronga
at
(212) 512-2787

I'm avolunteer supporter of the International Executive
Service Corps, anot-for-profit organization with avital
mission:
We send retired U.S. managers overseas to help businesses in developing countries, which often respond by
increasing their imports of U.S. goods. In fact, developing countries consume about 40 percent of U.S. exports.
As an IESC volunteer, you would not get asalary. But
you would get expenses for you and your spouse, plus
aworld of personal satisfaction.
IESC leads the field in this kind of work. We've done over
9,000 projects in 81 countries. We could have aproject
that's just right for you. To find out, send this coupon to:
Thorton FBradshaw, Chairman, RCA, PO. Box 10005,
Stamford, CT 06904-2005.

4111e
kW)
International
Executive
Service Corps
It's not just doing good.
It's doing good business

Dear Mr. Bradshaw: Tell me more
about becoming an IESC volunteer Iam
a recently retired manager or technician
— or am about to retire — from a U.S.
company. I'm free to accept an overseas
assignment. Iunderstand that volunteers
receive expenses for themselves and
their spouses, but no salary.
Name
Address

el.r1C1

City

State

Zip
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TEST THE LIMITS OF
COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY.
THEN BREAK THEM.
At Xetron, new breakthroughs in
communications technology take
shape day after day. That's
because we give our engineers
the freedom to explore. And that's
why you'll have the chance to
break new ground, too.
As an engineer with Xetron, you'll
contribute to one-of-a-kind communications systems for all types
of military platforms. And you'll
help us produce highly specialized
components for these systems —
from jam-resistant miniature
micropower transceivers to frequency agile multicouplers and
multiplexers, adaptive vehicular
antenna, co-site filters, and more.
In short, you'll define communications systems that work ... in the
lab and in the field.
If you're looking for a fast-growing
company that lets you do what
you do best, look to Xetron. We
have immediate positions available
for the following:

RF/ANALOG ENGINEER
Participate in the design, development, and manufacturing of
HF/VHF/UHF microwave receiver
and transmitter equipment.
Requires BSEE plus four or more
years design experience, including
experience with tunable filters,
VCO synthesizers, demodulator

gle

and modulator (PSK, QAM, etc.) IF
circuitry and audio circuitry.

ANTENNA DESIGN
ENGINEER
Must have BSEE plus two or more
years hands-on design and analysis experience with all types of
antenna with a frequency range
from VLF through MW.

LEAD ENGINEER
Supervise 6-10 engineers and
technicians in developing RF system PRU, including: evaluating
SRU designs, leading PRU design
and interface efforts, monitoring
schedule and budget performance, participating in monthly
reviews, making presentations to
customers, and leading SRU and
PRU testing efforts. Requires
BSEE plus at least five years of RF
design experience, including
experience in a leadership role.
Excellent communications skills
are a must.

RF DESIGN ENGINEER
Design, develop, and test RF circuits and subsystems to include:
analyzing specifications; breadboarding and testing designs;
developing engineering documentation; writing component specifications; guiding circuit layout;
working with packaging designers,

vendors, and customers; and
supervising/instructing technicians. Requires the ability to work
independently in a lab or office,
BSEE, and two or more years RF
experience.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER (RF)
Provide technical proposal support. Must possess solid analytical
and practical experience in the
development and analysis of RF
systems (transceivers, filters VLF
through UHF) and thorough
knowledge of computer design
and analysis software. In addition,
you must have a BSEE along with
strong oral and written communications skills and excellent leadership potential.
Break the limits of technology at
Xetron. You'll find the technical
challenge you need along with the
rewards of our rapid growth,
excellent compensation, and
comprehensive benefits. To apply,
please call or send your resume to
Debbie O'Toole, Human
Resources:
Xetron Corporation
40 W. Crescentville Road
Dept. EM 03-19
Cincinnati, Ohio 45246
(513) 671-5220
An Equal Opportunity Employer.
U.S. citizenship required.

xerRon

A Subsidiary of Westinghouse Electric Corporation

We make the right things happen.
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POSITIONS VACANT

COMPUTER SOFTWARE
MARKET PLACE

FREE DEMO DISK

100Mhz Logic Analyzer Card
For PC,XT, PC/AT Monochrome &
Color

Card Systems

24 Channels at 25Khz •25 Mhz
Channels at 100 Mhz
-internal Clock up to 100Mhz
External Clock up to 25Mhz
Threshold Voltage TTL, ECL,
or variable from -10 to +10v
-Totally Software Controlled
-All Software Included

$1199

PAL/EPROM Programmer Card
For PC/XT/AT Systems

SCHEMA is acomplete, integrated schematic
drawing software package for IBM Personal Computers. Use SCHEMA with your PC to draw schematics and automatically generate design documentation such as Wire and Net Lists, Bills of
Materials. Design Rule Checks, etc. SCHEMA is
$495 ano supports most common PC hardware
configurations. Call or write today for afree demo
disk and nrochure.

$399

-Programs All 20 and 24 Pin
MMI, NS, TI PALs
-Programs Eproms from 2716
to 27512 and 275125
Software Functions Include:
Read, Write, Verify, Protect,
Edit, Print, and File Save
and Load of Program.
All Software Included

CALL NOW FOR ORDERS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION (201) 994-6669
Link Computer Graphics. Inc. 4Sparrow Dr.,
Livingston, NJ 07039

OMATION, INC.
1701 N. Greenville Ave., Suite 809
Richardson, TX 75081
(214) 231-5167

gfrlr\TION_

The AES-XT Compatible
includes
keyboard and monitor. One year warranty.
$699 plus shipping.
Advanced Electronics
Completely assembled and tested,

Microwave Electronics Engineer — The design, development and testing of microwave
and millimeter wave units and subsystems,
including receivers, antennas, transmitters
and radar front ends. Microwave/millimeterwave subsystem studies involving system
specifications and customer requirements.
Preparation of project proposals and cost
predictions for engineering. Management
and coordination of projects including the
required engineering staff. Preparation of
technical reports and presentations for
project customers. The study of new microwave/millimeterwave technologies with
customers on aconsulting basis for marketing purposes. Master of Science Degree in
Electronic Engineering required with at least
5 years experience in the job offered or 5
years experience as an electronics engineer.
Must have had one course in each of the following: 1) Basic electromagnetic theory &
quantum electronics: 2) Microwave & optical systems & measurements: 3) Microwave semi-conductor devices: 4) Antennas and fourier optics. Of the required five
years of experience, applicant must have
two years experience designing radar ranging equipment such as radio altimeter
devices.
40
hrs.,
M/F,
8:30-5:00,
$38,000/year. Send resume and Social
Security Number to: Illinois Job Service, 401
South State Street, 3South, Chicago, Illinois
60605, Attn: Mrs. S. Chalem, Ref #6500-S,
An Employer Paid Ad.

111 Bayou Bend Circle, Carenc ro, LA 70520
(318) 898-7248

POSITIONS WANTED

SPICE

up your PC

Z/SPICE professional circuit simulation
Full version $300

ZTEC

Student version $79

box 737, college place, wa 99324
15091-529-7025

Circuit Simulation
SPICE
8/16/32 bit PC's
PC too slow? Need > Maxmem?

Special
Software
Section

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES

Northern Valley Software

28327 Rothrock Dr. R.P.V.,CA
(213) 541-3677
90274

"SOFTWARE
SPECIAL ISSUE"
Closing April 20

HOT LINE

To place your
Computer Software Ad

Call Ilene Fader
212-512-2984
11
6

Electronic Engr, for hire. Microprocessor
based designs, controls, telecom. Contract
or per diem. Mr. Barry Masel. 718476-1516.

To place
your ad call
Ilene Fader

212/512-2984

Electronics

Overseas — 75 Countries — Interviewing
now. All Fields — for Conn. interview. Send
resume: Global Services, (0) Clinton, CT
06413. Transportation not paid to Connecticut.

SPECIAL SERVICES

Telecommunications — High speed logic
design and consulting services. For free telephone discussion, call J. Shumway, Scanoptik. Inc., (301) 762-0612.

286/386 Software Development Integration RMX/ UNIX/ DOS. Dafco Computer Services, Inc., P.O. Box 6599, 340 Iradell Road,
Ithaca, NY 14851-6599. (607) 387-5517.
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ATotal Systems Approach to Meet the Challenge
Presented by Aviation Week & Space Technology and Arthur D. Little, Inc.
May 19-20, 1987/McGraw-Hill World Headquarters, New York City
Helping to find solutions to terrorists'
threats against aviation and to consider
defensive measures are the objectives
of a special two-day Executive Conference, AVIATION SECURITY: THE
TOTAL SYSTEMS APPROACH. Presented by Aviation Week and Arthur D.
Little Inc., the agenda includes authoritative presentations by industry and
government experts as well as focused
"breakout" sessions that concentrate on
specific areas of major concern.
Conference Program
Contemporary and comprehensive in
content, AVIATION SECURITY: THE
TOTAL SYSTEMS APPROACH addresses such specific areas as:
The impact of terrorism on commercial aviation...the face of terrorism...
meeting the challenges...the why and
wherefore of terrorism.. anticipating
terrorist actions.., impacts of security
issues on business sectors...the role
of government—what is being done...
the security systems... response to terrorist activities.., human resources—
the weak link...design for protection...
protection and society...constraints on
the aviation industry...insurance...risk
management requirements...technology development...the next step—an
action program.
And there will, of course, be ample
opportunity to meet and interact with

executives and conference speakers
from avariety of industries and aviation
security-related disciplines.
Who Should Attend
This conference is designed for airline
executives, airport management and
operations personnel, insurance company executives, government agencies,
manufacturers of aircraft ard security
equipment, air transport authorities,
legal specialists and aviation-related
associations.

AVIATION SECURITY:
THE TOTAL
SYSTEMS APPROACH
May 19-20, 1987
McGraw-Hill World Headquarters
New York City
A most topical subject! Please make
tentative reservations for us at
your two-day conference on aviation
terrorism.
We're interested, but just send
more details for now.

Make Reservations Now!
To make a ron -binding reservation or
get more information, simply complete
and return the coupon. Mail to:
Mr. Peter J. Callahan, Director
of Conferences
Aviation Week & Space Technology
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10020
Telephone: (212) 512-4196

Aviation

Name
Title
Company

Address

City

State

Telephone

AL Arthur D. Hake, Inc.

Type of business

Zip

Advertising Sales Staff
Atlanta, Ga. 30319: Joseph Milroy
4170 Ashford-Dunwoody Road N.E.
[404] 252-0626
Boston, Mass. 02116:
M. E. "Casey" McKibben, Jr.
575 Boylston St.
[617] 262-1160
633-0155 Mobil Phone
Chicago, III. 60611: William J. Walker
[312] 751-3738
645 North Michigan Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44113:
[216) 496-3800
Costa Mesa, Calif. 92626: Fran Cowen
3001 Red Hill Ave. Bldg. #1 Suite 222
[714] 557-6292
Dallas, Texas 75240: Harry B. Doyle, Jr.
5151 Belt Line Road, Suite 907
[214) 458-2400
Englewood, Co. 80112: Harry B. Doyle, Jr.
7400 South Alton Court Suite 111
[303) 740-4633
Houston, Texas 77040: Harry B. Doyle, Jr.
7600 West Tidwell, Suite 500
[713] 462-0757
Los Angeles, Calif. 90010: Chuck Crowe
3333 Wilshire Blvd.
[213] 480-5210
New York, N.Y. 10020
Matthew T. Reseska [212] 512-3617
John Gallie [212) 512-4420
1221 Avenue of the Americas
Stamford, Ct. 06902
Albert J. Liedel
777 Long Ridge Road. Bldg. A
[203] 968-7115
San Mateo, Ca 94404:
Larry Goldstein, Jeffrey C. Hoopes, Paul Mazzacano
3rd Floor
951 Mariner's Island Blvd.
[415] 349-4100
Philadelphia, Pa, 19102: Joseph Milroy
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MIXED
SIGNALS.
Teradyne incorporates two
testers in the same package.

di Anew class of mixed-signal chips is
_posing aparticularly nasty set of problems
to the test-systems community. Not only
do these chips make greater demands on
testers in the analog domain, but many of
them carry much more complex digital
circuitry than standard mixed-signal test
systems are equipped to handle.
Now Teradyne Inc. says that it has developed the first tester specifically designed
to handle this difficult mixed-signal test
problem, all in one pass. The Boston company claims that by eliminating the need
for custom hardware and streamlining the
software, it has made atester that can cut
the test-development cycle for complex
mixed-signal chips in half...
Teradyne's A500 mixed-signal lesl system includes auniversa1120-pin test head
two Sun Micrusystems work stems and the Image t&-development software

ee

Excerptedfrom an exclusive article
in theJanuary 22, 1987 issue.

1
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NEC INSISTS JUDGE
BE DISQUALIFIED
NEC Corp. is not giving up
on its contention that the
judge who ruled against it on
a key point in asuit against
Intel Corp. should be disqualified because he owned some
Intel stock at the time. San
Jose, Calif., District Court
judge William A. Ingram has
already ruled that microcode
may be copyrighted. At issue
is whether the Japanese company illegally copied Intel microcode in a NEC microprocessor. Although a U. S.
District Court in San Francisco this month denied NEC's
move to oust Ingram, the
Japanese firm says that if it
loses on appeal, it will raise
the issue in any further appeals after afinal decision.
HERE'S A MARKET
THAT'S EXPLODING
Semiconductor technology is
giving explosives a shorter
fuse—a few tens of microseconds, versus the few thousandths of asecond it takes a
conventional hot wire to ignite a charge. Scientists at
Sandia National Laboratories
and the University of New
Mexico, in Albuquerque, say
the new device, called asemiconductor bridge, improves
control of blasting in the mining, construction, and engineering industries. It may
also find service in rockets
and missiles, for precision ignition of propulsion and
course-correction thrusters.
The bridges are smart devices that require a coded
signal to trigger them.
MCC NAMES A
NEW CHAIRMAN
The Microelectronics & Computer Technology Corp. finally has a new chairman and
chief executive officer. In
July, Grant A. Dove, a retiring executive vice president
at Texas Instruments Inc.,
will assume these posts,
which have been vacant since
the departure last December
120

of B. R. (Bobby) Inman. Dove,
who is taking early retirement from TI after 28 years
there, will act as aconsultant
to the Austin, Texas, consortium while he phases out his
duties at the Dallas company.
VITESSE IC DIVISION
GOES INDEPENDENT
Vitesse Electronics Corp.'s Integrated Circuits Division,
Camarillo, Calif., has become
an
independent
company
called Vitesse Semiconductor
Corp., says its president and
now chief executive officer,
Louis R. Tomasetta. The restructured firm has acquired
$10 million in second-round
funding from a group of investors headed by Sequoia
Capital of Menlo, Calif. The
new funding will enable Vitesse to develop additional
products and expand into
higher-volume production, Tomasetta says.
NEW SUPPORT FOR
INTERACTIVE CDs
Sun Microsystems Inc., of
Mountain View, Calif., and
the Dutch multinational Philips International NV will cooperate to build a "multi-media authoring system" for interactive compact disks, teaming Sun's work stations with
Philips'
disk
technology.
Aimed at entertainment, education, and information markets, the authoring system
will allow developers to integrate audio, video, data, and
text on the disks.
FUJITSU, GTE FORM
VOICE/DATA VENTURE
Fujitsu America Inc. and
GTE Communications Systems Corp. are forming a
joint-venture company to develop and market voice-anddata business communications systems in North America. The venture, called Fujitsu GTE Business Systems
Inc., will begin operations in
Tempe, Ariz., on April 1. It
will be owned 80% by Fujitsu
America and 20% by GTE.

GTE Business Systems will
transfer its Tempe Business
Systems division to the joint
venture.
SATELLITE CHANNELS
GO BEGGING
Because it cannot find customers for many of the 16
satellite
transponders
it
leases, Equatorial Communications Co. of Mountain View,
Calif., has took a $45 million
writeoff and reported a $67.8
million loss for the fiscal year
ended last Dec. 31. The
firm's sales were off 9.3 per
cent at $50.9 million. Conte]
ASC, asubsidiary of the Conte] Corp., has provided some
help by agreeing to buy $10
million worth of Equatorial
equipment, guarantee the satellite leases, and lend the
company $6 million, in return
for the right to buy $11.7 million in Equatorial stock.
BOOK-TO-BILL RATIO
CONTINUES TO RISE
The end of the March quarter may give solid evidence
as to whether the semiconductor industry's apparent
recovery is real. The bellwether book-to-bill ratio crept
from 1.12 to 1.13 in February, the fifth straight monthly increase—while
threemonth average bookings and
billings themselves were virtually flat, each up less than
1% from January. The Semiconductor Industry Association, which released the figures, attributed the increase
to continuing improvement in
electronic equipment sales.

gram that includes afilter to
allow it to import DEC's
WPS-PLUS word-processing
files. The VAXmate runs PC
software and also accesses
VAX resources.
CONCURRENT SIGNS
DEAL WITH APOLLO
Concurrent Computer Corp.,
the Tinton Falls, N. J., manufacturer of high-performance
parallel processors, will sell
Apollo Computer Inc. work
stations as peripherals in
large-memory real-time processing systems. Apollo, of
Chelmsford, Mass., signed a
similar agreement a little
over a year ago with Alliant
Computer Systems of Littleton, Mass., another maker of
parallel processors.
U.S., JAPAN FIRMS SET
AUTOMATION PACT
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. of Osaka, Japan, and
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
of Pittsburgh, Pa., will establish a joint venture for factory automation equipment in
the U. S. this summer. Matsushita will supply technology for automating consumer-products and light industrial
manufacturing,
and
Westinghouse will supply
technology in the heavy-industrial electrical field.
AEA: U.S. SALES END
'86 ON HIGHER NOTE

In the fourth quarter, U. S.
electronics manufacturers sold
$61.1 billion of domestically
produced goods and services,
matching a sales record that
was set way back in the
DEC, ALDUS SIGN
fourth quarter of 1984, reports
PAGEMAKER DEAL
the American Electronics AsAldus Corp., the developer of sociation. It was enough to
bring an otherwise sluggish
PageMaker desktop publishing software, is teaming up
1986 up to a total of $226.5
with
Digital
Equipment billion—only 1% less than
1985's $228.7 billion, according
Corp., which will offer the
IBM PC version of Page- to the group. New orders hit
Maker for its VAXmate per- $60 billion in the quarter, the
sonal computer. DEC, of highest level since early 1985,
Maynard, Mass., will sell a and December saw a12% gain
version of the Seattle compa- in orders over November, to
ny's desktop publishing pro$22.9 billion, it says.
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Super SRAilels

When you design-in anew memory, you want more than minor
upgrades.You want major system
benefits. You get them from
NEC's new 256K (64K x4) super
SRAMs.
Start with the performance
advantages of 35ns access time.
Add the design advantage of
256K integration.Then put all that
scorching speed in cool, lowpower CMOS. And you come out
with aquantum leap in system
performance.
To meet your needs, NEC offers

C8C

Computers and Communications

256K SRAMs in three versions:
35ns, 45ns or 55ns. All speeds of
the µPD43254C come in 24-pin
plastic DIPs designed for highdensity mounting. Typical current
is only 70mA active and 10mA
standby.
Find out how your supercomputer, mainframe, LSI tester,
instrument or image processing
equipment can leap over performance barriers that block the
competition. With the higher
speed and integration of NEC's
new 35ns 255K Super SRAMs.

For further information, please contact:
• USA

Te1:415-960-6000. TWX: 910-379-6985

• Europe

W. Germany
Tel:0211-650302. Telex:8589960 NE D.
The Netherlands
Tel:040-445-845. Telex:51923 NEC B NL.
Sweden
Tel:08-732-8200. Telex: 13839 NECSCAN.
France
Te1:1-3946-9617. Telex:699499 NEC EF.
Italy
Tel:02-6709108. Telex:315355 NEC EIT I.
UK
Tel:0908-691133. Telex:826791 NEC UK G.

18 Asia

Hong Kong
Te1:3-755-9008. Telex:54561 HK NEC HX.
Taiwan
Tel:02-522-4192. Telex:22372 HK NEC TP.
Singapore
Te1:4819881. Telex:39726 NECSIN RS.

• Oceania

Australia
Tel:03-267-6355. Telex:AA38343 NEC BCD.

NEC

I-800-361-4903
MATROX IS ABOUT TO
DRAMATICALLY CHANGE YOUR VIEW OF
IMAGING AND MACHINE VISION ON THE IBM AT.

If you think that serious imaging and
PCs are light years apart — but wish they
weren't —we present the following facts:
MVP-AT
•Real-Time Processing — Convolutions,
Histograms, Profiles, Feature Extraction,.
Area of Interest, Much, Much More
•True Color •Graphics Overlay
•EGA Video Switch •Non-Interlaced Display
•Complete Software Library
•Image Pro Driver
MVP-AT
•Powerful Processing
•Unlimited Applications
•S4995
CALL US.

motto
IBM and IBM AT are trademarks of International Business MachinesCorporation.
In canada. call (514) 685-2630.

ELEC-MVP

Circle 902 on reader service card

See us at Booth 315
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